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BACKGR
ROUND
Starting in
n the late‐1700s and exteending over
one hund
dred and fiffty years, lu
umber from
North Cen
ntral and We
estern Pennsyylvania was
used not only to build America, but
b to also
ope where th
heir sources
build sectiions of Euro
of lumberr had been depleted. Thee region was
the centerpiece of Ame
erica’s lumberr production
from the 1880s
1
through the 1920s. Designated
in 2001, the Lumber Heritage
H
Region (LHR) is
esignated heritage areas
one of twelve state de
D
of Conservvation and
in the Department
Natural Resources' (DCNR's) Pennsylvania
P
Heritage Area
A
Program (PHAP).

The LHR iss highlighted above in darrk green.
Map sourcce: Pennsylvania DCNR / PHA
AP

Since its in
nception, the
e LHR has delivered $1.3++ million in grant
g
fundingg to partners in the regio
on that
has been leveraged into more than $3 million worth
w
of invesstments. Thee LHR Managgement Actio
on Plan
(MAP) upd
date is being undertaken because there have been
n significant changes and new opportunities
have emerrged w i t h in the Region since the original MAP was
w completed
d in 2001. A new plan th
hat will
reflect these changes and
a LHR's role in the Regiion for the next
n
five yearss is imperativve and required by
the DCNR Heritage Area Program.
Vision Statement
S
– 2001
2
MAP
The Lum
mber Heritage Region is an in
nternationally recognized
r
forrest communityy with a sense of pride in ourr
people,, our quality off life, and the trraditions of ou
ur rural heritag
ge. Our sustain
nable forest is a destination
that continues to provide unique op
pportunities fo
or forest produccts manufactu
uring, educatio
on, research,
and reccreation. Linkiing forests, parrks, historic ressources, and co
ommunities alllows residentss and visitors to
o
exploree our vibrant cu
ulture and con
ntribute to a vittal economy.

This plan was
w prepared by a consultaant team and its preparation featured the
t following five steps:
Task 1.0:
Task 2.0:
Task 3.0:
Task 4.0:
Task 5.0:

Project Start‐Up & Researcch
P
S
Stakeholder
In
nput
W
Workshop
of Ideas
D
Draft
Plan Update Preparaation
D
Draft
Plan Update Presentations
& Revisions

In additio
onal to tho
orough background
research, a key found
dation of this plan
update was
w
extensive public input
opportunitties througho
out the processs. The
full plan document
d
caan be review
wed for
background findings, but the following
pages of th
his summary highlight thee plan’s
primary recommendatio
ons.

TThe Worksho
op of Ideas featured a series of exxercises,
i
including
topiic‐based focuss group sessio
ons, to solicitt input.
i
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
Heritage Area Boundaries
One of the key tasks in updating the LHR’s Management Action Plan (MAP) is to reexamine the current
geographic boundaries and consider any adjustments as determined appropriate (see map below for
existing boundaries). It was ultimately determined that no significant advantages would be gained by
altering the current boundaries. Therefore, it is recommended that no changes occur.

It must always be kept in mind that
a key goal of the LHR is economic
development – the creation of jobs
and income. That goal is
emphasized throughout this plan.

Organizational Structure
This section of the MAP update addresses board and organizational development, board responsibilities
and duties, and board composition and oversight, including how these functions relate to the LHR staff.
Key recommendations include:






Begin the process of board restructuring.
Look to the private sector for board membership and diversification of talents and skills.
Re‐examine bylaws to determine what needs to be rewritten for board composition.
Establish agendas with clear “action items” to be voted on at each board meeting.
Explore the use of current technology to allow board members to participate remotely.

ii
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Interpretaation: Them
mes, Stories & Methods
It was decided to leave the interprettive themes and
a itinerariess created in the 2005 Interrpretive Plan intact,
but to also
o create a se
eries of five broader
b
them
mes that tie more
m
directlyy with a mucch broader naational
story. In short,
s
the future interpreetation should be linked more
m
stronglly to our nattion’s more general
g
history thaat serves as an existing con
ntext for visittors. Below are
a the propo
osed new them
mes, which are tied
to individual sites and attractions
a
within the full plan:
p
Penn’s Wo
oods
The arrivaal of Europeans transfo
ormed
North Ameerica’s forestts, including those
in the Penn
nsylvania Colo
ony.
Rivers and Timber
The naturaal river corriidors, such as
a the
North an
nd West Branches
B
off the
Susquehan
nna, the Alle
egheny, the Tioga
and the Cowanesgu
ue, were major
avenues of transporrtation for both
settlementt and the burgeoning
b
t
timber
trade in the region.

An example of
o the LHR’s tie
t to the nation’s broader
history is FDR
R’s “New Dea
al” CCC campss.

Building Am
merica
The lumbeer industry in central Penn
nsylvania playyed a significcant role in th
he building of
o America du
uring
th
the 19 century.
Boom and Bust
The lumbeer industry was a boom and bust econ
nomy in Penn
nsylvania as the
t landscapee was strippeed of
timber reso
ources.
Renewing America’s
A
Forests
The 19th ceentury lumbe
er industry’s adverse
a
affecct on Pennsylvvania’s forestts is being countered todaay by
managed growth
g
and se
ensitivity to the ecological concerns.
Key Recom
mmendationss Summary
 The LHR’’s primary themes should
d expand the context of th
he story and emphasize th
he LHR’s natiional
significan
nce with the message: Peennsylvania timber
t
built America!
A
Exxpand to a broader
b
set of
o six
themes.
 To overccome the LHR
R’s obstacles of
o a very largge geographicc size and limited staffing, follow this plan’s
related recommenda
r
tions such ass splitting thee area into quadrants for determiningg board meetings,
leveragin
ng public histtory programss of area colleges and universities, and
d creating a series
s
of “friends”
groups.
 Implemeent a new set of interpretive initiatives as listed previously and in
ncluding apprroaches such as a
wayfinding system to
o guide visitors, new tour itineraries, wayside
w
exhib
bits for gatew
way communities,
and similar initiatives.
 Create a series of thre
ee driving tou
urs (north, ceentral and sou
uth) that each
h feature sitees with a samp
pling
of primaary interpretivve themes, but
b that are geographically
g
y sequenced in a mannerr that is relatively
viable for travelers wiithin the regio
on.

iii
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Below is a map of the three proposed tour routes tied to the new broad themes.

Improvements to Sites & Attractions
One goal for heritage areas is to preserve and enhance the area’s natural and cultural resources with a
clear link to the heritage area’s primary themes. The following general recommendation is offered:
 The LHR should consider adopting a set of minimum standards of quality to insure “tourism readiness”
for partner sites and attractions, as well as for an incentive to “emerging” sites and attractions.

Wayfinding
Wayfinding is an important component of navigating heritage areas. The system of linking cultural
resources, attractions, programs and events together through a combination of gateways, historic
characters, site histories, interpretive themes, and other navigational elements gives visitors a blueprint to
explore the stories, people and places associated with the LHR’s past. Key recommendations include:

iv
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 Install a system of wayfinding signage
based up
pon the seve
en principles listed in
this plan section.
 Utilize th
he design illu
ustrated at right
r
for
the crreation of highly‐identifiable
wayfinding signage.
 Create and provide on
o the LHR website
w
a
driving brochure
b
to highlight key sites
s
and
tour rou
utes. The brrochure can be used
digitally on the LHR website,
w
dow
wnloaded
as a digital version, and/or printted as a
hard cop
py version.
 It is reccommended that the LHR first
create a web app for tech savvy visitors.
Howeverr, a mobile app should also be
considerred to comb
bat the lack of cell
service in
n parts of the
e LHR.

The propossed wayfinding signage dessign uses colo
or
coding to distinguish
d
between the thrree primary routes.

Marketingg & Promotiion
This sectio
on reflects key findings fro
om stakehold
der meetings,, interviews, workshops and reconnaisssance.
These follo
owing recomm
mendation su
ummaries relaate to the role of the LHR in marketing and promotiing the
lumber ind
dustry and tou
urism to supp
port the economic develop
pment of the region:
 Inventoryy: Update the
e 2001 MAP’ss inventory off sites, attracttions and eveents.
 Prioritiza
ation: Catego
orize the invventory of sites, attractions and eveents into “TTourist Readyy” and
“Emergin
ng” based upo
on the criteria provided in
n this MAP up
pdate.
 Maps an
nd Itineraries: The prioritized “Tourist Ready”
R
sites should be mapped and inteegrated into tourist
itinerariees.
 Projects:: “Emerging” sites, events and activitties should be
b channeled into a Projeect Priority List
L for
funding, planning, and
d development, and action
n plans would
d be created for
f each.
 Content:: Developing content
c
(brocchures, mapss, itineraries, etc.) should be
b an importaant objective of the
LHR so th
he LHR and TPAs can use them
t
to prom
mote the regio
on’s assets.
 Relationsships: The LH
HR should strrengthen its relationships
r
with the varrious organizaations repressenting
today’s lumber industtry and demo
onstrate how they can help
p to promote the industry.
 Lumber Industry
I
Projeects: The LHR
R should purssue the projects for the lu
umber industrry described on the
previouss pages, including: Lumberr Industry Sustainability Promotion
P
Co
ontent, Best Practices
P
Show
wcase,
Media Development
D
t, Interpretivve Wayside Exhibits & Walking To
ours, Kiosk Developmentt, and
Educatio
onal Materialss.
 Makers and
a Manufaccturers: The LHR
L should play
p a more active
a
role in promoting the region’s makers
m
and man
nufactures.
 LHR Web
bsite: The LHR
R should imp
plement a com
mplete overhaul of the current websitee to better ad
dvance
its missio
on as it relate
es to both tou
urism and pro
omoting the lu
umber industtry.

v
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Funding
Long‐term funding for the LHR is one of the most immediate and critical issues to address, particularly in
light of the lack of predictability for future State funding. Key recommendations include the following:
 Sustainability: The LRH must raise funds beyond those from DCNR sources.
 Charitable Status: If not already completed, immediately file with the Pennsylvania Bureau of Charitable
Organizations.
 Public & Private Funding: Pursue funding from corporations, foundations and other public sources, and
pursue a three‐pronged funding approach.
 Donations: Begin to solicit individual donations.
 Membership: Create a membership program for the LHR.
 Board Giving: Develop a program so that Board Members donate annually at a meaningful level.

Partnerships & Responsibilities
The benefits of a broad partnership base are crucial for all heritage areas. The LHR enjoys strong
partnerships that have been developed and nurtured over the past 15 years. New partnerships will
continue to be established as the updated Management Action Plan (MAP) is implemented. Key
recommendations are as follows:
 Partnerships: It is critical that the LHR continue and strengthen its key existing partnerships, particularly
those that provide financial support. It should also continue to seek out new partnerships that can
advance the LHR’s mission.
 Responsibilities: It is important that the board of directors and the staff have a clear understanding of
their distinct roles and how they should interact in an optimal way. Those responsibilities should be
revisited periodically as a constant reminder.
 Volunteers: The LHR needs to develop a volunteer program to maximize its productivity. A set of
guidelines should be prepared and followed.

Implementation: Performance Goals, Priorities & Phasing
This plan section goes into detail regarding implementation of the updated MAP. Key priorities include:
1. Restructure the Organization, focusing on board composition and board/staff roles.
2. Diversify the Funding Mix away from a reliance on DCNR.
3. Produce Interpretive Content for various media used by tourism agencies and the lumber industry.
4. Establish Linkages through thematic maps and wayfinding to help guide visitors and tell the story.
5. Focus Project Priorities for upgrading “emerging” heritage sites that are not quite tourist ready.
This section also includes an implementation matrix summarizing key recommendations, providing page
number references, citing responsible parties, and establishing time frames.

vi
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BACKGR
ROUND
Starting in the late‐170
00s and exten
nding over one hundred and fifty yeaars, lumber from
f
North Central
C
merica, as weell as sectionss of Europe where
w
their lu
umber
and Westeern Pennsylvaania was used to build Am
had been depleted. Th
he region waas the centerpiece of Am
merica's lumb
ber productio
on from the 1880s
he 1920s. By the early‐1
1900s, this reesource had been
b
exhaustted and it too
ok more than
n three
through th
decades of
o natural re
egeneration and dedicatted conservaation work to
t bring Pennsylvania's forests
f
back to th
he point whe
ere they could once again be harvestted. Today, the forests are managed
d with
conservatio
on ethics an
nd sustainablee practices that
t
ensure this
t internatio
onally‐ recognized resource will
be a destiination that continues to
o provide un
nique opporttunities for forest
f
products manufacturing,
education,, research, an
nd recreation for generations to come
e.

A.1: The LHR's Establishment
Designated
d in 2001, the Lumber Heeritage Region (LHR) is one of twelve state
s
designaated heritagee areas
in the Deepartment of Conservation and Nattural Resourrces' (DCNR'ss) Pennsylvania Heritagee Area
Program (P
PHAP). Five of
o them are also
a National Heritage Areas, but the LH
HR is not amo
ong those fivee. The
LHR utilizes a DCNR lin
ne item for fu
unding and C2P2 state graants. The orrganization also provides grants
on, the LHR has
h delivered
d $1.3+
to other non‐profit parrtners within the heritagee region. Sincce its inceptio
ng to partnerrs in the region that has been leveraaged into mo
ore than $3 million
million in grant fundin
nvestments.
worth of in

Highlighted above in dark green, the LHR iss one of tw
welve state‐d
designated heritage area
as in
Pennsylvan
nia. Map souurce: Pennsylvaania DCNR / PH
HAP
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As part of the DCNR Heritage Area Program, the LHR follows the five goals of the program:






Education and Interpretation
Economic Development
Cultural Conservation
Intergovernmental and Interagency Cooperation
Recreation and Conservation of Natural Resources

A.2: Relevant Public Policies
DCNR's Pennsylvania Heritage
Area Program (PHAP) was
established in 1989 and it
oversees
all
twelve
of
Pennsylvania's heritage areas.
DCNR's Bureau of Recreation
and Conservation (BRC) serves
as a coordinating entity through
its six BRC regions (see map at
right). The LHR's 15 counties
are located within four of the
regions, including:





Region 3: South Central
Region 4: North Central
Region 5: Southwest
Region 6: Northwest

Compared to the National Heritage Area (NHA) program that is administered by the National Park Service,
Pennsylvania’s heritage regions program is not as heavily rooted in legislation. Each NHA is created
through an Act of Congress. The NHA program has served as somewhat of a model for Pennsylvania’s
heritage regions program, and several of those designated regions are also NHAs. However, with the
exception of a broad act creation the overall state program, Pennsylvania’s program is not based upon a
series of acts via the state legislature.

A.3: Goals & Objectives of the LHR
The five overall goals of the State's Heritage Area Program were summarized previously. According to the
2001 plan, the LHR's vision statement is as follows:

Vision Statement
The Lumber Heritage Region is an internationally recognized forest community with a sense of pride in our
people, our quality of life, and the traditions of our rural heritage. Our sustainable forest is a destination
that continues to provide unique opportunities for forest products manufacturing, education, research,
and recreation. Linking forests, parks, historic resources, and communities allows residents and visitors to
explore our vibrant culture and contribute to a vital economy.

2
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The LHR's mission statement, as described in the 2001 plan, is as follows:
The Lumber Heritage Region is a 501(c) (3) corporation, with a Central Board housed within a host
organization. The Lumber Heritage Region is divided into three subregions ‐ Allegheny, Pine Creek, West Branch
‐ and functions as a partnership of local, regional, state, and federal entities dedicated to promoting the
heritage of Pennsylvania’s internationally recognized sustainable forest region.
The Lumber Heritage Region:
• provides technical, educational, and financial assistance to communities, local governments, businesses,
institutions, and the general public.
• coordinates programs which interpret the region’s unique lumber history, celebrate its living heritage, and
foster a greater understanding of the contemporary lumber and forest products industry and rural life.
• works to enhance the region’s economy by providing forest management education; conserving and
interpreting historic, natural, and recreational resources; and enhancing tourism in cooperation with local
communities to make the region a better place to live, work and visit.
Purpose of the Plan Update
The LHR Management Action Plan (MAP) update is being undertaken because there have been
significant changes and new opportunities have emerged w i t h in the Region since the original MAP was
completed in 2001. Key changes and opportunities include:
 Formation of HeritagePA
 The creation of the Pennsylvania Wilds
 Reduction of financial support for promoting Pennsylvania Tourism
 The current State Administration's focus on job creation
 The impact of the Marcellus gas drilling
 The need for sustainable funding sources
 Many projects contained in the 2001 MAP have either been completed, are underway, or changing
conditions have rendered them no longer feasible
 Strategies for meeting visitor expectations for heritage tourism have changed with the popularity of
social media and the current economy
 The 2010 Census reports indicate that the demographics and economic condition in the Region's
communities have changed significantly since 2000
A new plan that will reflect these changes and LHR's role in
the Region for the next five years is imperative and required
by the DCNR Heritage Area Program. One component of this
plan is to explore the best organizational structure for the LHR
to give the LHR the most opportunities for sustainable funding
in the future. Another focus of this plan is to address
opportunities for the Lumber Heritage Region to become a
more visible and active asset to the destination ‐ the
Pennsylvania Wilds. Specific to the lumber industry, there are
opportunities for new strategic partnerships and a paradigm
shift in how the industry is perceived. There is now a unique
3

There is now a unique
opportunity for forging a
common vision of how to
use local sustainably
harvested, designed,
processed, and marketed
forest products to meet the
growing demand for green
and natural products
throughout the world.
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opportunitty for forgin
ng a commo
on vision off how to use
u local susstainably harvested, dessigned,
processed,, and marketted forest products to meeet the growing demand for green an
nd natural products
throughout the world. A growing number of new
n
partnersships in the Region have helped implement
and develo
op many of the objectivess in the origin
nal MAP, which now allow
ws the LHR to
o expand its role in
the Region
n.

A.4: Proje
ect Methodo
ology
The preparation of thiss plan featureed
the following five stepss for the Scop
pe
of Work:
Task 1.0: Project
P
Start‐Up & Researcch
Task 2.0: Stakeholder
S
In
nput
Task 3.0: Workshop
W
of Ideas
Task 4.0: Draft
D
Plan Update
Preparation
D
Plan Update
Task 5.0: Draft
Presentatio
ons & Revisio
ons
Below is a detailed description of
each step:

Task 1.0: Project
P
Start‐‐Up & Researrch
This initial step include
ed work donee by the Projeect Team beffore, during and
a after the team’s first trip to
the LHR. That
T
three‐day trip featureed the following tasks:
Task 1.1 Assembly
A
& Review
R
of Background Matterials
Prior to th
he Task 1.0 trip
t
to the LHR,
L
the Projject Team co
oordinated with
w
LHR stafff to gather all
a key
background information needed forr the project,, including th
he 2001 plan,, existing programs inform
mation,
and the organization’s budget. The team revieewed such in
nformation prior to the trrip to have a basic
understand
ding of the ke
ey issues aheaad of time, an
nd conducted
d more detaileed research after
a
the initiaal trip.
Task 1.2 Meeting
M
with LHR
This meeting occurred
d on Decemb
ber 8, 2014, between the Project Teeam and LHR
R representatives ‐
including the
t Study Committee. Th
he group reviiewed issues such as the project scheedule, needed
d data,
and the pu
ublic participaation process that was a central focus for
f Task 2.0. It was also th
he first opportunity
for the team to begin to
o scope the keey project isssues.
Task 1.3 Heritage
H
Region Tour
The Heritage Region tour was led byy LHR staff to
o orient the Project
P
Team to the area, including thee many
th
s
and projjects. The tour occurred from
f
Decemb
ber 8 to the 10th, 2014. Additional
A
folllow‐up
individual sites
field work was performed by Projectt Team memb
bers as part of
o Task 2.0.
Task 2.0: Stakeholder
S
Input
I
The LHR staff
s
and Pro
oject Team collaborated
c
to identify key
k stakehold
ders who co
ould provide useful
informatio
on and perspectives on th
he various isssues relevantt to the Lum
mber Heritagee Region. Tw
wo key

4
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members of the Projecct Team perfformed the sub‐tasks
s
desscribed below
w during a fo
our‐day trip to the
Heritage Region, as well as through work conduccted followingg that trip. Two
T
days werre spent in Ridgway
to meet wiith stakeholders representting the westt half of the LHR, and another two dayss were spent in
i Lock
Haven to meet with sttakeholders representing
r
R. Those meeetings occurrred as
the east half of the LHR
follows:
Task 2.1 Focus
F
Group Meetings
M
& Public
P
Forumss
Focus Grou
up Meetings
Five meetiings with various stakeholder groups were
w
conductted by key members
m
of the Project Teeam in
each of thee two LHR halves (east and
d west), and stakeholder
s
g
groups
includeed the follow
wing:






Attraction/site operaators, Chamb
ber of Commeerce, and Tourism Promotiion Agency (TTPA) reps
Tourism
m‐related business owners/operators an
nd economic development reps
Public officials
o
and in
nstitutional reeps (includingg Allegheny Nat'l
N Forest, Sttate officials, universities)
Environmentalists, historic
h
preserrvationists an
nd historians
Lumberr industry reps

Sessions in
ncluded indivviduals havin
ng a
common interest in the Heritage Area,
A
and each meeting
m
laste
ed approximaately
one (1) hou
ur.
Public Foru
ums
One publicc forum was held in Ridggway
and one was
w held in Lo
ock Haven. Each
E
included an
a overview of the pro
oject
purpose, a summary of key findings,
and an op
pen discussio
on with meeeting
participantts regarding their aspirattions
for the LHR
R.
Task 2.2 Individual Inte
erviews
Key Project Team members interview
wed up to thirty individuaals for additio
onal information and opiniions to
supplemen
nt the Task 2.1 focus grou
up meetings. Up to half of
o those interrviews were in person, with the
balance beeing conducte
ed by phone. The types of people intterviewed weere consisten
nt with thosee listed
under Taskk 2.1.
Task 2.3 Write‐Up
W
of Task
T
2.0 Inputt
The resultss of Task 2.0 were docum
mented by thee Project Team. That documentation was
w included in the
appendices section of the plan and summarized
s
w
within
the maain body of th
he plan.
Task 3.0: Workshop
W
off Ideas
The full Prroject Team converged
c
on
n the LHR ass part of a tw
wo‐day trip to
o carry out this
t
importan
nt task.
Although the
t project Sccope of Workk was designeed to encouraage strong sttakeholder input througho
out the
life of this project, Task 3.0 offered the
t single greatest opportu
unity for meaaningful “hand
ds‐on” involvvement
ncluding LHR and DCNR representativ
r
ves. The workshop occurrred on Augu
ust 25,
of key stakeholders, in
2015, at th
he Pennsylvan
nia Lumber Museum
M
in Ulyysses and wass attended byy more than 50
5 participantts.

5
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Worksho
op Objective
The objeective of the workshop waas to providee a forum for the stakehollders to achieeve a consensus on
the vario
ous issues for the future off the Lumber Heritage Reggion. Examplees of such issues included::









Potenttial boundary adjustmentss to the Heritaage Region’s
Potenttial to concen
ntrate the pro
ogram’s geogrraphic focus
Organiizational struccture and legal status for the
t LHR
Futuree funding strattegies for thee LHR
Revisio
ons to interprretive approaches and tourist itinerariees
Prioritiies and imple
ementation stteps for key projects
p
Approaaches to coorrdinating the efforts of loccal, regional, state
s
and federal programs
Other primary issue
es as identifieed during the course of thee project

The most tangible outcome of thee workshop was
w the key co
oncepts that were
w
subsequ
uently expand
ded on
to createe the plan upd
date.
Worksho
op Format
The worrkshop started with a meeeting of the entire group
p of participaants in which
h the consulttants
presenteed their backkground find
dings, as well as the ressults of the Task 2.0 Sttakeholder In
nput.
Following that session, the group was split intto three (3) break‐out
b
gro
oups organizeed by issues, and
each gro
oup was led through a set of questio
ons and a deetailed discussion led by one of the four
consultants. After nearly two ho
ours of thesee concurrent break‐out seessions, the participants
p
w
were
brought back to form a single grou
up and they shared their id
deas.
Worksho
op Follow‐Up
After thee workshop, the consultan
nts spent thee balance of the
t day and the first partt of the follow
wing
day deveeloping their key conceptss for the plan. They then met
m with LHR
R staff and the Chair to disscuss
their ideas and achievve a consensu
us.
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Task 4.0: Draft Plan Update Preparation
The intent of this project was not to create a “full‐blown” new plan. Instead, the intent was to update the
existing plan with a supplemental document that updates information and tackles the many issues that
have surfaced since 2001. Many of those issues are listed above under Task 3.0. Also, the plan update
reflected that many of the projects contained in the 2001 plan have since been completed. Moreover,
some ideas in the previous plan warranted revisiting, which resulted in them either being abandoned
because they are no longer feasible, or adjusted to remain viable.
Task 5.0: Draft Plan Update Presentation & Revisions
This final task of the project featured the following three steps:
Task 5.1 Draft Plan Update Presentation
Key members of the Project Team made a public presentation of the draft plan update. The presentation
was designed to encourage an open dialogue with the public to solicit their views on the draft plan
update. Components of the meeting included the following:
•
•
•
•

Opening Comments
Project Purpose & Methodology
Overview of Stakeholder Input & Findings
Proposed LHR Strategies

The majority of time was dedicated to the proposed strategies, as opposed to the background
information. Because of the importance of public interaction, a generous amount of time was also
provided for an open discussion.
Task 5.2 Draft Plan Update Review
In addition to the LHR and DCNR, a variety of other entities and individuals needed to thoroughly review
the plan document and provide feedback for revisions. Each reviewing party was asked to submit a single
“red lined” mark‐up to serve as a composite for all comments from individuals within their respective
entities. This approach was the most efficient one for the Project Team and the LHR, and it allowed each
party to resolve any conflicting perspectives within their own group.
Task 5.3 Final Plan Update Revisions
Based upon the feedback provided by the LHR, the DCNR, and other entities and individuals, the final plan
was revised and submitted to the LHR in both hard copy and digital formats.
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OVERVIIEW OF THE 2001 PLAN
Because th
his current plaan is intended
d as an updatte
of the existing plan prepared in 2001, an
a
ding of thatt original plan is clearlly
understand
needed. Below
B
is a sum
mmary of thee process useed
to create that
t
plan, keyy concepts off the plan, and
the status of plan imp
plementation up until this
point.

B.1: Summary of the
e Planning Prrocess
The LHR’’s original managemen
nt plan waas
prepared by
b a consultant team led by
b the Mackiin
Engineerin
ng Company. Sub‐consultants on thaat
team inclluded Archaaeological and Historicaal
Consultantts, Inc., Auggust Carlino, and Jamees
Nelson. Itt is noteworthy that Auggust Carlino is
also a team
m member of
o the group preparing this
plan updatte, providing some additio
onal continuitty
between th
he two plans. Funding and
a
technical
assistance we provided
d to the team by the North
h Central Pen
nnsylvania Reegional Planning & Development
on, the Penn
nsylvania Herritage Parks Program of the State’s Department
D
Commissio
of Conservattion &
Natural Reesources (DCNR), and thee fifteen coun
nties (or parts thereof) comprising
c
th
he LHR. Thiss initial
planning effort also ben
nefited from the 1998 preeparation of a feasibility sttudy for the LHR
L that provvided a
nd informatio
on to build upon.
great deal of backgroun
ocess occurred
d over a two‐‐year period and
a it featureed a great deeal of public input,
The initial planning pro
s
groups. Thee official pub
blic involvem
ment phase began
b
with an
a LHR
particularlyy from key stakeholder
Advisory Committee kicck‐off meetingg in April of 1999.
1
LHR Advissory Commi ttee
The Adviso
ory Committee
e, a group open to anyone interested in the
t LHR, grew
w into a strongg entity throu
ughout
the planning process. It assisted th
he Core Steering Committtee, which was
w the primaary decision‐m
making
body. Thee Advisory Co
ommittee mett monthly fro
om April of 19
999 through October
O
of 200
00. It discussed key
issues, succh as the LHR
R boundaries,, the entity’s organization
nal structure,, and implem
mentation straategies
related to the
t various in
nterpretive th
hemes. The Advisory
A
Committee also prepared
p
a vission statemen
nt.
Core Steerring Committee
The Core Steering
S
Committee served as the otheer public invo
olvement group during the planning prrocess.
It featured
d at least one representative from each
h county within the region
n, including reepresentativees from
tourist pro
omotion agen
ncies, Local Developmentt Districts, th
he timber industry, governmental ageencies,
historical societies,
s
and
d similar stakkeholders. Unlike
U
the Ad
dvisory Comm
mittee, which
h met monthly, the
Core Steerring Committe
ee met only on
o an as‐need
ded basis. However, it waas responsible for approviing the
Managemeent Action Plan
P
before itts submission to the Pennsylvania Sttate Heritagee Park Interaagency
Review Tassk Force for designation.
d
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Planning Retreat
In addition to the numerous meetings of the Advisory and Core Steering committees, an intensive two‐day
retreat was held in August of 2000. It was intended as an in‐depth review of pivotal implementation
projects for the LHR, which were revised during this retreat as needed. They now comprise the key
implementation projects within the 2001 Management Action Plan.
Other Meetings
Aside from the regular planning meetings of the formal committees, there were numerous meetings along
the way with local, state, and federal agencies, as well as with various other organizations, businesses, and
stakeholders. In particular, the State agencies and timber industry representatives were linked into the
LHR planning process. Meetings were held with groups such as the State’s DCNR, state park managers,
the Hardwoods Development Council (HDC), Hardwood Lumber Manufacturer’s Association (HLMA), and
Allegheny Hardwoods Utilization Group (AHUG).
In summary, the process utilized to create the 2001 plan was relatively typical of most such plans for both
national and state‐level heritage areas. It was prepared by a multi‐disciplinary consultant team through a
framework of stakeholder committees and it included a substantial amount of public input. Those same
characteristics apply to the creation of this current plan update.

B.2: Key Concepts of the 2001 Plan
The following key concepts are contained in the 2001 management plan:
Interpretive Themes
Five themes of lumber heritage in Pennsylvania, sequenced by historic era, were identified and are
summarized below:
• Pioneers of Logging
• Spars and Sticks: Timber Rafting and Log Booms
• Bark Peelers and Lumber Barons: Railroad Logging Arrives
• Forest Conservation and the Recovery of a Resource
• A Second Forest and a Sustainable Approach: Modern Forest Management
Each theme provides a view into the lives, practices, and techniques of the time, and each is vital in telling
the story of the LHR.
Regional Resources
Two types of regional resources were identified: Gateways and Key Destinations. While each regional
resource was considered to serve a distinct purpose, they are all intended to link the natural, historic,
cultural, and recreational resources of the region for a holistic LHR experience. Each selected town, city,
or site had to meet specific criteria to be designated as a Gateway or Key Destination. Below is a
definition for each of the two categories, and they are mapped on the following page.
 Gateways are located at the boundaries of the LHR and act as a springboard for the traveler to begin
their journey (green hexagons on map)
 Key Destinations are located toward the interior of the region. The plan intended that other sites and
towns would be connected through hiking trails, water trails, and auto tours (yellow stars on map).
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Regional Resources Map

Implementation Strategies
As defined by the State’s PHPP, the primary goals of the program are as follows:
• Education/interpretation
• Outdoor recreation
• Historic preservation/cultural conservation
• Economic development
• Partnerships
Consistent with those goals, the 2001 plans implementation strategies were organized accordingly. Below
is a summary of the key strategies for each of these five goals:
Education/Interpretation
The LHR encompasses: nine universities, colleges, and campus extensions; 34 State Parks; eight county
visitor centers; the Allegheny Hardwoods Utilization Group; and the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum. Each
of these venues and/or groups serves as potential partners for LHR educational and interpretation
programs. Projects of this category include:
 Partnering with existing educational programs within the LHR
 Creating educational and interpretive materials for the existing resources within LHR
 Increasing public awareness of the LHR
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Outdoor Recreation
Existing outdoor recreational resources in the LHR include: 34 State Parks; 1.4 million acres of State Forest;
450,000 acres of State Game Lands; and the 513,000‐acre Allegheny National Forest. Recreational forest
use and the current timber industry have evolved within the LHR side‐by‐side. This strategy category
includes developing plans for designated natural areas, landmarks, and sanctuaries, high quality angling
streams, trails, State Forests, State Parks, the Allegheny National Forest, and State Game Lands.
Historic Preservation/Cultural Conservation
Five project types were identified to implement this facet of the LHR. They include:
 Identifying, documenting, and maintaining a database of key regional historical areas and structures;
 Providing planning/technical assistance to partners for preserving and restoring historic sites, and
promoting the adaptive reuse of historically significant buildings;
 Documenting the oral history of the region’s residents;
 Conveying the story of the five eras/themes of lumber history, including the customs, arts, ethnicities,
and lifestyles of the region’s residents at various times; and
 Producing historic and cultural interpretive materials in partnership with other organizations and
agencies. Such materials include videos, an interactive website, and historical educational packages for
sites within the region, as well as tailoring educational programs for significant historic sites.
Economic Development
The primary goals of this strategy include:
 Encouraging tourism throughout the LHR; and
 Partner with the forest products industry to improve the marketing of timber products.
Essential partners for this strategy include tourism promotion agencies, county planning departments, the
Allegheny Hardwoods Utilization Group, the Hardwoods Development Council, and the Hardwood Lumber
Manufacturer’s Association.
Partnerships
The partnership strategy is based on the LHR having active partners dedicated to promoting the LHR’s
heritage and recognizing its value as a sustainable asset. This strategy envisions the partners working with
the LHR to strengthen the region’s economy by providing educational opportunities, conserving important
resources, and enhancing tourism.
Phase II Strategies
In addition to the five key strategies summarized above, the LHR also identified four additional issues to
be investigated. These “Phase II” projects included the following:
 Develop strategies to interpret the modern forest products, or contemporary timber industry, within
Pennsylvania;
 Develop strategies/models for developing nature tourism markets;
 Analyze the feasibility and potential of an Elk Watching and Other Nature Tourism Plan for North Central
Pennsylvania; and
 Explore alternatives to strengthen support of the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum.
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Action Plan & Implementation Projects
An action plan was developed that lays out the suggested priority projects for two‐year, five‐year and ten‐
year increments. It includes descriptions, cost estimates and potential partners for priority projects.
Examples of priority projects to be implemented during the LHR’s first two years include:







Developing a Comprehensive Interpretive Plan and Way‐Finding Signage Plan
Developing a Marketing Plan
Establishing a Lumber Heritage Conference
Creating an LHR Newsletter
Becoming partners for an Annual Elk Festival, and
Publishing a LHR Historic Context book

The section below provides an overview of the extent to which these and other proposed projects were
achieved.

B.3: Status of Plan Implementation
The chart comprising the next few pages was provided by the LHR staff and
provides an excellent summary of the status of their various grant‐based
achievements since 2001 (when the 2001 management plan was being
created). The grant periods are highlighted in the columns on the far left
end, the geographic category of the grant recipient is indicated in the middle
column, and a summary of the funded project is provided at right. Unlike
many heritage areas, both national and state level, the LHR did not wait until
they had completed their management plan to become proactive and begin
implementing their program. See page 17 for a summary of this list.

2000-2001 Grants
BRC-HP-00-26

Regional

BRC-HP-00-26

Regional

BRC-HP-00-26

Regional

BRC-HP-00-26
BRC-HP-00-26

Regional
Regional

This logo was created during
the 2001 grant cycle.

Interpretative Display Phase I – PA Lumber Museum signs
received and displayed. Designs developed for other Gateway
Visitor Center Displays
West Branch Susquehanna Trail Phase I – Early implementation
grant
Elk and Nature Tourism – Recommendation of plan and
installation of signs at specific areas
LHR Logo development and graphics for traveling display
LHR Web Development Page

2001-2002 Grants
BRC-HP-01-28

Regional

BRC-HP-01-29

Regional

West Branch Susquehanna Trail Phase II - formatting of the trail
guide and maps and printing of 3,000 copies
Interpretative/Way-Finding & Recreational Linkage Plan – signage

2002-2003 Grants
BRC-HP-02-17

Potter

BRC-HP-02-17

Cameron, Potter

BRC-HP-02-17

Potter

Switch Engine Restoration – Restoration of train for PA Lumber
Museum
Elk Interpretative Kiosk at Sinnemahoning State Park – Developed
text and installed on 5/1/2003
PA Lumber Industry Video – produced by Penn State Media
12
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Services in coordination with the Hardwoods Development Council
Living on the Land – Restoration of N.G. Edelblute Building in
Brookville and development of lumber heritage exhibits
CCC Camp in the Lumber Heritage Region1933-1942 Phase I –
Mike Schultz data gathering and compiling narrative histories
Woodworking Technical Center – Feasibility of developing a
woodworking center in the Lumber Heritage Region

BRC-HP-02-17

Jefferson

BRC-HP-02-18

Regional

BRC-HP-02-18

Regional

BRC-HP-02-18

Cameron, Potter,
Regional

Elk and Nature Tourism Incubator – Prepare a study to determine
the feasibility of stabling a nature tourism business incubator to
serve Sinnemahoning State Park and surrounding areas

McKean
Potter

Mt. Jewett Heritage Mural Project completed Labor Day 2004
PA Lumber Museum - Bark Peelers Convention 2004 lumbering
history of Pennsylvania

BRC-HP-04-19

Potter

BRC-HP-04-19

Elk

BRC-HP-04-20

McKean

PA Lumber Museum - Acquire, transport, and restore 1917 Model
T Ford Runabout
Ridgway Lumbering History Interpretative Signs – Design,
fabricate and install interpretative signage and related
improvements in Ridgway
Master Plan for design, planning and development of
“Pennsylvania’s First Scenic Byway”

2003-2004 Grants
BRC-HP-03-19
BRC-HP-03-19

2004-2005 Grants

2005-2006 Grants
BRC-HP-05-24

Potter

PA Lumber Museum Visitors Center

BRC-HP-06-1
BRC-HP-06-1

Regional
McKean

Network of wood related Artisans
Allegheny Hardwoods Utilization Group (AHUG) -fund the
assessment of the wood industries workforce capacity, development
and educational needs including career ladders and skill sets.

BRC-HP-06-24

Elk

Allegheny National Forest (ANF) –fund the archaeological field
survey to record Arroyo Historic Tannery Site.

BRC-HP-07-22

Lycoming

BRC-HP-07-22

Warren

BRC-HP-07-22

Jefferson

BRC-HP-07-22

Clinton

Muncy Historical Society & Museum – Muncy Canal Heritage Park
for historical research and archeological investigations of old canal
site including the creation of a trail that will circulate throughout
the 11 acre property and install interpretative signage and displays.
Wild Woods Animal Park – upgrades to include construction of a
pavilion, children’s outdoor activity area, interpretative signage
and fencing
Jefferson County History Center – Living on the Land – large
permanent exhibit to include design, construction, and installation.
Clinton County Historical Society Phase I – restoration and
enhancements to the 1884 Beech Creek Railroad Station including
interpretation, education, and recreation railroad water tank as a
visitor’s center, the placement of rail cars and interpretative

2006-2007 Grants

2007-2008 Grants
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signage.
Art in the Wilds – Second annual juried fine arts show in June
2008.
Penn Soil Resource Conservation – to construct Big Bend Bird
Viewing Area and Nature Trail to include 0.4 mile trail and birdviewing observation platform along the Allegheny River.
Tioga County Visitor’s Bureau – new Tioga County Visitor’s
Center to install a multi-media system for showing informational
and historical films
Created an interpretive conservation park at the Boogersville
School location

BRC-HP-07-22

McKean

BRC-HP-07-22

Warren

BRC-HP-07-22

Tioga

BRC-HP-07-22

Centre

BRC-HP-07-22

Regional

Elk County Council on the Arts – “Enchanted Woodlins” – to
create, promote and place ten six feet tall chain saw carved
sculptures in public spaces throughout the Pennsylvania WILDS
region.

BRC-HP-08-23

ANF

BRC-HP-08-23

Muncy

BRC-HP-08-23

Mckean

BRC-HP-08-23
BRC-HP-08-23

Clearfield
Lycoming

BRC-HP-08-23

Lumber Museum

ANF Visitors Bureau -To design and construct a traveling
educational forest display for use throughout the region and a
handcrafted informational gateway kiosk that will highlight trees,
leaves and sites to visit within the Lumber Region. The kiosk will
be located in the Allegheny National Forest Vacation Bureau’s
visitor’s center in the city of Bradford, McKean County.
To design and construct the Educational Pavilion at the Muncy
Heritage Park and Nature Trail in Muncy Creek Township,
Lycoming County.
To design, create and install interpretative signage at key locations
to educate the public about the historical significance of sites along
the walking tour in Smethport Borough, McKean County.
1000 reprints of “My Partner the River”, Clearfield County.
To purchase and install benches, garbage recepticles and a life-size
bronze woodhick statue along the Timber Trail in Williamsport,
Lycoming County.
Purchase of life-size bronze CCC Legacy Statue to be erected at the
Pennsylvania Lumber Museum in Potter County

2008-2011 Grants

2012 Grants
BRC-SR-16-96

Forest

The Forest County Historical Society will conduct the research of
Forest County history (Native American presence; European
Settlement; Natural Resources & Industry; Emergence of Tourism)
and the development of two displays and interpretive signage at
several locations of historic interest throughout Forest County that
will be accompanied by a self-guided tour brochure. Displays with
brochure distribution will be located at visitor centers in Tionesta
and Marienville.

BRC-SR-16-96

Jefferson

The Jefferson County Historical Society will design, fabricate and
install ten (10) interpretative panels at key locations along Main
Street of Brookville. Using late 19th and early 20th Century
photographs and other historical information, these signs will
provide the observer a distinct then-and-now view of the downtown
Brookville Historic District and serve as the centerpiece of an
interpretative self-guided walking tour that will be of educational
14
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and historical interest to both residents and visitors by showing how
the community developed and changed through time.

BRC-SR-16-96

Jefferson/Clarion

The Redbank Valley Trails Association plans to put approximately
10 – 15 historic and interpretive markers at locations of historic
significance on the rail trail which is now being improved. The trail
follows Redbank Creek which was used to float logs to the Andrews
Lumber Mill and the Allegheny River. The trail connects New
Bethlehem and Brookville, and other communities, located on and
near Routes 28/66, 322 and I-80, as gateways to the PA Wilds and
Lumber Heritage Regions.

BRC-SR-16-96

Potter

The PA Lumber Museum Associates will restore and preserve two
significant artifacts in the Museum's collection and prepare them
for exhibition - a 1917 Model T Roadster Pick-up and a Civilian
Conservation Corps fire alarm ring/bell. Both of these pieces will
become part of the new permanent exhibit in the soon-to-be
expanded museum.

BRC-SR-16-96

West Branch

BRC-SR-16-96

Mckean

The Susquehanna Greenway Partnership will plan, develop, and
implement a geocaching trail along the West Branch Water Trail
that will guide visitors to 24 different interpretive caches. Selfpaced, and self-guided, this low-impact form of healthy outdoor
recreation will encourage exploration of this National Recreation
Trail as well as interpretation of the unique cultural, historic, and
natural features of the Susquehanna Greenway within the Lumber
Heritage Region.
The Tuna Valley Trail Association will design and construct a new
kiosk with interpretive information and mapping at the new Pine
Creek Bridge trailhead located within the City of Bradford, to
access the new Bradford Community Trail. To design and install
mapping and interpretive panels onto existing trailhead kiosks at
eight (8) locations.

BRC-SR-16-96

Multiple

Business sign project. Designed purchased and installed 25 Business
signs in the region.

BRC-SR-18-114

Potter

Create video about partnership to show at 2014 PA Wilds annual
dinner.

BRC-SR-18-114

Clarion

Part 2 of signage project to welcome travels to the Fryburg and
Marble Communities.

BRC-SR-18-114

Clarion

Printing of 25,000 trail maps for Clarion County.

2014 Grants
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Itineraries Map – 2005 Interrpretive Plan
n

TThe map abo
ove is from the
t LHR’s
2
2005
interpreetive plan. The
T map’s
leegend has beeen enlarged at left for
b
better
legibillity. The storylines
s
c
contained
in that
t
plan devviate from
themes,
t
the
five interpretive
i
by
historric
s
sequenced
era,
c
contained
in the
t 2001 man
nagement
p
plan
(see pag
ge 9 for a listt of those
t
themes/eras).
. This LHR achieve‐
m
ment
illustra
ates the fact that a
plan can incclude only
m
management
s much deta
so
ail and moree specific
p
plans
pertainiing to particu
ular issues
a
are
often a necessaryy recom‐
m
mendation
off a managemeent plan.
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Conclusions Regarding Achievements
As the previous few pages confirm, the LHR has done a good job of attaining many accomplishments since
its inception in 2000. For example, they wasted no time in starting to achieve visibility and an identity
with the creation of a logo and website. The first few years featured projects that were primarily regional
in scope, which makes sense for a new heritage area. On the other hand, subsequent years have tended
to be more location‐specific and are spread fairly evenly across the region.
Examples of project types include:








Issue‐specific research, plans and feasibility studies
Brochures, maps, trail guides and similar marketing/informational materials
Signage, interpretive waysides and kiosks
Websites and videos
Acquisition and/or restoration of key artifacts for the lumber museum
Physical enhancements to interpretive facilities
Public art

The LRH’s 2012 and 2014 mini‐grant programs were joint programs working with the PA Wilds Planning
Team to encourage program synergies and strategic regional opportunities that support the missions of
both organizations. Some of the LHR’s projects to date do not translate into highly‐visible results,
regardless of how necessary. This situation is keenly recognized by the LHR and is an important issue for
this management plan update to address.
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NEW ISSUES FOR THE LHR
This plan section addresses changing economic and market conditions since the 2001 MAP, changes
related to other entities and programs, and newly identified opportunities, as follows.

C.1: Changing Economic & Market Conditions
Since the completion of the Lumber Heritage Region Management Action Plan (MAP) in 2001, there have
been a number of changes in local conditions, funding structures, and the regional economy that can
suggest revisions to the original plan and its implementation. This section provides a summary of
economic, technological, and structural changes that can impact on the recommendations of the updated
plan and how it is implemented. Information in this section was gathered primarily from Census data,
economic studies, and interviews and focus group meetings in the region.
Organization & Structural Change
Due in large measure to evolving political priorities at the State government level, there have been several
structural and organizational changes that have impacted on the operation of the Lumber Heritage Region
(LHR) or can influence how the LHR operates in the future.
Establishment of PA Wilds Program
PA Wilds is a regional initiative launched by the Rendell Administration in
2003, so it did not exist at the time the original LHR Management Action
Plan was written. The PA Wilds Conservation Landscape program aligns
closely with the geographic boundaries of the LHR. PA Wilds covers 12½
counties of the 15‐county LHR area. The effort focuses on creating and
branding a regional destination for outdoor recreation and heritage tourism
akin to the Adirondacks and Outer Banks, and has the following primary
goals:





Ensure stewardship of the public lands and character of the region's communities;
Support and grow private businesses such as accommodations, services, and locally made products;
Promote the renewal of the region's communities and appropriate community planning; and,
Invest in public infrastructure to enhance the visitor experience.

Like other DCNR Conservation Landscapes, the PA Wilds also has established a significant partner base
to support collaboration among regional stakeholders and to address regional planning issues.
Historically, the PA Wilds concept came out of the Elk Watching and Nature Tourism study conducted
for the LHR in 2002. The PA Wilds, the Elk Country Visitor Center, the Sinnemahoning Nature Center,
the Elk Scenic Drive, and the Bald Eagle Nature Inn were all concepts in this study. For information, see
http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/cs/groups/public/documents/document/dcnr_001704.pdf. The Executive
Director participated in regional public meetings hosted by then U. S. Congressman John Peterson and
DCNR before he was hired by the LHR in 2003. He understood the significance of this program for the
region and has been very supportive ever since.
The LHR has been a core member of the PA Wilds Planning team since its inception by the signage of the
Inter‐governmental Cooperative Agreement by the Commissioners of the 12 Counties of the PA Wilds. In
addition, the Executive Director has served on the Steering and Finance Committees for more than ten
years and has attended over 95% of the meetings. In 2009, the LHR became the fiscal agents for the first
18
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of several grants and do
onations, from several sou
urces, for thee PA Wilds Plaanning Team.. This role reequired
extensive fiscal
f
manage
ement, collectting closeout data, and filiing reports. The
T LHR relinquished that role in
2014.

In 2002,
2
the LHR
R and other regional
r
and state agenciies
com
mmissioned a study for elk watchin
ng and natu
ure
tou
urism that led
d to the creatiion of the PA Wilds.
The LHR sttaff organized and produced the first couple of an
nnual PA Wilds meetings.. In 2008, th
he LHR
hired a sh
hared adminiistrative assisstant who became the “face”
“
and primary
p
contaact person for
f the
Planning Team – a role she played for
f six or morre years. In addition,
a
she supported th
he planning teeam in
disseminatting and colle
ecting inform
mation, plann
ned and organized regular and committee meetinggs and
reports, co
oordinated co
ollecting annu
ual funds from
m the counties, and producced financial reports, amo
ong her
other simillar tasks.
The Pennssylvania Wildss Artisan Trail came out of a conceptt proposed byy the LHR Exxecutive Director in
2005. He conducted a fact finding mission
m
that included sign
nificant outreeach to the North
N
Carolinaa Hand
Made in America
A
facilitty and a road
d trip to Wesst Virginia’s Tamerak.
T
A DCNR
D
grant was
w awarded to the
LHR in 200
05 to organize
e a network of
o wood related artisans. In 2006, DCNR requested
d that the funds be
used to creeate the Pennsylvania Willds Artisan neetwork. The LHR hosted the
t organizattional meetings and
participateed on the com
mmittee for several
s
years.. Two of the recent past Mini‐Grant Programs havee been
joint progrrams with the
e PA Wilds Planning Team
m. This synerggy allows for a greater variety of comm
munity
projects to
o be funded and completed
d. More than
n 30 projects were added to
t the region.
Over the years,
y
the LHR
R’s role has evolved
e
partiaally into one of creating heritage
h
tourism assets, and the
PA Wilds has
h become the State‐deesignated desstination. Fo
or the future, the LHR plaans to contin
nue its
support off the PA Wild
ds, and it will continue to
o focus its en
nergies into developing
d
th
he Lumber Heeritage
Region as a key asset to
o the destinattion – the Pen
nnsylvania Wiilds.
Shift in Staate Focus
State government priorrities have alsso shifted som
mewhat sincee 2001 to a grreater emphaasis on job creeation,
education and econom
mic development, with a specific
s
focuss in support of manufacturing. The current
c
Governor has
h promoted
d the Jobs1stt PA initiativee to promote job creation and retention as a high priority.
DCED has been tasked with the Discovered in Peennsylvania, Developed in
n Pennsylvania (D2PA) pro
ogram,
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which was created to “seed innovative ideas that promote entrepreneurship, technology transfer,
business outreach, and increased capacity.” Pennsylvania State University has received a $550,000 grant
through D2PA to foster relationships between the university’s College of Engineering and private industry.
The Community Foundation for the Alleghenies has received a $200,000 grant to develop the
Entrepreneurial Alchemy Network to “encourage and develop both young and mid‐career entrepreneurs.”
Emerging Opportunities for Funding Diversity
The shift away from tourism and towards manufacturing and economic development funding may, on the
surface, appear to create challenges for the Lumber Heritage Region. However, there are opportunities for
the LHR to “plug” into such funding to promote the lumber industry and associated “downstream”
manufacturing jobs, if grant applications are targeted appropriately to DCED. Financing support from
other government agencies and industry, as well as from self‐generated revenues (including contributory
income, fundraising, and sales of merchandise) can all help diversify the LHR’s funding mix. Overall,
diversifying funding sources away from a 100% dependence on DCNR can only benefit the financial
sustainability of the LHR in the long run.
LHR Internal Changes & Activities Undertaken
The LHR has altered its management structure since its early years, replacing a part‐time administrative
position (“Project Coordinator”) with an Outreach Coordinator in late‐2014. By establishing the position
of Outreach Coordinator, the LHR is better positioned to build partnerships not only with existing
stakeholders, but also with potential new partners, in implementing the objectives and vision of the
organization.
Since 2001, the LHR has developed a brand (including a promotional logo) and undertaken a number of
activities consistent with its mission to preserve and promote the region’s lumber heritage. The types of
projects undertaken by the LHR are varied, but generally fit into six primary categories:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Issue‐specific research, plans and feasibility studies
Brochures, maps, trail guides and similar marketing/informational materials
Signage, interpretive waysides and kiosks
Websites and videos
Acquisition and/or restoration of key artifacts for the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum
Physical enhancements to interpretive facilities

Many of the LHR’s early grants were oriented to marketing and promotion: logo, website development,
and similar efforts. Over time, the LHR has tilted more toward capital grants oriented to the development
of specific assets for heritage development. Perhaps the most prominent of these assets is the
Pennsylvania Lumber Museum in Ulysses (Potter County). This approximately 13,000 square foot facility
tells the story of the region’s lumber heritage through a series of exhibits and programs, and provides a
conference and meeting venue as a regional amenity. The LHR was instrumental in accessing several of
the capital grants necessary for the creation of exhibits and other critical components of the museum.
The LHR’s grants have resulted in projects in every county within the 15‐county region. Potter County has
logically received the largest number of projects, mainly because it is the location of the Pennsylvania
Lumber Museum. McKean and Jefferson counties have also received a larger number of grants. But
again, the LHR has brought heritage‐related grant‐funded activities to all of the 15 counties in the region
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since 2001
1. It is also im
mportant to note
n
that the LHR has servved as a cond
duit for grantt funding for the PA
Wilds proggram, so there are also a number
n
of the region’s reccreation‐oriented tourism
m projects that were
funded thrrough the LHR
R as the grantt recipient.
Economic & Market Change
The Lumbeer Heritage Region
R
and th
he nation as a whole havee experienced
d shifts in eco
onomic and market
m
conditions since 2001 that can imp
pact on the future
f
positio
oning of the LHR as a to
ool for tourism and
economic developmentt. During thee 14‐year periiod since 200
01, the nation
n and LHR havve experienceed two
economic recessions, the last one (2010) precipitated by a major
m
global financial
f
crisis. But perhaaps the
most impo
ortant change
e over time has been the accelerated
d shift from a goods‐producing to seervices‐
based econ
nomy. There
e were more than
t
17 millio
on manufactu
uring jobs in the
t U.S. in 20
001. By 2012, there
were less than 12 million people employed in manufacturing, a drop of nearly 30
0%. Manufaccturing
accounted for 14% of all
a jobs in 200
01, but just teen years laterr, manufacturring accounteed for only 9%
% of all
non‐farm employment
e
in the U.S.
This shift, underway
u
forr at least 50 years,
y
has acccelerated duee, in part, to foreign
f
competition (lower labor
and regulaatory costs, especially in China), but mainly becaause of increeased producctivity caused
d by a
revolution in informatiion technologies. The world
w
has truly moved fro
om the “Indu
ustrial Age” to the
hin our lifetim
mes. A challen
nge for the LH
HR is that, wh
hile the natio
on and Pennsyylvania
“Information Age” with
as a wholee have generaally replaced these lost prroduction job
bs, the LHR haas seen a con
ntinued decreease in
overall employment.
LHR Emplo
oyment Trend
ds
The LHR saaw a loss of 6,800
6
jobs betw
ween 2001 and
2013, reprresenting a 2.3%
decrease in total employ‐
ment basee. This decrrease
occurred at
a the same time
that Penn
nsylvania, as
a a
whole, saw
w a 2.2% incrrease
in total em
mployment.
e LHR
Employmeent within the
has shifted away from
manufactu
uring, with the
loss of 20
0,400 production
jobs, and towards he
ealth
care, oil and gas drilling,
and tourism (represe
ented
by growth in both the
transportation and acccom‐
modation and foodse
ervice
industries), which toge
ether
added 20,1
100 jobs.
While thee loss in manu‐
m
facturing was somew
what
replaced by jobs in the
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aforementioned sectors, the region still lost some employment in retail and wholesale trade, finance, and
other business sectors. A loss in population (see below) has resulted in a decrease in demand for retail
goods and services, since many households in the region were dependent on those high‐paying
manufacturing jobs. Since data were not available after 2013, they may not represent some continued
gains that the region has experienced through 2015.

Table 1.

Industry
Agriculture, Forestry

AT-PLACE EMPLOYMENT TRENDS BY INDUSTRY,
LUMBER HERITAGE REGION, 2001-2013
2001-2013 Change
Number
Percent

2001

2013

808

457

(352)

-43.5%

Mining (e.g., Oil & Gas Drilling)

3,640

7,865

4,226

116.1%

Utilities

2,558

2,881

323

12.6%

Construction

11,089

11,753

664

6.0%

Manufacturing

66,869

46,442

(20,427)

-30.5%

9,996

8,679

(1,316)

-13.2%

47,957

46,316

(1,641)

-3.4%

Transportation

8,808

12,384

3,576

40.6%

Information

7,352

4,945

(2,406)

-32.7%

11,458

9,191

(2,267)

-19.8%

2,824

3,450

625

22.1%

11,123

11,136

13

0.1%

Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade

Finance and Insurance
Real Estate
Professional/Tech Services
Management
Administrative Services
Educational Services
Health Care/Social Services
Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation

2,189

2,707

518

23.7%

11,547

9,942

(1,604)

-13.9%

6,001

6,315

314

5.2%

47,028

56,006

8,978

19.1%

2,821

2,677

(144)

-5.1%

Accommodation & Foodservice

25,100

28,398

3,298

13.1%

Other Services

14,164

15,043

879

6.2%

293,331

286,586

(6,745)

-2.3%

TOTAL
Note:

Some data estimated based on Census ranges.

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census and Randall Gross /
Development Economics

Many of the job losses in the LHR are in manufacturing or in business sectors dependent on local demand,
but tourism draws its market base from a much broader region and is, therefore, more insulated from
shocks to the local economy. As noted above, accommodation and foodservice industries have expanded
in the region and added nearly 3,300 jobs. Certainly the LHR can take some credit for this growth, either
in its role in developing the heritage tourism asset base or as a conduit for capital grants in support of PA
Wilds tourism initiatives. Regardless, tourism is a growth industry regionally, nationally and
internationally, and the LHR can benefit from that growth.
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A closer look at forest‐related industries shows a somewhat more complex picture of the economic
changes underway in the region. While it is true that the LHR’s employment in forestry, as in much of the
agricultural sector, has fallen in recent years (by nearly two‐thirds), employment in certain forest‐related
manufacturing sectors appears to have stabilized and is increasing.

Table 2.

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN FOREST-RELATED
INDUSTRIES, LHR, 2005-2013
2005-2013 Change

Industry

2005

2013

Number

Percent

Forestry

374

136

(238)

-63.7%

Wood Products Mfg

409

583

175

42.7%

Paper Products Mfg

2,546

2,671

125

4.9%

Furniture Mfg

1,995

2,254

259

13.0%

TOTAL

5,323

5,643

320

6.0%

Note:

Data for specific industries in some counties
estimated based on Census ranges.

Sources:

U. S. Bureau of the Census and Randall
Gross / Development Economics.

In the Lumber Heritage Region, there has been some job growth in the manufacture of wood products,
paper, and furniture since 2005. Overall, the region gained about 320 jobs in these industries or 6.0%
between 2005 and 2013, for an average of 40 jobs (0.8%) per year. While this increase does not in any
way represent a boom in forest product manufacturing, it does suggest that these industries are bucking
the overall downward manufacturing trends in the region by remaining stable and even gaining some jobs.
Paper manufacturing represents the largest of these industries, with about 2,700 jobs, but it has been
growing at the slowest pace, adding just 16 jobs per year. Still, the industry is adding jobs. The fastest
growth has been in the manufacture of wood products, which grew by 42.7% over the eight‐year period.
However, this industry only employs a total of 580 jobs in the 15‐county region. Furniture manufacturing
added the largest number of jobs, nearly 260 (about 32 per year), and may represent the biggest
opportunity for growth in the Lumber Heritage Region’s forest products cluster.
LHR Population Base
The LHR had a total population base of about 891,000 in 2014. Partly due to the declining employment
base, the Lumber Heritage Region experienced a 1.2% population loss (or 11,000 people) since 2000. The
LHR’s share of state population fell from 7.4% in 2000 to 6.9% by 2014.
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POPULATION TRENDS, LUMBER HERITAGE REGION, 2000-14

2000

2010

2014

Change/Yr
2000-10

Change/Yr
2010-14

Statewide

12,281,054

12,702,379

12,787,209

0.3%

0.2%

Cameron

5,974

5,085

4,805

-1.5%

-1.4%

135,758

153,990

158,742

1.3%

0.8%

Clearfield

83,382

81,642

81,191

-0.2%

-0.1%

Clinton

37,914

39,238

39,745

0.3%

0.3%

Elk

35,112

31,946

31,194

-0.9%

-0.6%

County

Centre

Forest

4,946

7,716

7,518

5.6%

-0.6%

Jefferson

45,932

45,200

44,638

-0.2%

-0.3%

Lycoming

120,044

116,111

116,508

-0.3%

0.1%

McKean

45,936

43,450

42,554

-0.5%

-0.5%

Potter

18,080

17,457

17,206

-0.3%

-0.4%

Tioga

41,373

41,981

42,274

0.1%

0.2%

Warren

43,863

41,815

40,703

-0.5%

-0.7%

Cambria

152,598

143,679

137,732

-0.6%

-1.0%

Clarion

41,765

39,988

38,831

-0.4%

-0.7%

Indiana

89,605

88,880

87,706

-0.1%

-0.3%

TOTAL

902,282

898,178

891,347

0.0%

-0.2%

Share

7.4%

7.1%

6.9%

618,314

625,631

627,078

0.1%

0.1%

5.03%

4.93%

4.90%

Core

Sources:

US Bureau of the Census and Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Despite an overall population decrease, each county has experienced a different demographic transition
since 2000. The most populous county in the region is Centre County, with nearly 160,000 people or 18%
of the total for the region. Centre, home to State College, has (like many large college communities)
remained fairly insulated from broader economic dislocations. The university has provided a large and
stable employment base, and an increasing focus on innovation and entrepreneurship. Also, State College
provides significant urban amenity value that helps to retain young graduates. This compares with other
parts of the region and the nation where a lack of opportunity (employment, education, amenities) result
in a “brain drain” to larger or more vibrant places.
Cambria County is the second most‐populous of the region’s counties. Home to Johnstown (located in the
southern half of the county not included within the LHR), Cambria provides a different demographic
experience, where the employment and population base have fallen since 2000 and opportunities are less
abundant. While Centre County gained 23,000 residents (17%) since 2000, Cambria has lost nearly 15,000
(about 10%). Lycoming County, third‐largest in population, did see a decrease in population of about
4,000 between 2000 and 2010, but the county has actually gained about 400 residents since then.
Lycoming is home to Williamsport, which is an attractive city with a “brand” (relating to Little League
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Baseball) and tourism
m appeal. The city’s am
menity valuee, transportaation access,, and educaational
opportunitties have help
ped stabilize its economy and
a reverse demographic
d
decline.
ould focus its capital projeects, promotio
onal program
ms, and outreaach efforts in
n those
Ultimately,, the LHR sho
parts of th
he region thatt are experieencing the mo
ost economicc and demogrraphic dislocaation. By doing so,
the LHR can better attune its grant applications
a
to the econom
mic developm
ment motivations that are driving
d
much of th
he State’s funding.
n Technology
Changes in
In addition
n to econom
mic, demograaphic and sttructural changes since the
t
LHR’s 20
001 MAP, evvolving
technologies also play an
a importantt impact on how
h
the LHR reaches its audience
a
and promotes heeritage
preservatio
on and tourism developm
ment in the region. Visitor expectations for heriitage tourism
m have
changed. No longer is it sufficient to
t provide tours for visitors to see histtoric homes or
o sites, whicch they
can now acccess very eaasily through the Internet and web‐based services. Visitation at historic homes and
some otheer types of he
eritage sites iss declining naationally, despite an overaall increase in
n tourism. No
ow it is
important to integrate technology into interprettation in a waay that makes heritage sittes more acceessible
and interessting to a new
w generation of tech‐savvyy travelers.
or visitors to
o be able to navigate thro
ough the reggion and selff‐guide for heeritage
There is also a need fo
tourism. Navigation
N
too
ols (smart phones, QR cod
des, iBeacon, Web/Mobilee Apps) are critical for expo
osing a
new generration of tech‐savvy traveelers to herittage trails an
nd corridors, providing th
hem with links and
portals to related information. In 2001
2
– when the initial MAP
M was prep
pared, social media
m
did no
ot truly
exist. Today, social me
edia is an esssential promo
otional tool, with heritagee sites and areas capitalizzing on
Facebook, Twitter, Instaagram, Flickr,, and other media.
m

Relativve to 2015, hiigh technolog
gy interpretation and socia
al
media did not exist in 2001 when
n the first MA
AP was
preparred.
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C.2: Chan
nges Related
d to Other Entities & Pro
ograms
Much has changed in th
he heritage area and non‐profit arenas since the Lumber Heritagge Region pub
blished
its Manageement Action
n Plan (MAP) and launcheed its program
ms and operations in 200
00. Since theen, the
U.S. econo
omy has gone
e through tw
wo recessionss. The Comm
monwealth of Pennsylvan
nia has experienced
serious budget cutbackks, and politiccal stalematee in Harrisburg has paralyyzed its budgget process, placing
p
many nonp
profits, schoo
ols and local governments
g
s in serious economic straaits. Further, in some regiions of
the state and nation,, philanthrop
pic support has not tottally recoverred from the 2008 receession,
compound
ding the probllems for many nonprofits.
d State Fundin
ng
Decreased
For the LHR, a good am
mount of whatt had been en
nvisioned for the heritage area was able to be comp
pleted,
but like many
m
of Pennsylvania’s heeritage areas, a fair amou
unt remains incomplete.
i
When the Lumber
L
Heritage Region
R
was designated,
d
t
the
State funding in thee Department of Conservvation and Natural
N
Resources (DCNR) for heritage areas was at neear an all‐tim
me high. DC
CNR also app
peared to bee more
d to heritage area supportt, and other state agenciees actively paarticipated in the heritagee areas
committed
through an informal taask force of agencies that coordinated programm
ming and, to
o a certain degree,
d
funding.
Competitio
on from Othe
er Heritage Arreas
The LHR, like some other herittage
areas, wittnessed the dilution off its
influence in the region with overlapping
CLIs in the 15‐ccounty reggion.
Additionallly, this heritaage area saw the
creation of
o other heritage areas that
shared so
ome of the
e LHR counties,
duplicatingg programming and further
limiting funding. In particular, thee PA
Route 6 Heeritage Corrid
dor traversess the
entire len
ngth of the LHR’s north
hern
section.

Th
he primary in
nterpretive theeme of the PA
A Route 6
H
Heritage
Corrid
dor is the high
hway itself an
nd the many
co
ommunities along
a
it.

Future Opttions
Given thesse factors, it is quite a tesstament to th
he LHR and itts leadership that it has been able to survive
s
and succeeed. Howeverr, for the LHR
R to advance beyond wheere it is todayy, it must be able and willing to
adapt to ch
hanges that affect
a
it as a heritage
h
areaa and as a nonprofit comp
peting for funding and don
nations
in Pennsyllvania. Despite the perceeived compettition, the LH
HR has forgeed strong paartnerships with
w
its
neighborin
ng heritage areas.
a
Thesee partners wo
ork to suppo
ort each otheer’s programming and prrojects,
sometimess sharing costs and other expenses. Similarly,
S
the LHR and thee PA Wilds program havee come
together to
o accommodate each orgganization’s mission,
m
with the LHR greaatly benefittin
ng from some joint
marketing and promotio
ons.
Continue Strengthening
S
g Partnershipss
These parttnerships can be further fo
orged with op
pportunities between
b
the heritage areaas (and possib
bly the
PA Wilds) for
f shared se
ervices, shared employees,, shared officce or other caapital equipm
ment, and continued
shared marketing and promotions.
p
Other opporrtunities may exist. In thee end, any po
ossibility for sharing
s
costs will help
h stretch th
he budget forr the LHR, savving critical do
ollars to be used in other places.
p
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Coping with the LHR’s Geographic Scale
Another consideration for the LHR is the possible restructuring of the boundaries of the heritage area.
Many stakeholders interviewed have questioned the vast geographic size of the region and wondered if
the footprint, covering most of the state above Interstate 80, was too large to adequately service. This
issue was debated extensively during the meetings and interview for this management plan update, as it
was when the heritage area was first conceived in the late‐1990s. Some consideration has recently even
been given to possibly using the exact same boundaries as PA Wilds or even merging programs with PA
Wilds. In the end, however, the majority of those interviewed believed that the Lumber Heritage Region
should remain intact and the original boundaries should remain in place.
That conclusion did result in many interviewees strongly stating that the LHR and its staff must be more
pro‐active in community outreach. With only two staff members and 15 counties to cover, it is difficult for
the staff to be seen across the region. Nevertheless, the LHR staff and its board members must play a
strengthened role as ambassadors in the region, attending more community meetings, county commission
meetings, festivals, fairs, and other public gatherings and meetings. This activity is even more critical for
the LHR if it is going to become more aggressive in developing a membership program and recruiting
private donors (as explained later in Chapter D).

Preliminary Objectives
In advance of the specific plan recommendations in Chapter D, the following objectives are an
outgrowth of this examination of changes related to other entities and programs:






Work with other heritage area partners to share costs and services
Further strengthen the relationship with PA Wilds to the benefit of both organizations
Keep the LHR boundaries the same as originally designed
Become more visible in the communities, with active outreach and participation at public
meetings, events and gatherings
Work to parlay LHR outreach to increase donors and members
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C.3: New
wly Identified
d Opportunities
This sectio
on provides a summary of opportunitiees that have emerged
e
sincce the compleetion of the MAP
M in
2001 for in
nterpretation
n and develop
pment in thee Lumber Herritage Region. These opp
portunities relate to
changes in
n the overall operating
o
con
ntext for lumber and otheer industries in
i the region since 2001, as
a well
as new co
oncepts for further herittage tourism developmen
nt within the region. Reefined themees and
products for heritage tourism are discussed
d
separately in Section D.3 (Intterpretation: Themes, Sto
ories &
Methods) of
o this plan update.
Forest Susttainability
One changge in the envirronmental co
ontext since 2001
2
is at leasst a somewhaat heightened
d awareness of
o (and
emphasis on) sustainab
bility. Extracction industries that are prominent in the Lumbeer Heritage Region,
R
including lu
umber, as we
ell as the rapidly‐growing gas
g drilling industry, are in
ncreasingly exxposed to queestions
about theiir environme
ental impactss and the susstainability (b
both environmental and economic) of
o their
operationss. Leaders in
n the lumber industry havve enhanced their efforts towards sustainable harvvesting
and produ
uction, and lumber is being shown to be a moree sustainablee product for constructio
on and
furniture than petroleum‐based prod
ducts and mo
ost other alternatives.
Meanwhilee, the gas exttraction industry is comin
ng under increasing pressu
ure to reducee its environm
mental
footprint, and
a progress is being mad
de in some arreas. Ultimattely, both lum
mber and eneergy are boom
m‐bust
industries and there is a need to red
duce volatilityy such as thro
ough diversifiication. Therre are opportunities
for the LHR to be more
e engaged in promoting sustainability
s
through various partnersships with ind
dustry,
researcherrs, and the Staate.
Lumber Ind
dustry
The lumbeer industry itsself has been transformed
d and now represents a model
m
for foreest stewardsh
hip and
environmeentally sustain
nability.

G
Graphic
Source: ForestsAndFish.com

There is the
t
opportunity for pro
omoting locally‐harvested
d, designed and processsed lumber for
f its
sustainablee characteristics. Produccts of local origin sold witthin the region are sustainable in thaat they
require lesss energy forr packaging and transportt to far‐away lands. Even
n then, the lu
umber industtry has
shown thaat transportin
ng lumber acrross the glob
be is still morre sustainablee than compaarable buildin
ng and
furniture in
nputs like plastics and other petroleum
m‐ and fossil fu
uel‐based pro
oducts. The LHR can plaay an
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important role in show
wcasing and promoting the
t
sustainability of the Pennsylvania lumber ind
dustry,
especially by
b placing it in the historiccal and comparative conteext.
owcasing thee environmen
ntal sustainaability of the lumber indu
ustry is also a key
Tourism reelated to sho
of the
opportunitty. One of th
he best ways to educate Pennsylvanian
P
ns and visitorrs about the sustainability
s
lumber ind
dustry is to te
ell the story of how that industry has evolved and the best praactices of how
w they
operate to
oday. The audience for that
t
story includes local students and
d potential workers,
w
as well
w as
visitors fro
om within Pennsylvania and elsewheree. Certainly, educating viisitors about the environm
mental
sustainabillity of the ind
dustry also heelps to promo
ote Pennsylvaania‐sourced building
b
mateerials, furnitu
ure and
other “dow
wnstream” wo
ood productss.
Builder’ss / Rehabber’ss Showcase
There is also the opp
portunity to “showcase”
“
the region’s and
a the statee’s lumber, ass well as woo
od and
building products, as a way of pro
omoting the in
ndustry. Theere are groups already working on prom
moting
the regio
on’s “makers”” – art and fin
ne wood crafft products. An
A artisan traail has been established
e
th
hrough
the regio
on, initially with
w the help
p of grants th
hrough the Lumber Heritaage Region. But there arre also
other ways
w
of prom
moting the region’s
r
and state’s prod
ducts, such as through sponsoring special
s
exhibitio
ons, establishing a public showcase for lumber pro
oduct, and creeating heritage‐related in
ndustry
displays for regional or
o national traade shows.
Another concept thaat has been suggested
s
is
the idea of sponsorin
ng an annual competition
for desiggn of sustainaable civic buiildings using
local inputs including lumber, ston
ne and other
locally‐so
ourced product. This con
ncept could
be expan
nded to inclu
ude industry sponsorship
of rehabilitation orr new consstruction of
sample affordable
a
ho
ousing units. Parts of the
region suffer from aging
a
and debilitated (or
otherwisse low‐qualityy) housing sttock. There
is the opportunity
o
for the lumb
ber industry,
working with the LH
HR and Statee or federal
agenciess, to create a showcase of cutting‐
Gra phi c Source: Mi ch ell e Ka ufma nn Desig ns ‐ Sun set
s
edge teechniques for the rehab
bilitation or
o P a rk, CA
Breeze House ‐ Menlo
construcction of affo
ordable and sustainable
housing product. Parrtnerships can be devel‐
oped wiith regional housing and
d planning agencies.
a
Su
uch efforts, whether for civic buildin
ngs or
affordab
ble housing, caan be showcaased state‐wide and nation
nally to raise the profile off the state’s lumber
industry and the LHR
R, while also providing a service
s
to loccal residents. Yet anotherr suggested idea to
w
p
public
buildin
ng that is five stories in heiight or larger.
showcase is the consttruction of a wood‐frame
Gas Drillingg & Extraction
n Industry
Gas drillingg has emerge
ed as a boom
ming industry in north‐wesst and north‐‐central Penn
nsylvania during the
last few years
y
thanks to improved
d techniquess for extracting gas from
m the region
n’s Marcellus Shale
deposits, coupled
c
with the comparattively high prrice (until receently) of petrroleum. Certaainly the region can
benefit fro
om this activitty economicaally when oil prices
p
again escalate
e
and if jobs are creeated in gas drilling
d
at the local level. Experrienced drill operators
o
often commute to the region
n from Texas and Oklahom
ma, but
there are opportunitie
es for local businesses
b
th
hat supply the industry with goods and servicess (e.g.,
constructio
on and transp
portation equ
uipment, lodgging, groceriess, fuel, hardw
ware, power supply, etc).
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An important objective is to ensure that extraction activities (or “fracking”) do not harm the region’s
natural assets, including basic water supply and forest land, as well as view sheds and other natural
tourism assets. According to research conducted for National Public Radio (NPR), Pennsylvania has a total
of 7,788 gas wells. Of this number, 2,025 or 26.0% are located within the 15 counties of the Lumber
Heritage Region (LHR). Many of those wells are concentrated in Lycoming and Tioga counties, but there
are wells and fracking activity now in all 15 counties in the LHR.
While it accounts for 26.0% of Pennsylvania’s gas wells, the LHR accounts for nearly 42% (1,664) of the
total number of citations (4,006) issued for violations of State environmental regulations. Thus, gas drilling
in the LHR has resulted in a higher propensity to damage the environment. Given that the region’s natural
assets and forest land are important resources for the lumber industry, heritage conservation, and
tourism, it is critical that efforts be made to ensure the region’s gas drilling operations are safe, clean and
environmentally sustainable.
Energy industries, and gas drilling in particular (because of its reliance on comparatively high oil prices),
tend to experience boom and bust cycles. Such cycles can cause dislocation and can be hurtful to local
economies. It is important to examine opportunities to capture the longer‐term benefits and spin‐off of
this activity in a way that is more sustainable. Working with Penn State on approaches for enhancing
economic sustainability in extraction industries (both lumber and gas drilling) should be a high priority and
an opportunity for the LHR.
Research & Development
There are opportunities for the LHR to collaborate with and facilitate partnerships between the lumber
industry, the area’s universities and colleges with related programs, and other key stakeholders to
illustrate the evolution of the lumber industry, learn lessons from past practices, and promote its
environmental sustainability. Working with researchers to respond to issues in the region such as the
Emerald Ash Borer, Spotted Lantern Fly, and Walnut Twig Beetle could also be beneficial. Some of the
area’s universities and colleges offer various funding drivers and opportunities for linkages with funding
sources that can benefit the LHR and its constituent communities.
There are examples from other lumber and forestry heritage sites and areas engaging in research
programs that benefit the region. The following summarizes a research and monitoring project
undertaken by the Forest Heritage Museum and Research Center located in Long Leaf, Louisiana:
“…i‐Tree is a state‐of‐the‐art, peer‐reviewed software suite from the USDA Forest Service that
provides urban forestry analysis and benefits assessment tools. The i‐Tree Tools programs help
communities strengthen their urban forest management and advocacy efforts by quantifying the
structure of community trees and the environmental services those trees provide…
Early in 2013, a grant was obtained from the Louisiana Department of Agriculture and Forestry
Urban/Community Forestry Program to use the (Forest Heritage) Museum’s forest as a
demonstration area to host a regional training workshop on the use and value of i‐Tree Eco, one of
the i‐Tree suite of tools. The grant also provided resources to implement an i‐Tree Eco analysis of the
Museum’s forest and to incorporate the results of the i‐Tree Eco analysis into teacher lesson plans
for visiting school groups and to develop additional signage along the Interpretive Trail that will
convey the environmental value of the forest. Under a cooperative arrangement, Eric Kuehler,
Technology Transfer Specialist with the USDA Forest Service’s Urban Forestry South located in
Athens, GA, conducted the workshop (20 participants registered) and trained Museum personnel and
volunteers on plot measurements needed to support the i‐Tree Eco analysis.”
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NEW ISSUESS FOR THE LHR
R

Ultimately,, the LHR has
h a role to
o play in sp
purring innovvation and
promoting not only lum
mber heritagee, but the preesent and futture of the
lumber ind
dustry. This theme is co
onsistent amo
ong other lu
umber and
forestry heeritage sites and regions. In fact, thee mission of the British
Columbia Forestry Disccovery Centree is to be “th
he foremost interpreter
i
and presen
nter of the forest commun
nity – past, present and futture.”
Hands‐On Lumber Heritage Tourism
m Activities
There is a need to expand the array of heritagee tourism activities that
appeal to younger, tecch‐savvy geneerations, including the “M
Millennials”
who can otherwise
o
eaasily find info
ormation on Pennsylvaniaa’s lumber
heritage without
w
havingg to actually visit
v (or spend money in) the
t region.
Hands‐on activities
a
thatt cannot be reeplicated on the internet or in social
media aree an important way of reaching th
his audience.. Certainly
festivals an
nd events pro
ovide one waay to attract and engage with these
visitors.

i‐Tree is
i a software
suite frrom the USDA
A
Forest Service
S
that
providees forestry
analysiis tools.

Festivals an
nd Events
Existing evvents like the annual Bark Peeler’s Festiival or the Wo
oodmen’s Show seem to attract
a
visitorrs from
outside of the area and
d have modesst attendancee (1,500 for the
t Bark Peeller’s Festival and 7,000 to
o 8,000
for the Wo
oodmen’s Sho
ow). There are
a opportun
nities to expand these eveents to appeaal to a broader and
larger audience. There
e are also op
pportunities to
t spin‐off acctivities associated with non‐lumber
n
e
events,
such as th
he Little Leaggue Baseball World Seriess held each year
y
in Williaamsport. With 450,000 people
attending the 10‐day, 32‐game eveent, the entiire region co
ould benefit economicallyy by extendin
ng the
average stay of out‐of‐‐town visitorss to include heritage
h
or reelated tours and
a activitiess. Tie‐ins succh as a
tour of thee BWP Bat Factory in Bro
ookville, along with otherr lumber‐related activitiess, could bringg more
exposure to the Lumb
ber Heritage Region while promoting the region
n’s lumber and
a
wood product
industries. There are also opportun
nities to expaand the LHR’ss involvemen
nt in the region’s various maple
syrup festivvals.
LHR “Fam
mily Reunion””
Many off the region’s visitors are attracted
a
by opportunities to explore their family genealogy.
g
C
Clearly,
there aree opportunities to establiish annual “ffamily reunion” events orr other tie‐inss sponsored by the
LHR sincce this familyy research is often tied to
o the region’ss lumber herritage. LHR could,
c
for exaample,
pursue partnerships
p
with
w area hisstory program
ms to conducct oral historyy interviews in
i conjunctio
on with
family reeunions, genealogical reseearch, or annual events in the region
n. These app
proaches maay help
strengthen family tiess to the region and lengtheen visitor stayys.
River and Rail
R Excursion
n Adventures
Activities such
s
as steam
m‐engine train
n excursions and
a river log raft trips (or combination
ns of both) caan help
bring atten
ntion specificaally to the reggion’s lumber industry heritage, since the
t industry depended
d
on
n trains
to bring workers
w
to the area and depended
d
on rivers to traansport their product to the
t market. These
activities also
a help to prromote linkag
ges between the region’s various herittage sites in a way that caan help
to tell the story of the region’s lumber heritage (by visiting lumber ghostt towns, mill sites or CCC camps
along rail lines, for exam
mple), as welll as the existin
ng and futuree operations of
o lumber com
mpanies. Theere are
also other heritage site
e linkages – Renovo
R
Borough (Clinton County) servved as the ho
ome of a majjor rail
repair facility for the Pe
ennsylvania Railroad.
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The speciffic opportuniity for a herritage railwayy tour could be
explored by
b working with CEDA‐COG
G (regional planning agen
ncy).
The joint rail
r authority owns rail traacks in nine counties, witth a
passenger excursion train operaator using the
t
Northsh
hore
Railroad frreight line for fall foliage tours betweeen Jersey Sho
ore,
Williamspo
ort, and Munccy. This operrator is a poteential partnerr for
LHR in maarketing lumb
ber heritage tours and tie‐ins to existting
programs.
Thee Strasburg Railroad
R
is a
Programmed and guided tourss associated with th
hese
Pen
nnsylvania exxcursion train
n.
“adventurees” can help bring the reggion’s historyy to life and pro‐
p
actively en
ngage visitors in lumber heeritage in a waay that indep
pen‐
dent site visits
v
cannot.. The conten
nt, as well ass the tour co
oncepts, capital infrastruccture program
m, and
operating plans for the
ese excursion
ns, can be deeveloped and
d funded with the assistance of the Lumber
L
Heritage Region.
R
The planning
p
com
mmittee, tourism agenciess, and State staff
s
involved with PA Wilds can
work with the LHR on in
nfrastructure planning and
d ultimately promotion.
p
Heritage Trails and Tours
As discusseed in more de
etail in Sectio
on D.3 of this plan update, there are mu
ultiple opporttunities for heeritage
tours and trails
t
that enttice the visito
or to bike, hikke, walk, and self‐drive theeir way through the region
n while
learning about lumberr heritage, prresent sustainable industtry practices, and the futture of the lumber
industry. Areas
A
like Pine Creek Valleey, which offeer the full speectrum of disp
parate but rellated heritagee sites,
are primed
d for heritage
e trail develo
opment. Pen
nnDOT can acccess federal TAP funds fo
or bike trails in the
region. Th
hese self‐guided trails and tours, much like guided trrain or river‐b
based tours, help
h create lin
nkages
between the
t
various heritage
h
(and
d industry) sites
s
to convvey a specificc heritage th
heme or storry and
establish a route for travel. Lumbeer heritage tiee‐ins to the Pennsylvania
P
Route 6 Herritage Area arre also
essential, especially
e
if th
hat heritage area
a
is able to
o get Nationaal Byway desiggnation.
nterpretation and travel in
n most heritaage areas, many
m
of
Such trailss and tours are an essenttial part of in
which begaan as heritagge travel “corrridors” as a way
w of linkingg communitiees together. Individual heeritage
sites provide interpretaation, but thee strength of linking thesee sites together lies in the broader storry, and
in the syneergies for tou
urism and eco
onomic devellopment thatt can be creatted through the
t “agglomeeration
effect” of multiple
m
herittage sites clustered along specific routes. Ultimately, the wholee is greater th
han the
sum of its parts when it
i comes to marketing
m
herritage sites in
n a broad and
d isolated geographic region for
tourists. While
W
the LH
HR’s 2005 Intterpretation Plan establisshed theme‐‐based driving tours, theere are
recommen
ndations for refining
r
and redirecting these
t
themess for trails an
nd tours thro
oughout the region
provided in
n Section D.3 of this plan.
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LHR STRATEGY
D.1: Heritage Area Boundaries
One of the key tasks in updating the LHR’s Management Action Plan (MAP) is to reexamine the current
geographic boundaries and consider any adjustments as determined appropriate (see map below for
existing boundaries). The following is a summary of the factors considered, as well the recommendation.
Original Boundary Considerations
According to those who were involved with the original boundary delineation, the primary consideration
was the location of where the lumber industry historically occurred most intensively in Pennsylvania.
Those areas included not only where the harvesting of timber occurred, but also the streams used to
transport them. For example, the portions of Clarion, Cambria and Indiana Counties that are within the
LHR are part of the region because of important streams that transported timber.
Considerations for Adjustments
Two potential adjustments were considered and tested with various stakeholders, as follows:
 Reducing the LHR territory to be more manageable for LHR staff and more easily traversed by visitors.
 Revising the boundaries to be consistent with those of the PA Wilds program by eliminating the portions
of Cambria and Indiana Counties.
Recommendation
It was ultimately determined that no significant advantages would be gained by altering the current
boundaries. Therefore, it is recommended that no changes occur.

Key Recommendation Summary
Heritage Area Boundaries:
 Leave the boundaries as they currently
exist.
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D.2: Organizational Structure
This section of the MAP update addresses board and organizational development, board responsibilities
and duties, and board composition and oversight, including how these functions relate to the LHR staff.
Board & Organizational Development
The board of directors of a nonprofit corporation is legally and financially responsible for the conduct of
the organization. It is not a passive role, but rather one that must be active for the good of the
organization and for reducing liability of the individual directors. It is not just for‐profit corporations that
are under ever‐increasing scrutiny for ethical operations.
The varied talents and contacts of a board from diverse backgrounds can help an organization grow. A
good board member is one that brings unique ability and perspective to a board and takes an active
interest in the organization. Having a "well known" board member for the sake of their name can be more
damaging than beneficial. Having board members who are connected in the community, are
representative of your constituency, and who truly want to help the organization succeed are a better fit.
Board Responsibilities
The board governs the organization and has specific fiduciary responsibilities for which it must be
accountable. These responsibilities are summarized in “How to Provide Good Nonprofit Leadership,” a
brief article on board duties (http://www.nonprofit.pro/nonprofit leadership.htm). Additional
responsibilities vary, but generally include: oversight of policy, budgeting, planning, fund raising, human
resources, program evaluation, and board development. One of the most important roles of the board is
to hire an executive director for the organization and to give that person room to lead. The board should
provide oversight and not become involved in day‐to‐day operations.
Board Organizational Structure
The board is organized under officers and through committees. This is a practical and effective way to
provide governance of most organizations and it helps to involve all board members. Traditionally,
officers include a chair that presides at meetings and provides management of the board, a vice‐chair who
presides in the absence of the chair, a treasurer to deal with finances, and a secretary to record activities
such as meetings. The treasurer and secretary positions may not be needed, as today these roles are
often assigned to the organization’s staff.
Committees of the board may include a finance committee, program committee, development (fund
raising) committee, human resources committee, nominating committee (future board members), and
other areas, depending on the needs of the organization. Often, smaller nonprofits may have just one or
two committees or create temporary committees based on present needs. The best way to proceed is to
develop committees as needed and make them standing or temporary depending on the time it will take
to complete committee objectives.
Board Meetings
When boards meet, it is important to have an “active” agenda with clearly identified items that require
board approval by a recorded vote. Minutes of these board actions and the corresponding board agenda
should be maintained. These minutes are a legal record of activity and are helpful to board members in
recalling the meeting results, particularly for members who were absent from a particular meeting. They
do not need to be extensive, but they should adequately address matters of importance and show that
discussions took place, including any resulting decisions. Attendance at the meeting should be recorded
as well. In legal terms, absence from a meeting or pleading ignorance does not relieve a board member of
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responsibility for action
ns of the boaard. The min
nutes should provide enough informattion that an absent
a
member would
w
be able to recognize important diiscussions thaat may requirre his or her additional
a
revview.
p
Board‐Stafff Relationship
The chair of the board should serve as
the condu
uit for comm
municating goals
g
and objecctives of the
e board to the
executive director of the
t organizattion.
oard should also
All membeers of the bo
interact with
w
staff, volunteers, and
those servved by the nonprofit
n
to gain
insight intto operation
ns. This acctive
interest also buildss loyalty and
m, and it develops
d
mu
utual
enthusiasm
respect beetween the board
b
and th
hose
who fulfill the mission of the nonprofit
every day.

LHR Board memb
bers – 2015.

LHR’s Boarrd Responsibilities & Dutie
es
As part off the processs to updatee the MAP for the Lumb
ber Heritage Region, a series
s
of meetings,
stakeholdeer interviews,, and internal discussions focusing on management of the herittage area – current
c
and future – were held over several months. Am
mong the man
ny topics discu
ussed, these meetings exaamined
the roles of
o the LHR and its governing board, its relationship to the partneers, and the heritage
h
areaa’s role
within the Lumber Herittage Region communities.
c
.
The board is responsiblle for defining and guardin
ng the missio
on of the LHR
R and adherin
ng to the regu
ulatory
mandates of the Comm
monwealth of Pennsylvan
nia’s Departm
ment of Conseervation and Natural Resources
(DCNR). Th
he board setss the directio
on for the organization an
nd ensures th
hat clearly deefined valuess guide
every decision. The LHR
R’s mission sttatement serrves as part of
o the supporrt mechanism
m for assessin
ng how
the organizzational goalss have been met
m and defin
nes the overall boundariess for the coursse of action.
Specific ressponsibilities of the board include:
nancial Resou
urces – Financcial resourcess are essentiaal to the stability of the orrganization, and the
1. Fin
bo
oard must enssure adequatte resources to allow the organization
n to carry outt its mandatee. The
bo
oard will dete
ermine how the
t organizattion creates the
t needed revenue,
r
wheether that haappens
thrrough federaal appropriations, state or
o other gran
nts, fund raiising, earned
d income, or other
inn
novative methods that feeed into a susttainable botto
om‐line for th
he LHR. The need for con
ntinued
fin
nancial resourrces, particulaarly those mo
onies that aree raised outside of annual State budgetts, was
a factor
f
that many members of the boarrd, partners, and
a the publiic identified during
d
this planning
pro
ocess as being critical to th
he long‐term success of th
he LHR.
2. Staaff – One of the most im
mportant fun
nctions of thee board is to
o ensure thee operations are in
qualified handss. Currently, the organizaation is capab
bly managed by an executtive director who is
known in the re
egion. His wo
ork is supporrted by a proggram organizer responsiblle for outreacch into
thee region. Co
ontinued oveersight of thee work of th
he staff, and
d continued confidence in the
exeecutive direcctor, will en
nable the bo
oard to effeectively deleggate the maanagement of
o the
orgganization an
nd free itself for
f the ever‐ggrowing goveernance and fund
f
raising role
r
needed for
f the
LHR to succeed.
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3. The Board – The board must also consider its own composition. Results of interviews conducted
as a part of the management planning process highlighted the issues the LHR board felt were most
important to its success in leading the LHR. This profile analysis (which should be conducted every
few years) will help the board focus on effective recruitment efforts to ensure that all needed
skills, expertise, resources, and perspectives are incorporated within the board’s membership.
Board Composition & Oversight
Bylaws Versus Current Needs
The current bylaws of the Lumber Heritage Region specifically provide for representation from county
governmental agencies. Its membership consists of various county planners, State officials, and partnering
visitors’ bureaus and agencies. This composition was determined to be important to the LHR at its infancy
to help the organization and its partners establish itself and the programs within the 15 counties that
make up the LHR.
Today, while still currently functioning, the board composition may not be meeting the needs of the LHR.
The large number of public sector employees on the board limits the LHR in a number of crucial activities,
including private fund‐raising, advocacy, and access to other needed talents and industries. Moreover,
the individual board representatives, while active and quite supportive of the LHR, do not necessarily carry
the imprimatur of the agency or governmental body for whom they are employed. If the LHR is going to
be successful and survive in the changing environment of heritage area management and non‐profit
management, it should redefine its bylaws and restructure its board to include a more representative cut
of the LHR community. This includes people from the lumber and timber industries, as well as other
businesses (banks, educational organizations, labor, etc.), and others from the private sector.
Currently, the LHR bylaws provide for a 21‐member board, with representation from “government,
tourism, industry and historical” groups. None of these representative fields, with the possible exception
of the lumber industry, has much ability or knowledge of how to raise money. The LHR could keep these
categories as goals for their board composition. However, specifying these fields in the bylaws locks the
LHR into these categories. The LHR should consider rewriting its bylaws so they simply state the number
of board members and the corresponding classes/groups. This revision would give the LHR greater
flexibility to rebuild its board membership with more entrepreneurial/business minded representatives
that have the ability to go out into the community and raise money. Section 3.2.1 of the bylaws reinforces
this concept by specifically stating that the highest priority of the LHR board “is to assure the operational
and fiscal integrity” of the organization.
Potential Ex‐Officio Roles
Public sector representatives can and should maintain an active role with the organization. Some roles,
particularly current board members, should be adapted to allow participation as ex‐officio members
(without a board vote or board position), participating in full board and board committee meetings and
task forces. The LHR already utilizes ex officio roles, so continuing and expanding this approach would
allow the State officials to remain on the board, but without a vote, with their role limited solely for advice
and counsel. Many non‐profits have established these roles for their funding partners on their boards,
thus eliminating any conflict or potential voting questions or concern for the public employee and the
organization. One alternative to using ex‐officio members is the appointment of an “advisory board” that
supplements the board with the same types of people who would otherwise be ex‐officio members.
However, such an option typically results in those members having a less direct and active role in the
organization, thereby minimizing their value.
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Other board members representing other organizations, such as other heritage areas, visitor bureaus, or
the PA Wilds, should be considered only if a conflict of interest does not interfere with board appointment
and membership to the LHR. A conflict of interest section is already included in the LHR bylaws, and the
LHR should continue their current practice of having each board member sign a document stipulating
adherence to the policy and what steps must happen to avoid a possible conflict of interest.
Board Member Term Limits
Term limits for board members should also be considered and adopted. While this topic can often be
viewed as more problematic for the non‐profit board in the loss of institutional knowledge or inability to
recruit if located in a rural area (as with the LHR), the larger benefit is the ability to grow support for the
LHR by the involvement over time of more members of the community and the varying talents they might
bring to the organization. In addition, the rotation off the board when a term limit is met can help an
organization politely shed itself of non‐active members or those that has grown tired of service and do not
fully participate.
Board Recruitment & Development
To achieve the objectives described above, the LHR must begin to restructure its board recruitment and
development approach, which ‐ according to some who were interviewed ‐ does not currently happen.
The President of the board should appoint a nominating committee, granting the committee the
responsibility to actively recruit candidates to the full board. New board members will be considered
based upon the needs and open positions of the LHR at that particular time. Once the committee vets the
candidates, it can present its recommendations to the Executive Committee. With the approval of the
Executive Committee, the new nominees should be presented to the full board to be voted on at a future
board meeting.
Board Meetings
Based upon the many stakeholder
meetings and interviews conducted as
part of this planning project, many
believe that Board meetings can be run
more effectively and efficiently. Based
on the detailed input, a few potential
improvements should be explored. One
such improvement is to establish
meeting agendas with clear “action
items” to be voted on at each board
meeting. Another potential improve‐
ment that the board should explore is
the use of telecommunications
technology to allow board members to
participate remotely when necessary.

Key Recommendations Summary
Organizational Structure:
 Begin the process of board restructuring.
 Look to the private sector for board
membership and diversification of talents and
skills.
 Re‐examine the bylaws to restructure the
board composition for greater diversity and
fund‐raising capabilities.
 Establish agendas with clear “action items” to
be voted on at each board meeting.
 Explore the use of current technology to allow
board members to participate remotely.
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D.3: Interrpretation: Themes,
T
Sto
ories & Meth
hods
LHR Interp
pretation & Resource Presservation
The Lumbeer Heritage Region encompasses over 12,500
1
square miles. With
hin its boundaries is a vast array
of historic and cultural resources associated with
h north centrral Pennsylvan
nia’s timber history.
h
In th
he past
decade, the LHR has wo
orked unilateerally and in partnership
p
w others to
with
o develop num
merous interp
pretive
resources that engage and inspire the
t public. These
T
resources have taken many diffferent forms. They
include waayside exhibits, public prrograms, tou
ur itineraries,, a website, and the Pennsylvania Lumber
L
Museum. Also included
d are a varietty of historic sites
s
and locaal museums that
t
work to create
c
an autthentic
experiencee for visitors to
t the area.
To capturee new audien
nces and deveelop new parrtnerships, the LHR is in
need of exxpanding the current scop
pe of interpreetive and preeservation‐
related pro
ojects and prrograms. Thee first area of
o redevelopm
ment is the
heritage area’s
a
interp
pretive them
mes. Interprretation is a form of
communication that atttempts to prrovoke, relatee, and reveal. It offers
insight into
o what makes a place, perrson, object, or mood imp
portant. To
tell the sto
ory of the Lu
umber Heritaage Region in
n an effectivee way, the
area’s inteerpretative resources
r
made available to the pu
ublic must
engage vissitors on a personal level, offer a safee and inviting space to
learn abou
ut and experie
ence the LHR
R, and contrib
bute to the authenticity
of the surrrounding environment. Viisitors make a multiplicity of choices
about wheether to enggage an inteerpretive ressource or no
ot. Those
choices are influenced by time, peerceived impo
ortance, reso
ource type,
availabilityy, functionality, safety, envvironment, co
ost, and similaar factors.
In the casse of the Lu
umber Heritaage
Region, the
t
primarry interprettive
themes cu
urrently focuss on regional or
local histtory. Thouggh these are
important to understan
nding the overall
impact off the lumber industry, the
hemes shou
uld expand the
primary th
context of the story and
d emphasize the
LHR’s natio
onal significa
ance. Thus, the
t
LHR will have
h
a new set of tools to
attract aud
diences who are not familiar
with the role Pennsylvania has playyed
in the cou
untry’s econo
omic, social and
a
cultural development
d
. In essen
nce,
Pennsylvan
nia timber built America!

Interprretation is a
form off
commu
unication that
t
attemp
pts to
provokke, relate, and
a
reveal. It offers
insightt into whatt
makes a place,
person,, object, or
mood important.
i
.

An
n example off the LHR’s and whole statte’s tie to thee
na
ation’s broad
der history is FDR’s
F
“New Deal”
D
CCC cam
mps.

Interpretivve Themes
An interpretive theme is the centraal concept or key idea thaat supports any visitor exp
perience, exh
hibit or
presentatio
on. Not onlyy do interprettive themes provide
p
organ
nizational stru
ucture and claarity of purpo
ose for
understand
ding the entirre resource, they
t
also havee a dramatic effect on all the
t individual parts of the visitor
experiencee that make up
u the whole. Below is a set of primarry and second
dary themes that emphasize the
national significance off the LHR. Th
hese themes are meant to
o be used as a frameworkk for expandiing the
scope and context of the LHR story.
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The Old Forest
Since the end of the last Ice Age more than 12,000 years ago, humans have interacted with the
forested regions of Pennsylvania as a source of food, warmth and shelter.
1. Science gives us the opportunity to explore old growth forests through carbon dating of pollen
grains and the fossilized remains of prehistoric animals.
2. As the climate warmed, predominant tree species were altered over the last 12,000 years as
post‐Ice Age spruce, hemlock, fir, birch, pine and alder were infused with oak, chestnut, hickory
and beech that migrated north.
3. Human interaction with the forest has consisted of hunting, agriculture and the formation of
towns and villages.
4. Because of impacts from damaging insects, only remnants of old growth hemlock‐white pine
forest remain in the eastern United States.

Penn’s Woods
The arrival of Europeans transformed North America’s forests, including those in the Pennsylvania
Colony.
1. An English restoration colony, the title Pennsylvania combined the name of founder William
Penn’s father with “sylvania,” meaning “forest land.”
2. Westward Expansion in the 18th century encroached on Algonquian‐speaking tribes in the area,
such as the Delaware, Seneca and the Shawnee.
3. The French and Indian War and the American Revolution brought Native Americans into direct
conflict with the English colonists / U. S. government in central and western Pennsylvania.
4. Significant treaties with the Seneca and Shawnee opened up lands in western Pennsylvania to
American settlement in the 1780s and 90s.

Rivers and Timber
The natural river corridors, such as the North and West Branches of the Susquehanna, the
Allegheny, the Tioga and the Cowanesgue, were major avenues of transportation for both
settlement and the burgeoning timber trade in the region.
1. River tributaries, mostly creeks, played a significant role in moving timber to mill and market.
2. Artificial corridors, like the West Branch Canal and the Bald Eagle Cross‐Cut Canal, were
developed in the region to support the lumber industry.
3. The expansion of sawmills along waterways fostered the penetration of the early lumber
industry into remote areas of the region.
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4. Spar timber, square timbering, dimension lumber and timber rafting were all key components of
the early lumber industry that reached national markets on the east coast and New Orleans.
5. Local customs and traditions arose from the logging and lumber industry.
6. Pennsylvania spar timber supported maritime travel and trade, railroading and coal mining.

Building America
The lumber industry in central Pennsylvania played a significant role in the building of America
during the 19th century.
1. The decline of the lumber industry in New England in the 1820s and 30s led directly to the
expansion of industrial lumbering in central Pennsylvania.
2. East Coast investors saw opportunity in central Pennsylvania’s virgin forests to supply the
growing need for lumber products in cities on the east coast.
3. The industry attracted new immigrants to the region.
4. Water‐based logging supported by logging camps, log slides, splash dams, log drives, log booms
and sawmills was the dominant system for supplying the burgeoning logging industry.
5. Lumber operations were professionalized by the influx of skilled laborers and industrial
production methods.
6. A dual economy developed during the mid‐19th century that consisted of the lucrative lumber
industry and byproducts, such as tanneries, and localized farming that supported timbering.
7. Trains eventually replaced water‐borne transportation of logs to mill and market.

Boom and Bust
The lumber industry was a boom and bust economy in Pennsylvania as the landscape was stripped
of timber resources.
1. The development of log booms played a significant role in the generation of wealth from the
lumber industry in the region.
2. Williamsport emerged as the “Lumber Capital of the World” following the Civil War.
3. Lumber barons dominated towns and trade in the region.
4. The introduction of balloon‐frame house construction and standardized lumber cuts in the mid‐
19th century increased the need for lumber on a national scale.
5. Competition in the lumber market arose from Chicago and the Midwest before the Civil War and
the Deep South after the war.
6. Economic “panics” in 1873 and 1893 adversely affected the lumber industry in the region.
7. Ghost towns bear witness to the lumber industry.
8. Clearcutting of timber resources, especially along transportation corridors, severely damaged
the lumber industry at the close of the 19th century.
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Renewing America’s Forests
The 19th century lumber industry’s adverse affect on Pennsylvania’s forests is being countered
today by managed growth and sensitivity to the ecological concerns.
1. The State of Pennsylvania responded to the destruction of the forests by creating the
Department of Agriculture in 1895.
2. Overcoming disease.
3. Gifford Pinchot and other reformers played significant roles in protecting the remaining forests
and introducing firefighting policies.
4. The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), created by President Franklin D. Roosevelt as a
cornerstone of his New Deal program, set up work camps in Pennsylvania to plant trees, build
roads, fight white pine blister, erect fire towers, fight forest fires, and create new state parks.
5. The role of the National Forest Service.
6. The critical role of the lumbering industry itself in renewing the forests.

Organizing & Preserving Interpretive Resources
The LHR’s historic and cultural resources are spread out over 15 counties in central Pennsylvania. These
resources are the backbone for generating both a memorable and authentic visitor experience. Several
are considered high profile, such as the Allegheny National Forest, the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum in
Potter County, and the Taber Museum in Williamsport. Because these locations offer staffed facilities in a
controlled environment, visitors have the opportunity to explore in depth LHR history on a number of
levels. Not all of the resources in the heritage area, however, can function as an interpretive venue due to
a host of barriers, such as location, owner concerns or state of preservation. This situation does not mean
they lack intrinsic value, only that they may not be an active participant in conveying the story of the LHR.
Two fundamental obstacles exist that must be addressed to create a cohesive interpretive infrastructure
that offers visitors a unified experience: 1) the size of the heritage area, and 2) the human resources
available to manage and maintain that experience. The logistics of organizing research, protecting and
interpreting resources, executing programs, sustaining marketing materials, and identifying funding
sources and partnerships can be challenging, especially when the LHR has only two staff members. Ideas
to overcome these obstacles include:
 Think in terms of geographic sub‐areas for accomplishing some tasks. The LHR is one of the largest
heritage areas in the nation and has dozens of roads, towns, and historic resources in various locations
throughout central Pennsylvania. The current staff has a difficult time maintaining lines of
communication with the various groups and resources. One remedy is to identify an LHR “Ambassador”
in each county to help get the word out regarding the LHR. Ambassadors could also help to identify
local projects and issues relevant to the LHR, identify stakeholders and interested parties, and help the
LHR representatives connect with local officials. Another way to cope with the LHR’s size is to designate
four permanent rotating meeting places for the Board, one in each quadrant of the region. The
proposed quadrants are illustrated on the map on the following page.
 Take advantage of opportunities with universities in the state that offer Public History programs. The
students in these programs are immersed in the practical application of the profession and the prospect
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Po
otential Boaard
M
Meeting
Quad
drants

of contributing to the
e LHR can be a bonus for the program,, the student, and the herritage area. On
O the
front end they can provide
p
help as volunteerrs for program
mming, and on the back end they can be a
valuable research re
esource, espeecially for fulfilling National Register nominationss, authoring micro‐
histories of the area’ss lumber herittage, or producing marketting materialss.
 Assist in
n creating neew non‐proffit organizatiions
within th
he LHR that serve
s
as “Frieends” groupss to
protect or
o sustain exxisting historic resources and
a
interprettive venues. Such organ
nizations sho
ould
focus on
n advocacy an
nd rely on un
npaid volunteeers
to avoid funding need
ds.
hip with the Pennsylva
ania
 Foster a relationsh
Historica
al and Museeum Commisssion, especially
through area Certified Local Goveernments (CLG
Gs).
oric
CLGs – local governments with a valid histo
preservaation program
m ‐ are eligiblee for funding for
assistancce with National Registeer nominatio
ons,
planningg guidance fo
or archaeolo
ogical sites, and
a
creating local histo
oric districts,, among otther
ere are 211 National
N
Regisster
activitiess. In total, the
propertiees in the region.
r
No
ot all of these
propertiees are associated with the history of
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lumber or the lumber industry. They are, however, recognized for their historic significance and are
worthy of preservation.
 Establish a relationship with the Taber Museum in Williamsport. Supporters of other institutions
gravitate to like organizations.
 Collaborate closely with the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) staff at parks in
the area on preservation and programming.
Using Interpretive Resources & Assets
The LHR has implemented several interpretive recommendations made in both the 2001 Master Action
Plan and the 2005 Interpretive Plan. Some of these include:








Wayside exhibits exist at several locations within the heritage area
Tour itineraries exist based on interpretive themes from the 2005 Interpretive Plan
Interpretive materials have been provided at various visitor centers
Assistance has been provided with the development of the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum
An LHR newsletter is generated
LHR partners are provided technical, educational and financial assistance
Public programming assistance is provided

Aside from these accomplishments, the LHR could actively engage audiences and visitors through a series
of new interpretive initiatives that will also enhance the LHR brand. These initiatives include:
 Create driving tour itineraries based on new broader interpretive themes suggested
 Complete wayside exhibits at each identified “gateway” community as designated in the 2001 plan (see
map on page 10 of this plan)
 Establish a wayfinding system for the LHR (see more details on pages 52‐53)
 Create an LHR designation for each participating site in the form of a plaque, logo (using the existing
logo), wayside exhibit and/or certificate
 Establish more annual Public Programs that bring in speakers of national significance
 Establish an Annual Awards Program for partner sites, organizations and/or individuals
 Create a driving tour brochure for distribution at Visitor’s Centers and other sites across the state and in
a downloadable digital version
 Generate a rack card for print widespread distribution
 Create a new responsive website and web app (not mobile because of cell service challenges in the area)
 Establish an Education Committee and work closely with the Lumber Heritage Museum (curriculum‐
based programs)
 Produce an Annual Report for the LHR for public distribution as has occurred in some past years
 Work with partner organizations to produce articles for the newsletter
 Work with collegiate Public History programs to create travelling exhibits on the LHR
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Driving Tours
The driving tours in the 2005 Interpretive Plan are thorough and complete. They offer a variety of themes
and give visitors an assortment of attractions associated with lumber history. They are, however, micro‐
tours of the region and do not provide a larger contextual expression of the region and its role in our
national story as presented previously in the new primary interpretive themes. Each of the three driving
tour itineraries illustrated below touch on all of the Primary Interpretive Themes of this MAP update, and
they are divided into regions. Visitors can choose which sites to visit in each region. They are anchored by
towns that offer overnight accommodations. Each site was independently chosen because it plays a
significant role in telling the larger story of the Lumber Heritage Region ‐ like a brick in a wall.
The tours are oriented along a north‐south axis because of the interstate and Route 6. Although there is
somewhat of an east‐west split in the existing LHR tourism market, the key transportation routes have an
east‐west orientation. Many comprising the LHR market either already live here or amount to “through
traffic” traversing the region for other reasons. The challenge is to get people off the interstate and onto
the back roads and to keep them there. Concentric circles give visitors an opportunity to cross over on the
back roads. The sites included in the various tours can be identified by wayfinding markers. It is
recommended that a downloadable brochure be created and made available through the LHR website, as
well as hard copies for area attractions and visitor’s centers. The brochure would also give the LHR an
opportunity for sponsorships via paid advertising. Below is a description of each of the three
recommended tours, and relevant interpretive themes are noted in parenthesis.
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NORTHERN
N TOUR
Williamspo
ort (Rivers and Timber, Boom and Bust))
This comm
munity is the best place to
o learn about the wealth created
c
by the boom and bust of the lumber
House
Muse
um give visito
industry. The
T Taber Mu
useum and Millionaire’s
M
Row – Rowley
ors the opportunity
to experien
nce some of the
t social and
d cultural rem
mains of the in
ndustry.
Jersey Shore to Ansoniaa (Rivers and Timber,
T
Boom
m and Bust, Renewing
R
America’s Forestts)
Pine Creek Rail Trail is a roughly 62‐m
mile trail startting at the Wellsboro
W
Juncction and end
ding in Jersey Shore.
n Colton Poin
nt State Parkk. The trail is
i a hard‐paccked gravel surface
s
It includess the Pine Crreek Gorge in
available to
o hikers and bikers.
b
o Coudersporrt (The Old Forest,
F
Penn’ss Woods, Rivvers and Timber, Boom and
a Bust, Ren
newing
Ansonia to
America’s Forests) The
e Pennsylvaniia Lumber Mu
useum provides the LHR’s most compreehensive lookk at the
region’s lumber history..
Couderspo
ort (Rivers and
d Timber, Boo
om and Bust)
The Potterr County Histtorical Societty Museum tells
t
the history of Potter County and
d the community’s
relationship to the lumb
ber industry.
ort to Warren
n (The Old Forest,
F
Riverss and
Couderspo
Timber, Reenewing America’s Forestss)
The Kinzua
a Viaduct, when
w
first constructed in May
1882, wass the highest and longest viaduct in
n the
world, measuring 301 feet high and
d 2,053 feet long.
homas Kane,, president of
o the New York,
General Th
Lake Erie and
a Western Coal Compaany, proposed the
viaduct. The
T associate
ed Kinzua Skkywalk gives great
views of th
he viaduct and
d Kinzua Creeek Valley.

Th
he Potter Coun
nty Historicall Museum inteerprets
ma
any stories from the area, including lum
mber.

mber, Renew
wing America’s Forests)
Rimrock Ovverlook / Kinzzua Dam (Thee Old Forest, Rivers and Tim
The Rimrocck Overlook offers
o
a scenic view of Kinzzua Bay, whicch extends so
outhwest from
m the main body
b
of
the Allegheeny Reservoir. The Kinzua
a Dam on thee Allegheny River
R
is one of the largest dams in the United
States east of the Mississippi Riverr. The Armyy Corps of En
ngineers Big Bend
B
Interpretive Center is just
downstreaam from the dam.
d
he Old Forestt, Rivers and Timber,
T
Boom
m and Bust, Renewing Ameerica’s Forestts)
Warren (Th
The early driving
d
force behind the town's develo
opment was the
t lumber in
ndustry. The first sawmills were
built in thee late‐18th century. Visit the
t Warren Co
ounty Historiccal Society.
Hearts Con
ntent Nationaal Scenic Areaa (The Old Forrest, Penn’s Woods,
W
Renew
wing Americaa’s Forests)
This imporrtant area rep
presents the last remains of
o old growth forest.
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Marienvillee (The Old Forest,
F
Penn’s Woods, Rivers and Tim
mber, Boom and Bust, Renewing Am
merica’s
Forests) Visitors
V
can leaarn about thee forest enviro
onment and other
o
outdoo
or opportunities at the Alleegheny
National Fo
orest Visitor’ss Center.
CENTRAL TOUR
T
n (Rivers and Timber, Boom
m and Bust, Renewing
R
Am
merica’s Forests)
Lock Haven
Being at th
he confluence
e of the Bald
d Eagle Creek Canal and th
he West Bran
nch, Lock Havven is an imp
portant
boom and bust town in
n associated with
w lumber history in thee area. Among the interp
pretive featurres are
n County Histo
orical Society/
y/Heisey Museeum and the Memorial Park Site (Native American).
the Clinton
mber, Boom an
nd Bust, Reneewing Americca’s Forests)
Renovo (Riivers and Tim
A sister tow
wn to Lock Haven, Renovo
o is on the West
W Branch Water
W
Trail. Access
A
to the river for recrreation
is availablee in Renovo.
ber, Boom and
d Bust)
Austin (Rivvers and Timb
The main site
s in Austin is the Austin Dam Memorrial Park just north of town. The Austin
n House Museeum in
town givess visitors an opportunity to
o get a localized history of the lumber industry.
un/Emporium
m (The Old Fo
orest, Rivers and
a Timber,
Sterling Ru
Boom and Bust, Renewing America’ss Forests)
At Sterlingg Run is the
e Little Musseum, operatted by the
Cameron County
C
Historical Society.. It has plen
nty of tools
and photoss of the lumb
ber heritage in
n the area. The
T home of
the Lumbeer Heritage Region’s
R
officee, Emporium is also the
location off the Camero
on County Historical and Genealogy
Center. A research faccility, visitors to the Center can look
n Emporium
for local family historiess in the archivves. Kiosks in
t lumber he
eritage in cen
ntral Pennsylvvania.
tell about the

The Little Museum in Sterling Run ha
as a
mbering toolss and
collection featuring lum
hotographs.
historic ph

Rivers and Tim
mber, Boom and
a Bust)
Norwich (R
Expansion of the Goodyyear Lumber Company in 1909 created
d the town off Norwich for logging and milling
920s, the small communityy was virtuallyy gone ‐ a gho
ost town.
timber. Byy the early‐19
Kane (The Old Forest, Rivers
R
and Tim
mber, Boom and Bust, Reneewing Americca’s Forests)
This town is known for the Kane fam
mily, local lum
mber, oil, and
d short‐line raailroad develo
opers in the region.
r
It was also
o home to th
he famed Civvil War Buckttail Regimentt. Sustainable forest prod
ducts, conserrvation
practices and
a Civil War history are in
nterpreted at Holgate Toyss. A visit to Kane
K
can also allow the vissitor to
co‐join with Northern Tour
T
trip to th
he Kinzua Skyw
walk.
Ridgway (TThe Old Foresst, Rivers and Timber, Boom
m and Bust, Renewing
R
Am
merica’s Foressts)
The lumbeer industry flourished in Rid
dgway duringg the latter haalf of the 19th century. Att the start of
o the
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20th centu
ury, the town claimed it had more millionaires
m
p capita than any other town in th
per
he U.S.
Visitors can walk in the
e Ridgway Hisstoric District and see the Robinson House. There iss also the Cha
ainsaw
Carving Reendezvous, the largest chaiinsaw carvingg gathering off its kind.
St. Mary’s (Rivers and Timber,
T
Boom
m and Bust)
Founded by
b German im
mmigrants, th
his is another small town that
t
turned to
t timber harrvesting in the late‐
th
19 centurry. Visitors caan visit the local St. Mary’ss Historic Disttrict and the John
J
E. Weideenboerner Ho
ouse.
(
and Timber, Boom and Bust, Reenewing America’s Forestss)
Brockway (Rivers
In the latteer half of the
e 19th centuryy, Brockway was a centerr for the lumb
ber industry, and in the 18
890s it
transformeed into a hub
b for glass manufacturing. The Taylor Memorial Museum
M
housees a vast disp
play of
glass from local industrry, as well ass many intereesting artifaccts from the lumbering, mining,
m
and faarming
communitiies in the surrrounding areaa.
Benezette
Learn abou
ut wildlife con
nservation in the LHR at th
he Elk Countryy Visitor Centter.
N TOUR
SOUTHERN
orest, Rivers and Timber,, Boom
Brookville (The Old Fo
and Bust) Two local inventions made
m
growth in the
lumber traade possible – the brackket dam systtem for
creating arrtificial floodiing on the sh
hallow river systems
s
and the lo
ogging railroaad built in 1864. The Jeefferson
County Hisstory Center located in the Brookville Historic
District. It contains eight galleries to
otaling 9,000 square
hibit space, a research librrary, a gift sho
op, and
feet of exh
staff officees. Visit the BWP
B
Bats facctory to learn
n about
the turningg hardwoods into high quaality baseball bats.

TThe Jefferson County Histo
ory Center offfers a
b
broad
range of
o exhibits on
n local historyy.

wney (Rivers and
a Timber, Boom
B
and Busst)
Punxsutaw
The town is best known
n for its nation
nally‐recognizzed Groundho
og Day celebration, and viisitors are atttracted
to the novvelty of the occasion.
o
Thu
us, an opportunity exists to inform th
hem about th
he broader heeritage
region. Th
he nearby forests of oak, chestnut,
c
beeech, pine, and
d hickory werre cut and thee timber was rafted
down Mah
honing Creek to Pittsburgh
h. The exhibiits at the Pun
nxsutawney Area
A
Historica
al and Genea
alogical
Society telll the story of the region’s Native American past and the lumber industry.
T
Boom
m and Bust, Renewing Ameerica’s Forestts)
Ebensburgg (Rivers and Timber,
Designated
d as a “gatew
way” in the 2001 MAP, Ebensburg has an
n interpretivee kiosk on thee heritage reggion.
Gallitzin (R
Rivers and Tim
mber, Boom and Bust, Renewing Americca’s Forests)
Gallitzin is home to the Tunnels Musseum and the Allegheny Po
ortage Railroa
ad, an NPS sitte for the firstt
t Alleghenyy Mountains.
railroad to circumvent the
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State College (The Old Forest, Rivers and Timber, Renewing America’s Forests)
Millbrook Nature Center, a 62‐acre site consisting of a 12‐acre farmstead area and an adjacent 50‐acre
wetland area, offers visitors a natural and environmental history of the area.
Bellefonte (Rivers and Timber, Boom and Bust, Renewing America’s Forests)
The Pennsylvania Match Factory was one of the leading producers of wooden matches during the first half
of the 20th century. In 2002, the American Philatelic Society relocated from State College to one of the
factory buildings in Bellefonte. Also, the Bald Eagle and Spring Creek Navigation Company was formed in
1834 to build a twenty five‐mile canal between Bellefonte and Lock Haven. Unlike the “Pennsylvania
Canal,” which was paid for by the Commonwealth, appropriations were made only to cover certain
expenses. In preparation for the building of the Bald Eagle and Spring Creek Canal, the Bald Eagle Cut, a
four‐mile waterway, was built from the West Branch Canal through Lock Haven to the Bald Eagle Creek
and the foot of the new canal. It was completed in 1848.
Philipsburg (Rivers and Timber, Boom and Bust)
A small transportation hub, Philipsburg is representative of the mining and lumber industries in the area
during the mid to late‐19th century. The Philipsburg Historic District is significant as an important local
commercial center for the historic lumber, bituminous coal, local railroad, refractory clay, mining, and
other industries of the mid‐19th to mid‐20th centuries.
S. B. Elliott State Park (The Old Forest, Rivers and Timber, Boom and Bust, Renewing America’s Forests)
Just north of Elliott State Park is Parker Dam State Park and the Lou and Helen Adams Civilian Conservation
Corps Museum. There are also twelve different hiking trails, in addition to the 73‐mile Quehanna Trail, a
backpack wilderness trail that travels through the park.

Key Recommendations Summary
Interpretation ‐ Themes, Stories & Methods:
 The LHR’s primary themes should expand the context of the story and emphasize the LHR’s
national significance with the message: Pennsylvania timber built America! Expand to a
broader set of six themes.
 To overcome the LHR’s obstacles of a very large geographic size and limited staffing, follow
this plan’s related recommendations such as designating LHR “ambassadors” in each county,
splitting the area into quadrants for rotating board meetings, leveraging public history
programs of area colleges and universities, and creating a series of “friends” groups.
 Implement a new set of interpretive initiatives as listed previously and including approaches
such as a wayfinding system to guide visitors, new tour itineraries, wayside exhibits for
gateway communities, and similar initiatives.
 Create a series of three driving tours (north, central and south) that each feature sites with a
sampling of primary interpretive themes, but that are geographically sequenced in a manner
that is relatively viable for travelers within the region.
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D.4: Imprrovements to
t Sites & Atttractions
One overarching goal fo
or most heritaage areas is to
t preserve and enhance the
t area’s num
merous naturral and
cultural resources, partticularly those with a cleaar link to the heritage area’s primary themes.
t
Whiile it is
beyond the scope of th
his plan to prrovide detaileed recommendations for individual sittes and attractions,
the followiing general re
ecommendations are offerred:
Minimum Standards off Quality
The LHR sh
hould conside
er adopting a set of minim
mum standard
ds of quality to insure “tou
urism readineess” for
partner sites and attracctions, as welll as for an inccentive to “em
merging” sitess and attractions.
Best Practiice Considerations
If adopted,, tourism‐ready standards should be baased on the fo
ollowing “besst practices” consideration
c
ns:
o find. Deetailed wayffinding
 Wayfinding – The site should be relativeely easy for visitors to
recommeendations forr the LHR havve been provided elsewherre in this plan
n (please see pages 52‐53).
destrians to travel
t
both to and within
n the site, inccluding
 Accessibiility – The sitte should be easy for ped
meeting the American
ns with Disab
bilities Act (AD
DA) requirements.
 Parking – Parking should be avvailable in su
ufficient amo
ounts based upon curren
nt/future vissitation
numberss to the site. It might inclu
ude on‐site orr nearby off‐ssite parking lo
ots, as well ass adjacent on‐street
parking. Bus parking may be need
ded for key attractions.
 Visitor Comfort
C
Amen
nities – Bathrrooms, water fountains, picnic tables, and
a similar amenities sho
ould be
availablee for visitors to
t have a posiitive visitor exxperience.
 Days and
d Hours of Op
peration – Th
he site should
d be open to the public wiithin a reason
nable range of
o days
and timees so that mo
ost visitors caan enjoy it. While
W
it is reccognized thatt some site operators
o
may have
religious and/or personal reason
ns for closingg on Sundayys, that is allso a key tourism day, so
s this
considerration can som
metimes be challenging to negotiate.
a
to interpretation
n should be effective
e
and compelling, and
a the inform
mation
 Interprettation – The approach
should be accurate.
Because of
o the wide
e range of site types that these
considerations might be
b applied to
o, a quantifiaable scoring
system will be difficult to craft. Insttead, each sitte might be
evaluated with the criteria above based on a range of 1 to
10, with 1 being the low
west score and 10 being th
he highest.
Committeee to Apply Staandards
If adopted
d by the LHR
R, tourism‐reaady standard
ds might be
applied byy a special committee so
s as to no
ot put that
responsibility on the shoulders
s
of the LHR staff, placing
n awkward po
olitical positio
on relative to their many
them in an
constituent partners. Su
uch a committtee might bee comprised
of the follo
owing types of
o individuals:
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‐ Local historians
‐ LHR representatives

This group would provide a balanced mix of insights and expertise related directly to the standards listed
previously. For example, the tourism representatives should be able to provide informed opinions
regarding a site’s effectiveness with wayfinding and visitor comfort amenities, while the local historians
and preservationists would be able to provide the same regarding a site’s interpretation. Between five
and ten people could make up this committee.
Initial Round of Evaluations
The initial round of site evaluations might be performed by a small group of peers from beyond the LHR.
Even with a sound set of standards and a qualified committee to apply the standards on an ongoing basis,
it will be difficult to avoid “politics” and the likely circumstance of committee members from within the
region to feel pressured into deeming certain sites as being tourist ready. Consequently, a small team of
peers (three to five) from other geographic areas could be utilized for at least the initial round of site
evaluations to confirm the determination of the committee. Potential team members might be staff from
other nearby heritage areas. While using such a group would provide greater objectivity and some
“political cover” for the LHR’s decisions, it may not be practical to utilize such a group every time a new
site is considered. Assuming that other heritage areas might be interesting in utilizing similar peer groups
for various activities, it is hopeful that partnering staff from other heritage areas would be willing to offer
their services in return for getting their expenses being compensated.
Benefits of Designations
The designation of “tourist ready” could be used to prioritize which sites within the LHR are most
aggressively promoted, as well as which ones receive technical assistance and funding. Whether a site is
designated as “tourist ready” or “emerging,” there are benefits for either scenario, as explained below:
Tourist Ready Sites: The potential advantage to this designation is that these sites could be vigorously
promoted as part of the broader LHR, as they would meet a minimum level of quality that reinforces the
image and reputation of the heritage area rather than detracting from it.
Emerging Sites: While emerging sites may not yet have achieved a level that would warrant their strong
promotion within the LHR, the positive aspect of such designation would be that emerging sites could
receive the highest level of priority when competing with other sites for grants and technical assistance
from the LHR.
While both tourist‐ready and emerging sites could be eligible for LHR technical assistance and grants, the
emerging sites would generally be considered to be in greater need. Thus, they might be given the top
priority for assistance and grants.
Technical Assistance: Technical assistance is currently needed for various LHR sites for a variety of
issues, including historic resources preservation, site enhancement, curatorial services, interpretation,
and marketing.
Grants: In general, emerging sites would be given priority over the other partner sites that have already
“arrived” with respect to tourist readiness. However, that general principle does not mean that
meritorious projects of tourist‐ready partners would not also be considered. The following criteria could
be applied to grant applications by the LHR:
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 Extent of Need: Fun
nding should be limited to applicants who
w truly need
d it to achievee their missio
ons.
 Benefitts to the LHR
R: While funding might benefit a particcular applican
nt, that does not mean it will be
significcantly benefiicial to the heritage areea. Projects that relate directly to the LHR’s primary
p
interprretive theme
es should be
b considereed particularrly beneficial. One litm
mus test fo
or this
consideration is “Ho
ow does this project relatee to the LHR mission?”
m
nt of Match & Leveraging: In general, applicants matching
m
the sought
s
fundin
ng with the highest
h
 Amoun
percen
ntage of match funding should be givven a higher level of conssideration. In fact, a min
nimum
percen
ntage match might even be
b adopted, and leveraging other fun
nding sourcess should be viewed
v
favorably. While caash should bee at least part of the appliicant’s match
h, in‐kind servvices should also
a be
alloweed.
G
This consideratio
on relates to the abilitiess of the entitty seeking fu
unding.
 Capabiility of the Grantee:
Applicaants with suffficient staffin
ng to successffully implemeent the propo
osed project and with a positive
p
track record on similar projects should
s
be given the highesst consideratiion.
It is recom
mmended thatt grants not be given for
operationaal costs of sittes or the accquisition of
property. Funding of physical improvements
should be
b
limited to signagge, facade
rehabilitations, restroo
om facilities, and similar
activities. A formal grant proggram would
require a very clear an
nd systematic approach,
including annual
a
fundin
ng cycles, an
n application
for those seeking funding, and th
he objective
application
n of the crite
eria described
d previously.
It would also require project monitoring,
a
as
compliancee, reporting, and similar activities,
well as familiarity
f
with
w
federal regulations
(NEPA and Section 106,, matching reequirements,
and reportting requirem
ments).

As onee of many pottential modells, the Rivers of
o
Steel NHA’s
N
grant program
p
provvides a 50/50
match
h for grants off $2,500 to $1
15,000.

Key Reccommendatio
ons Summaryy
Improve
ements to Sittes & Attracttions:
c
adopting a set of minimum standards
s
of quality to inssure “tourism
m
 The LHR should consider
nd attractionss, as well as fo
or an incentivve to “emerging” sites and
d
readiness” for partner sites an
attraactions.
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D.5: Wayyfinding
emely importtant component of navigating heritagge areas. Thee system of linking
Wayfindingg is an extre
cultural ressources, attraactions, progrrams and eveents togetherr through a co
ombination of gateways, historic
h
characters, site historries, interpreetive themess, and otheer navigation
nal elementss (including maps,
nd signage) gives
g
visitors a blueprint to
o explore and engage the stories,
s
brochures,, websites, mobile apps, an
people and
d places asso
ociated with the LHR’s hisstoric past. Effective
E
wayyfinding comm
municates the right
informatio
on at the rightt time.
Past Wayfiinding Appro
oaches
In the pastt, the LHR has made use of
o the extrem
me network of
o roads and trails
t
as avenues into and out of
the heritagge area. The vehicular tou
urs created fo
or this MAP up
pdate closely follow the prrevious interp
pretive
themes. Gateways
G
with
hin the region
n were previo
ously identifieed. Locationss for interpreetive waysides were
addressed.. Engaging sites and reecruiting volu
unteers to enhance
e
thee visitor exp
perience were also
suggested..
Additionall Principles fo
or Wayfindingg
In addition
n to the ap
pproach desccribed above, the LHR should apply several bassic principles when
implementting a wayfind
ding system:








Each associated site should
s
functio
on as a landm
mark.
Sites sho
ould be memo
orable as to act
a as an orien
ntation cue.
Create a tour path thaat confirms progress and destination.
d
Create reegions of diffe
ering visual character thatt assist with wayfinding.
w
Keep deccision makingg for visitors simple
s
along the
t route to eliminate
e
unccertainty.
Always use
u visual guid
des or aids su
uch as maps and
a signage th
hat are consisstent (including any logos)).
Give visittors a reason to move to the
t next site.

Wayfinding Signage
A major area of wayfiinding that
needs to be addresse
ed for the
LHR is waayfinding signage. The
LHR
s
should
in
ncorporate
consistent signage for both
o
navigational and orientation
purposes. The signage should not
only demarcate resou
urces, but
also give visitors acccurate and
engaging directional
d
in
nformation.
All signaage should use a
consistent color schem
me, and the
sign familyy needs to maatch in size
and scope.. At right is a suggested
signage deesign that facctors in the
three different propose
ed routes.
Signage alsso helps with the brandingg of the heritaage area and distinguishess the region and
a the LHR mission
m
from otherr recreationall and tourism resources. When
W
combin
ned with a driiving brochurre that can bee made
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available at each site, town, gateway community, and visitor’s center, the LHR can deliver brand materials
to visitors throughout the region and beyond.
Driving Brochure & Web App
The driving brochure and web app are two other important components of contemporary wayfinding
systems. The driving brochure addresses the printed needs of visitors who lack the capability to make use
of digital media. The web app is for those who are smartphone savvy. Both offer visitors complimentary
experiences and the ability to successfully navigate the region.
Driving Brochure
The driving tour brochure is a main calling card for the LHR. It not only highlights sites and attractions, but
it is a wayfinding resource for the area. The brochure gives the LHR an opportunity to solicit advertising
dollars or to seek funding from local or state tourism agencies. Both a printed and downloadable
brochure need to be provided for visitors. The printed brochure is distributed to the attractions, visitors’
centers, local businesses, hotels/motels (there are tourism companies that offer this service), state
welcome centers, and similar venues. The LHR can offer a scaled‐down version of the brochure available
for downloading on their website.
Web App
Increasingly, organizations like the LHR are turning to web and mobile apps as a way to offer wayfinding
and integrated interpretation to visitors. Web apps are powerful tools that are easy to create, easy to
maintain, and less expensive that building a mobile app. The web app can even be part of your current
website. Used in coordination with a responsive website design, there is very little difference between
web and mobile apps. However, one important feature of mobile apps is that, once they are downloaded,
they can be used offline. A wifi or cell connection is not necessary in most cases, unless the app is tied to
real‐time mapping applications, such as Google or Bing. People will need to download a mobile app
before they get to the LHR to avoid not having access in some areas. For most of the rural parts of the LHR
(probably 50% at least), coverage is sketchy at best.

Key Recommendations Summary
Wayfinding:
 Install a system of wayfinding signage based upon the seven principles listed in this plan
section.
 Utilize the design illustrated in this plan section for the creation of highly‐identifiable
wayfinding signage.
 Create and provide on the LHR website a driving brochure to highlight key sites and tour
routes. The brochure can be used digitally on the LHR website, downloaded as a digital
version, and/or printed as a hard copy version.
 It is recommended that the LHR first create a web app for tech savvy visitors. However, a
mobile app should also be considered to provide an alternative and respond to the area’s cell
service and wifi circumstances.
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D.6: Marketing & Promotion
This section provides a summary of key findings from stakeholder meetings, interviews, workshops and
reconnaissance. These findings relate to the role of the Lumber Heritage Region in marketing and
promoting the lumber industry and tourism to support the economic development of the region. Findings
relate to marketing and promotion of tourism and the lumber industry, as follows.
Tourism
Role of LHR Versus PA Wilds
There has been some confusion regarding the appropriate roles of the Lumber Heritage Region and the PA
Wilds program with respect to tourism marketing and development. Both entities are engaged in tourism.
Each has used a different path and has achieved different results in pursuing what appear, on the surface,
as similar purposes. Both have had significant impacts on the Region. They also have very similar
geographic boundaries, as discussed previously on pages 18 and 33.
PA Wilds
Part of DCNR’s Conservation Landscape Program, the PA Wilds is a collaborative effort funded with state
grants from DCNR and DCED, as well as federal and private dollars. PA Wilds is one of seven different
DCNR Conservation Landscapes across the state. In each, DCNR has designated an External Lead partner
organization to coordinate partner work activities. In the PA Wilds, DCNR has designated the PA Wilds
Center for Entrepreneurship to serve this role. The PA Wilds as designed has both resource planning and
recreation amenity development objectives as well as those associated with tourism promotion and
marketing. Early in the initiative, the DCED Tourism Office provided funding for promotional materials
but today such state funding is no longer available. At present the local TPAs are working directly with
the PA Wilds Center for Entrepreneurship to reinvigorate the regional marketing component of the PA
Wilds program.
Lumber Heritage Region
Meanwhile, the LHR is focused primarily on developing assets that tell the story of the region’s lumber
heritage. While asset building is an important function of the LHR, there is a need for someone to
market and promote these assets. That role again falls to the local and regional TPAs, who have the
resources (generated by their lodging tax base) to help promote tourism attractions, events, and
activities in their respective areas.
Tourism Strategies
The recommended tourism strategies include the following:
1. Inventory: The original management planning process developed an inventory of the heritage sites (as
well as events and activities), but this needs to be updated and strengthened. The inventory should be
divided into “Tourist Ready” and “Emerging” sites, events, and activities. Tourist Ready sites, events
and activities are those that meet a standard of quality high enough to reflect positively on the image
of the broader LHR in a manner that will encourage visitors to return and/or to recommend others to
visit. Emerging sites, events and activities are those still needing help to reach the Tourist Ready level.
2. Prioritization: Working with the LHR Board and stakeholders, staff should prioritize the sites, events,
and activities listed in both the “Tourist Ready” and “Emerging” inventories based on input provided by
the technical team. Factors to consider for prioritization might include the following:
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a. Consistency with heritage themes established by interpretation specialists, working with TPAs,
industry, and the LHR Board.
b. Historical significance to the LHR and to telling the story of lumber heritage, as well as the lumber
industry in general.
c. Tourism potentials (potential for adding or diversifying the mix of tourist attractions to attract more
tourists or extend the stay of existing visitors) based on sound assessment, along with input from
tourism professionals, as well as the ease of incorporating the site or event into tourist itineraries.
These itineraries do not always have to relate solely to lumber heritage. For example, the Little
League Baseball World Series in Williamsport provides a superior opportunity for extending visitor
stays with tie‐in visits to area baseball bat manufacturing facilities, forests (where the trees are
harvested for bats), and lumber heritage sites.
d. Educational significance for students, or for the general population, in promoting and understanding
lumber heritage and today’s state‐of‐the‐art lumber industry.
e. Economic spin‐off in terms of potential for job creation, business development or branding for the
region.
3. Maps and Itineraries: “Tourist‐Ready” sites, events and activities should be prioritized, and solid tourist
itineraries should be developed and mapped, as recommended starting on page 49. Itinerary maps can
be multi‐layered, for example to illustrate how the present lumber industry relates to the past heritage,
comparing and contrasting forestry management and lumber extraction techniques. Online maps can
be interactive, rather than static, to appeal to a more technically‐sophisticated younger generation.
4. Projects: Those “Emerging” sites, events and activities that are nonetheless a priority, should be
channeled into a Project Priority List for funding, planning, and development. Action plans would be
created for each of these projects to ensure that they are carried out in accordance with the priorities
established by the LHR and its partners. See page 49 in section D.4 for more on projects to enhance
existing sites and attractions.
5. Content: To market and promote the region’s lumber heritage assets, the TPAs need content (e.g.,
information about the region’s heritage written and illustrated to target tourists). The TPAs currently
lack such content, yet it is critical as input to marketing and promoting the region’s lumber heritage on
behalf of the LHR. Based on the output from the prioritization process, with particular focus on
itineraries that tell the story of lumber heritage in the region, the LHR should develop content for use
by the various TPAs in the region. If necessary, the LHR should contract or work with contractors or
partners who specialize in developing content for tourism materials, APPs, websites, and other media
to be used by the LHR and the TPAs to promote heritage tourism in the region.
Lumber Industry
The LHR is inherently tied to the industry from which it derives its name. Stakeholders have consistently
identified a need for the LHR to play an active role in assisting and promoting the lumber industry by
focusing not only on telling the history, but also on communicating the present and future represented by
this industry as a major employer and economic development driver in the region. Lumber industry
representatives have suggested a role for the LHR as “cheerleader” or “chamber” for the industry.
Ultimately, the more visible the LHR is to industry, the more influential and relevant the LHR will be to the
industry in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. There is also a role for the LHR in promoting the industry
for human resources recruitment, in highlighting the long history and importance of lumber to the state,
and how the industry has changed and modernized to be at the forefront of sustainable agriculture.
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Partners
The lumbeer industry ittself is organ
nized in vario
ous ways to assist, promote, develop
p and grow lumber
production
n in Pennsylvvania. Organizations inclu
ude the Pennsylvania Foreest Products Association (PFPA),
(
the Keysto
one Wood Products Assocciation (KWPA
A), the North
hern Tier Harrdwood Assocciation (NTHA
A), the
Allegheny Hardwood Utilization
U
Grroup (AHUG)), and the Hardwoods
H
Development Council under the
State’s Deepartment off Agriculture.. The LHR should
s
continue to workk with them in promotin
ng and
supportingg the industryy.
Gaps & Needs
The lumber industry and stakeho
olders have
identified a gap that the LHR cou
uld help fill
relating to outreach, ed
ducation, and
d promotion
of the indu
ustry. Specificcally, the LHR
R could help:
1. Promote the use of Pennsylvvania wood
productts,
2. Educatee and prom
mote the environmental
sustainaability of th
he current and future
forestryy practices of the industry,, and
3. Promote opportunitties for skilleed jobs here
in Pennsylvania in th
his industry.
The LHR can play an im
mportant rolee in promotin
ng the
Strategies
sustainab
bility of todayy’s lumber ind
dustry.
As with thee tourism industry, represeentatives of
the lumberr industry see
e an opportunity for the
LHR to pro
ovide more co
ontent and infformation thaat can be used
d for the aforrementioned purposes. Th
he LHR
needs to have strong partnershipss with the vaarious organizations and representatiives of the lumber
industry. Working
W
closely with partners, the LHR
R can develop
p press kits, and
a information provided to the
media can be one comp
ponent of thiss strategy.
The industtry also sees an
a opportunitty for more in
nterpretation
n, not only of lumber histo
ory, but also to
t help
educate an
nd tell the sto
ory of how th
he industry has
h changed in terms of what
w
is actually happeningg today
and to builld excitementt for the future. There is the
t concept of
o developing content and input to APP
Ps, web
sites (inclu
uding LHR’s an
nd others’), and
a interpretive wayside exhibits
e
that educate
e
visito
ors and others who
learn abou
ut the heritagge area to un
nderstand thaat the industrry is “green” and sustainaable today. So,
S the
concept is to integrate
e the modern
n story into the
t telling off lumber herritage in a more proactivee way.
Some havee seen the LHR
L
as provid
ding a gatew
way for tourissts to visit acctive lumber operations, where
liability co
oncerns would otherwise hinder companies from providing diirect access. The Pennsyylvania
Lumber Museum tells a story of thee past, but th
he industry seees a need to
o educate peeople about what
w
is
happeningg today. The LHR can workk with the ind
dustry and sittes like the Pennsylvania Lumber
L
Museeum to
develop th
he appropriate
e interpretivee content.
Prospective Projects
The specifiic lumber ind
dustry‐related
d projects for which the LH
HR might app
ply for fundin
ng could include the
following:
1. Lumberr Industry Su
ustainability Promotion
P
Co
ontent. The LHR would work closelyy with the lumber
industryy to research and draft texxt and materials to supplyy websites and media for promoting
p
the past,
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presentt and future of the Penn
nsylvania lum
mber industryy, with a parrticular focuss on the industry’s
environ
nmental and economic
e
sustainability.
actices Showccase. It has been
b
suggestted that the LHR
L could con
ntribute, thro
ough grant fu
unding,
2. Best Pra
to a “grreen” wood building pro
oject, such as the rehabilitation or construction of
o public and civic
buildinggs in the regio
on. Such a program
p
migh
ht occur each year to show
wcase green building
b
techniques
and to attract
a
people
e to the regio
on to see a co
ollection of LEEED‐certified green public and civic buiildings.
The con
ncept might have
h
some siimilarities to the efforts by
b Columbus,, Indiana to brand
b
itself as
a “the
Mecca for Midwestern Architectture” by brin
nging world‐cclass architeccts to design its civic buiildings.
Here, architects wou
uld compete to design grreen buildingss for local go
overnment orr for civic usee (e.g.,
churchees, communitty centers, etcc).
3. Media Development
D
t. The LHR could
c
create and develop
p apps, web sites,
s
press releases,
r
and social
media projects
p
that integrate matterial develop
ped in Step 1 (above) to promote lumb
ber heritage and the
sustainaability of the modern lumb
ber industry in
i Pennsylvan
nia. The LHR would work in partnershiip with
lumber associations..
4. Interpreetive Wayside Exhibits &
Walking
g Tours. The LHR could
integratte messagess about thee
sustainaability of the
t
lumberr
industryy into LHR interpretivee
exhibitss where posssible. Thee
LHR cou
uld establish new waysidee
exhibitss and walkin
ng tours, in
concertt with the lumber and
tourism
m industries, which
w
tell thee
full storry of how the
e industry hass
evolved
d into one off the world’ss
sustainaable producers.

The LHR has
helped fund
many waysid
des
throughout the
t
LHR, such as
this one for
Muncy’s
Heritage Traiil
and Natural
Park.

5. Kiosk Development. The LHR could develop educational
e
k
kiosks
that teell the full sto
ory of Pennsyylvania
lumber heritage and
d how the in
ndustry has evolved
e
(as above)
a
for usse in librariees and other public
facilitiess in the regio
on. Kiosks co
ould also be used to represent the reegion at stateewide and naational
industryy trade showss for the forest products, home
h
building and furniture industries..
6. Educational Materia
als. The LHR caan utilize edu
ucational matterials for usee by schools and
a lumber in
ndustry
organizaations in Pennsylvania to explore
e
the state’s lumberr heritage and
d illustrate ho
ow the industtry has
evolved
d. Site visits to
t schools thrroughout the state are enccouraged. Ass just one of several
s
examples of
local un
niversities and colleges, Penn State Un
niversity has developed exxcellent mateerials that illu
ustrate
the lateest approache
es to sustainaable forestry and indicate the changes that have occurred over time
t
in
(see more in
the evo
olution of the industry in Pennsylvania
P
nformation on
n the followin
ng page). Alsso, the
State haas establishe
ed a new pro
ogram (with the
t website: paforestcareers.org) to promote jobs in the
industryy. The LHR caan work with this program
m to develop heritage
h
conttent and perh
haps sponsor career
days. Other impo
ortant examp
ples of existting educatio
onal materiaals and proggrams include: the
Hardwo
ood Developm
ment Council’’s Pennsylvan
nia WoodMob
bile, which iss perhaps thee most recogn
nizable
educational tool cu
urrently used in the statee; the Allegh
heny Hardwo
ood Utilizatio
on Group’s Project
P
ducates hund
dreds of students each year with their interactive lessons
Learning Tree prograam, which ed
about the industry taught by industryy volunteerrs; and thee Keystone Wood Products
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Association’s excelle
ent videos an
nd written maaterials to ed
ducate the public about wood
w
produccts and
associatted careers. DCNR and the Allegheny National
N
Foreest also have those
t
resourcces available. It has
also beeen suggested
d that the LHR
L
should work
w
with reegional development councils to help
p bring
broadbaand internett service to the region since
s
the LH
HR weaves to
ogether a reegion where many
businessses and residents still lack internet services
s
and the educatio
onal resourcees that accompany
them.
Ultimately,, the media, materials
m
and
d content gen
nerated by the LHR can asssist with econ
nomic development
by promotting the region’s lumber industry and
d educating the public (aand the prosspective workkforce)
about the evolution
e
of the
t industry into a modern
n and environ
nmentally susstainable busiiness model.

Sample
e Educationall Materials
As just one of manyy examples of materials produced
p
by area
a
academ
mic institutions, Penn Staate’s Collegee of Agriculttural
Sciencees produced a series of brochures ab
bout sustainaable
lumberring between
n 2000 and 2004.
2
Having an 8.5” x 11”
format,, the series iss entitled “Frrom the Wood
ds: An educa
ation
series about
a
forestryy for youth.” Sample topiccs include:






Foresst Stewardship
Sustaainable Foresttry
Harveesting Trees
Hardw
wood Lumber
Ten Im
mportant Harrdwoods






d Veneer
Hardwood
Incredible Wood
Paper
Maple Syrrup: A Taste of
Nature

These and
a other well‐written and
d highly‐graph
hic pieces can
n be
useful tools
t
for the LHR
L to help promote
p
the lumber industtry.

Promotingg Makers & Manufacturer
M
s
The LHR sh
hould play a more active role in prom
moting the reggion’s makers and manufactures. Wh
hile the
Wilds Artisaan Trail) has helped
Wilds Cooperative of Pennsylvania
P
(formerly known as the Pennsylvania
P
h
establish collaboration
and promottion efforts among
c
a
the reegion’s artisaan product “m
makers,” there is a
need for similar
s
effortts oriented to assisting and
a promotin
ng the region
n’s other non‐artisanal product
manufactu
urers, invento
ors, and “tinkeerers.”
The LHR caan assist this effort by iden
ntifying and convening
c
sm
mall manufactturers, inventtors, and producers
in the regio
on, and helping to establissh a more formal organizattion (in collab
boration with
h the State DC
CED) to
assist in prroduct develo
opment, netw
working, and promotion. LHR outreacch staff should help identiify and
inventory these small entrepreneurrs, and conduct outreach
h to establish
h a strong relationship wiith the
motion of th
he region’s products
p
cou
uld occur thrrough representation at local, regional and
LHR. Prom
national “maker
“
fairs”” and similarr outlets. In some wayys, this effort would mirror the app
proach
recommen
nded for pro
omoting the region’s foreest products, except thaat there is currently no strong
organizatio
on in this regiion representting producerrs outside of the
t forest secctor.
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Once a reggional organiization is estaablished, thee LHR can asssist in seekin
ng funds from
m State and federal
f
agencies (e.g.,
(
DCED, ARC, Deparrtment of Agriculture)
A
f
for
product developmen
nt and outleets for
promotion
n. As with forest productss, the LHR should also colllaborate with
h Pennsylvan
nia State Univversity,
Lycoming College
C
and others
o
engageed in R&D in this
t region to assist in prod
duct developm
ment.
LHR Websiite Enhancem
ments
By 2025, there will be
e more than
n 25
million “tthings” connected to the
internet, from mobiile devises, to
computerss, to home security remo
otes,
to journ
nal articles,, to tourism
brochures,, and everyth
hing in betweeen.
That means there is a tremend
dous
o informatio
on and delivvery
amount of
systems fo
or that information available
for people to interact with.
w
Today, few
organizatio
ons can survivve without a web
w
presence. Thus, having a competent
and competitive websiite is more than
t
strategic ‐ it is vital. Fo
or the LHR, it is a
significant piece of the overall branding
puzzle.

Thee LHR’s curren
nt website is a good start, but can be grreatly
n, reformattiing and the ad
enh
hanced with reorganizatio
r
ddition
of more
m
useful content
c
for vissitors to the LHR.
L

LHR Websiite Needs
The curren
nt LHR websitte is outmodeed and outdaated. Overalll, it gives visittors access to
o bits and pieeces of
informatio
on about the heritage
h
area, but it does little
l
to provid
de a reason for
f people to tour the regio
on. To
be more efffective, the website
w
shou
uld have a mu
ultiplicity of characteristicss that expresss both the values of
the heritagge area and offer the publiic a value‐add
ded. Visitors to the websitte need to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know why you exist
Know ho
ow to get there
Know what they can do when theyy arrive
Know what impact visiting the reggion will have on their livess
Know where to eat, sleep,
s
get gas, etc.
Know what historic and non‐historic resources they can enggage
Know ho
ow significantt those resources are
Be able to
t download tour informaation
Be able to
t download non‐copyrigh
hted high‐resolution imagees
Know evveryone’s hou
urs of operatiion
Know th
he distances between
b
what you want th
hem to see orr engage

Much of the
t information listed abo
ove will need
d to be obtaained via web
bsite links to
o the variouss TPAs,
particularlyy related to area
a
businessees and attracttions. To ach
hieve these ob
bjectives, thee LHR will neeed to:
• Collect information about
a
visitorss to the sitee and the areea to learn more
m
about your market, track
trends, and
a continue to enhance the website
• Secure other
o
URLs (su
uch as Americcanlumber.orrg, lumberhistory.org, travvelPAtimber.o
org) to avoid others
from usin
ng a URL too similar to thee LHR’s and to
o provide futu
ure options iff needed
• Follow up with visitorrs to the webssite with a neewsletter or email
e
blasts about events or
o happenings
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• Register with all search engines to be sure the website comes up easily for those seeking information
• Keep information updated to avoid LHR visitors from arriving to destinations no longer existing or with
changed operating days/hours
• Promote the site through printed materials or on other websites
Recommended Website Qualities & Components
The website should incorporate as many of the following qualities and key components as possible:
Responsive
Make sure the website is responsive. The website’s interface should adapt in terms or size, orientation,
and information based on the devise in use for viewing the website (computer, I‐phone, etc.).
Navigation
Navigation of the website should be easy to identify and easy to use. Navigational menus should be
kept to a minimum and navigational items, such as pages, should add up to no more than five to ten.
Parallax scrolling often includes directional arrows to make the site more user‐friendly. The more ease
for people to use and navigate throughout the website, the longer they are likely to interact with it.
About Us
The “About Us” page should not only tell users who you are and what you do, but convey your values.
This page can also be the place for testimonials from visitors to the area. Keep the page simple. Give
users enough information to be interested, but not bored.
History
Sometimes “more is better” when it comes to narrative, but not websites. Long passages about history
can be dry and cause users to lose interest. Make sure the information relates to specific historic
resources and tangible assets to give website viewers a reason to visit the LHR.
Contact
Contact information usually appears in the main navigation part of the website. Because the LHR is not
equipped with enough staff to interact with inquiring visitors, contact information should be for the
LHR’s seven TPAs, which are well‐suited for that function.
Search Engine
Having an internal search engine allows visitors to navigate the site more quickly and to find older
information not prominently available. The tool is vital for repeat users. If the LHR opts to display an
icon for the search engine, it should use the standard magnifying glass graphic.
Images
The LHR should make available high‐quality copyright‐free images that are downloadable for student
projects or so users can post them on social media or can use them on their websites.
Today’s Lumber Industry
Information should be available on this topic and it should emphasize today’s sustainable practices.
The website could also include an online “museum” to explain the use of various tools, lumbering techniques, and
conservation practices that could be accessed by teachers and others from around the country as a teaching tool.

Model Websites
Several excellent visitor‐related websites that can be used as templates for the LHR website include:
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http://www.mansfieldmtbuller.com.au
http://blog.tropicalnorthqueensland.org.au
http://www.visitutah.com

Key Recommendations Summary
Marketing & Promotion:
 Inventory: Update the 2001 MAP’s inventory of sites, attractions and events.
 Prioritization: Categorize the inventory of sites, attractions and events into “Tourist Ready” and
“Emerging” based upon the criteria provided in this MAP update.
 Maps and Itineraries: The prioritized “Tourist Ready” sites should be mapped and integrated
into tourist itineraries.
 Projects: “Emerging” sites, events and activities should be channeled into a Project Priority List
for funding, planning, and development, and action plans would be created for each.
 Content: Developing content (brochures, maps, itineraries, etc.) should be an important
objective of the LHR so the LHR and TPAs can use them to promote the region’s assets.
 Relationships: The LHR should strengthen its relationships with the various organizations
representing today’s lumber industry and demonstrate how they can help to promote the
industry.
 Lumber Industry Projects: The LHR should pursue the projects for the lumber industry described
on the previous pages, including: Lumber Industry Sustainability Promotion Content, Best
Practices Showcase, Media Development, Interpretive Wayside Exhibits & Walking Tours, Kiosk
Development, and Educational Materials.
 Makers and Manufacturers: The LHR should play a more active role in promoting the region’s
makers and manufactures.
 LHR Website: The LHR should implement a complete overhaul of the current website to better
advance its mission as it relates to both tourism and promoting the lumber industry.
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D.7: Funding
Background
One of the most important factors for any heritage area is the creation and implementation of a fund
raising and development strategy for its operations and programming. Pennsylvania’s heritage areas are
confronted by many demands, none greater than the need to raise the necessary funds to meet their
programmatic and operational requirements. The Commonwealth’s heritage area funding has bounced
back over the past few years from being “zeroed‐out” in 2009, but the funding is not at the historical highs
of the late‐1990s and early‐2000s. Furthermore, the continuation of annual funding in the State’s budget
is always dicey with every governor’s administration eliminating heritage area funding in the Governor’s
Budget sent to the General Assembly, and the scramble by the heritage areas to win legislative support
reestablishing the funding. Additionally, the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR)
has begun to require the state’s heritage areas to update their management plans, and this provides a
great opportunity for each heritage area to reexamine its funding strategy for the future.
Recent History of State Funding
Too often, the primary reason for the partners in a developing heritage area to pursue heritage area
designation is to lock up the access to grant funding from DCNR that comes with the designation. While
this objective can be a very important outcome that is crucial to the heritage area’s establishment, the
annual funding from DCNR is not the solution to all of the financial needs of the heritage area and is never
sufficient. Some heritage areas in the state are teetering financially because of limited access to funds.
The singular dependence on funding from DCNR places these heritage areas in considerable jeopardy, as
there is no guarantee from budget year to budget year that the State will appropriate funds to the
“Heritage and Other Parks” line in DCNR’s budget.
Current State appropriations have limited funds to the heritage areas to levels far short of those seen in
the 1990s and early‐2000s. Heritage areas have also seen a rise in competition (and sometimes an overlap
on programming) with the creation and funding by DCNR of the Conservation Landscape Initiatives. While
heritage areas and their State advocacy partners have worked hard to re‐establish a line in the State
budget, the program’s annual funding is always in question in any given year. This uncertainty has
implications for all the Commonwealth’s heritage areas. Those implications are even more profound for
the heritage areas whose annual budgets are mostly provided for by DCNR funding. This circumstance is
particularly true for LHR.
Sustainability Versus Self‐Sufficiency
For Pennsylvania’s heritage area, two words are needed – “sustainability” and
“self‐sufficiency.” Despite the ease of interchangeability of these words,
sustainability and self‐sufficiency are two very different terms. Sustainability for
any non‐profit (including heritage areas) is the result of a carefully crafted
development strategy that incorporates funding from a variety of sources,
balancing the organization’s operations and programs with this funding stream.
Self‐sufficiency, on the other hand, is the ability of the management entity to
exist without public or private support; in essence, to be revenue‐generating.
To become self‐sufficient, a heritage area’s management entity would need to
become a for‐profit entity, generating sufficient revenue to operate like a
private business. While non‐profits and heritage areas can create programs that
generate revenue, they rarely generate enough revenue to offset all operational
expenses. The real intent and goal then is to become sustainable: to raise a
balance of funds from public and private sources, including grants, donations,
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earned income or other sources to support operations and programs. This is the strategy that the Lumber
Heritage Area needs to follow.
Recommended Funding Strategy
Like many other non‐profit organizations and state heritage areas, the LHR must plan properly for long‐
term financial stability, and take full advantage of all the financial resources at its disposal. The limited
State dollars can make for hard choices: place the DCNR funds into a pot to provide for projects and
programs and struggle to meet administrative expenses or cover annual operational expenses to the
detriment of the LHR programmatic mission. For the Lumber Heritage Area, it is important to have an
ongoing fund raising strategy for resource development as part of its overall strategic and operational
plans.
Funding Sustainability Planning
When developing a fund raising strategy, it is important to keep in mind that sustainability planning
involves more than just identifying the funding to keep the LHR programs and organization alive. Besides
identifying diverse sources of funding, a well thought‐out strategy should address developing other
resources, including volunteers, program partners and collaborators in the initiative, as well as identifying
and cultivating effective leaders and key champions who can assist in fund raising.
The Lumber Heritage Region has a relatively small budget, in part, due to its lack of fund raising and its
limited scope of programming, projects, and administration. A small budget can be good, as the need for
raising money each year is small. However, for the LHR, its limited access to resources (other than DCNR
funds) makes its survivability of great concern. Since the implementation of the Management Action Plan
in 2001, very little has been done to create other sources of annual funding for operations or
programming. This lack of budget diversification makes the LHR extremely vulnerable to any budget
change that might occur at the State level.
Charitable Status
The LHR should immediately begin to develop a three‐to‐five year development strategy that focuses on
growing the LHR’s revenue. The focus of the strategy should examine public funds (local, state and
federal), private funds (corporate donations and foundations), and individual donors. To raise these
funds, the LHR must maintain its 501(c)(3) status as a charitable organization to provide tax benefits to
contributing private parties and individuals. In addition, to solicit donations, the LHR must register with
the Pennsylvania Bureau of Charitable Organizations. This is a simple registration process that is usually
competed each year with an organization’s audit and filing of its IRS‐990 form. It appears that LHR staff is
currently in the process of doing this.
Annual Giving Plan
A plan for annual giving also should be developed as part of this strategy. An annual giving plan will set
targets or goals for total amounts to be raised through grants, donations, and contributions. It will help
the LHR by keeping a constant message across the 15 county region of the need for donations and
contributions. Simple things can immediately be started, like providing a “Donate Now” button on the
LHR website with an active link to PayPal or another online payment system to collect contributions from
individuals. The LHR can also create a list of needed items, equipment, or other materials important to its
operations and post it to the website, enabling viewers to see a need and possibly donate an item or
sufficient funding to purchase the item. Please see page 59 for more on recommended improvements to
the LRH’s existing website.
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Public & Private Funding Sources
Because the LHR lacks the financial resources that federally‐funded heritage areas enjoy, it must pursue a
more balanced funding strategy, as outlined below.
State & Federal Funding
In Pennsylvania, a financial disparity exists between those heritage areas within the State program that
have a federal heritage area designation and those, like the LHR, which only has a State designation.
The disparity often creates institutional imbalances, as the vast majority of the annual budget for State‐
only heritage areas is reliant on a State funding allocation. The State’s federally‐designated heritage
areas have created a more balanced funding strategy, in part, due to the availability of federal funds.
However, it is due more to the demand of the National Park Service that those receiving federal dollars
raise other funds, including other public and private funding to receive federal funds. The federal funds
also come with a match requirement of non‐federal dollars, and this match requirement forces those
heritage areas to be much more aggressive in their approach to balancing their annual fund raising
approach.
Three‐Pronged Funding Approach
Many of the federally‐designated heritage areas have
developed a three‐pronged approach to annual funding: 1)
public (federal, state, local government), 2) philanthropic
(foundations and corporations), and 3) private (individual
donors and membership). While a loss of any one of these
three prongs can have severe implications for a heritage area,
the availability of the other two prongs in that same year can
soften the financial blow. Some of the federal heritage areas
are in geographic areas of Pennsylvania that lend themselves
more to private fund raising, such as those in the larger urban
areas. However, the two more rural national heritage areas,
Oil and Lackawanna, along with the burgeoning Susquehanna
Gateway Heritage Area, have developed approaches to a
more balanced annual funding strategy and should be
considered as models for the LHR.

… the two more rural
national heritage areas, Oil
and Lackawanna, along
with the burgeoning
Susquehanna Gateway
Heritage Area, have
developed approaches to a
more balanced annual
funding strategy and
should be considered as
models for the LHR.

The LHR needs to become more aggressive in the pursuit of public funds from other State programs
and/or federal programs related to environment, education, tourism, history, and community
development. Similarly, private corporations and foundations often provide funding for projects in
these categories. Securing funding from a public grant may help lay the foundation for a grant from a
private foundation furthering the goals of a program or project. The LHR staff should become more
versed in fund identification and grant writing to ensure this necessary action advances. To assist with
this work, the LHR could consider hiring AmeriCorp interns who are trained within specific fields of
community development work, and whose training often includes grant writing and grant identification.
The LHR management should also examine the makeup of the funding portfolios of other state heritage
areas and partner organizations. Often these organizations have already done the research leg work
and have identified potential grant sources that support similar programs and projects. See Appendix B
for a list of potential sources and their contact information.
Board Member Fund Raising
Lastly, the LHR’s board must evolve to better lead the fund raising objective of the organization. This goal
includes help in identifying possible funding sources or donors, outreach to potential contributors, and
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b
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ons Summaryy
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D.8: Partnerships & Responsibilities
Partnerships
The benefits of a broad partnership base are crucial for all
heritage areas. The LHR enjoys strong partnerships that have
been developed and nurtured over the past 15 years. New
partnerships will continue to be established as the updated
Management Action Plan (MAP) is implemented.
Partnerships can exist in a wide‐ranging number of formats.
Some partnerships are formally defined through Memoranda of
Understanding, Memoranda of Agreement, and even contracts
that establish the framework for the working relationship
between the parties in the state heritage area. Other
partnerships may be defined by legislation or resolutions passed
by a local government and even the board of the LHR. While
these agreements might be necessary in some instances for
carrying out the activities of the partners for the conservation of
the resources, there can be other types of partnerships that do
not require the legal paper for a partnership to develop and
flourish. These hand‐shake relationships within heritage areas
often provide the greatest flexibility to the parties in defining
changing roles and can often have very positive results. The
current MAP for the Lumber Heritage Region highlights the
importance of partnerships to the overall success of the LHR.
The plan states:

The benefits of a broad
partnership base are
crucial for all heritage
areas. The LHR enjoys
strong partnerships that
have been developed
and nurtured over the
past 15 years. New
partnerships will
continue to be
established as the
updated Management
Action Plan (MAP) is
implemented.

Partnering with existing governmental agencies, organization and societies will be a main focus of
the LHR. In this role, the LHR will be a facilitator for projects or programs conducted by other
independent entities and a coordinator of active partners to achieve the goals of the LHR. The
heritage region will rely on the coordination of projects and programs to maintain a consistent
identity. Therefore, successful partnerships will play a major role in the continued viability of the
heritage park.
It should be noted that the benefit of partnerships, if successful, can and should work both ways in
benefitting the partners. The LHR must be able to bring as much to the table to benefit its partner as it is
expecting to receive. If the partner is a corporation or business, the LHR can assist in several ways,
including:
 Website positioning to thank the partner
 Access for the business and it employees to gain greater exposure in the community
 Tax credits or tax benefits from contributions of labor, supplies, or money
For the Lumber Heritage Region, the benefit that a private sector partner can bring can be significant.
Potential benefits include greater access to name recognition through the company’s market outreach,
access to new funding, access to volunteers or new board members, and strong connections to elected
officials for advocacy.
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Sample Partnership Commitments
Organization

Activity

Financial
Commitment

Technical Assistance/
In‐kind Support

Regional Economic
Development
Commissions

Planning and
Implementation

Funding; professional
support; grants

Staffing; office space;
equipment & supplies;
member expertise

Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania

Planning and
Implementation

Funding from existing
programs

Staffing; access to state‐
owned sites; tourism;
promotion and marketing

Foundations (private,
corporate, other)

Planning and
Implementation

Funding for planning;
marketing and promotion;
implementation projects;
operation

Advice and counsel on
funding strategies; capital
campaigns; fund raising

Local Governments

Operations and
Implementation

Funding; planning
assistance

Staff support; office meeting
space; equipment usage; in‐
kind labor

Tourism Promotion
Agencies

Brochures; web site
promotions and other
marketing materials

Possible grants and
funding

Staff assistance; trade show
promotions; social medial
marketing

Colleges, Technical
Schools and Educational
Organizations

Education and
interpretative programs;
research

Possible grants and
funding

Interns and research
assistants; seminars and
lectures; grant writing;
meeting space

Lumber and Timber
Organizations

Timber industry access;
job training &
development

Possible corporate grants

Technical and professional
assistance; board support;
advocacy

Arts & Cultural
Organizations

Folk life programming;
arts & crafts programs;
oral histories

Possible grants

Professional assistance;
workshops and lectures;
community outreach
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Responsibilities
A heritage area nonprofit organization is hierarchical in structure by fiat. Each has a board of directors
that is the ultimate responsible body for the organization. In the beginning of the heritage area's
existence, it is common for the board members to wear different hats and function in the staff capacity.
Soon after designation, most heritage area boards designate or hire their first chief executive who then
manages the daily affairs of the heritage area. The chief executive reports to the board and other staff
hired later report to the chief executive. The organizational structure defines accountability, but everyone
working together for the same objective is what makes these partnerships succeed.
Board of Directors
When defining the role of the board, it is important to remember that the role refers to the group, not to
the individual board members. The board functions as a team. Individual board members inherently have
no authority (no individual rights) over the organization, but must assume accountability for their own
actions. The governing body has three main focuses:
1. Direction – The board guards the mission of the organization and, through guidelines, steers it in the
right direction.
2. Oversight – The board monitors the activities, the health, and the ethical behavior in the organization.
3. Resources – The board ensures that the organization is well‐equipped to fulfill its mission, including
adequate finances, capable staff, and an esteemed reputation.
Recommendations were provided earlier in this plan to revise the LHR bylaws to clear the path for
restructuring the board to provide greater member diversity and fund‐raising capability.
Staff
When the board hires the first chief executive, it delegates the daily management to that person.
Maintaining regular contact with the board and particularly the chair, the chief executive must keep the
board informed about the issues and activities of the heritage area. In fact, the board would have great
difficulties making well‐rounded decisions without constant input from the chief staff person. The rest of
the staff helps the chief executive more efficiently implement the directives that the board has set.
Volunteers
Most of Pennsylvania’s heritage areas depend on volunteers, and small and mid‐sized heritage area
groups may engage volunteers in significant mission and management activities. The Lumber Heritage
Area should develop clear guidelines for volunteers who will be assisting directly with the heritage area
organization, emphasizing the expectation that the volunteers will follow the organization’s workplace
and internal controls policies. These guidelines include all board members. The LHR may consider
developing a volunteer handbook and specific volunteer and board job descriptions. In addition, the LHR
may consider obtaining bonding coverage for any LHR volunteer who regularly handles cash. This level of
attention shows professional respect for volunteers and appreciation of the valuable service they provide.
The Volunteer Protection Act of 1997, passed by the
U.S. Congress and recognized by the Common‐
wealth of Pennsylvania, provides personal immunity
to individuals who act on behalf of an organization
in a volunteer capacity. However, the Act may not
absolve the organization from liability for its
volunteers or keep the volunteers from being
named as defendants in a lawsuit.
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D.9: Implementation: Performance Goals, Priorities & Phasing
Performance goals are developed for the Lumber Heritage Region (LHR) and its operating entity and
performance measures are provided here to help evaluate management activities and project success.
Performance goals, benchmarks and evaluations provide useful feedback to the organization, its board,
and funders as ways of measuring success and determining if operational changes are required.
Performance information can also be used to help leverage future funding, grants, in‐kind services, or
investment support, by indicating how the organization and its partners are able to implement successful
projects.

Performance Goals
Key goals and objectives have been established based on the strategies that have been
developed through the process of updating the LHR MAP. The metrics and other performance
measures should relate directly to the ability of the LHR in meeting these goals.
1. Capacity. Develop the Lumber Heritage Region (LHR) into a highly‐effective organization
capable of implementing the Management Action Plan by diversifying its board, enhancing
its funding mix, and clarifying staff roles and board member responsibilities.
2. Marketing & Development. Promote the LHR and increase its visibility by creating content
that can be used by regional partners to increase heritage tourism and strengthen the
lumber industry as a means of economic development.
3. Partnership Development. Serve as a catalyst for development of heritage opportunities
by building stronger partnerships, especially with private industry, institutions, and
volunteer networks.
4. Education & Interpretation. Promote research, education and interpretation as a means
of documenting and telling the story of the region’s unique heritage in the national
context, as well as its current advances and sustainable future.
5. Preservation & Enhancement. Promote the preservation and enhancement of the LHR’s
thematic natural and cultural resources, and prioritize funding for “emerging” heritage
sites and projects.
6. Community Enhancement. Encourage and assist in community enhancement and the
development of tourism “infrastructure,” such as through the use of wayfinding signage
keyed to well‐defined driving tours.

Priorities
Organizational Structure
The MAP Update focuses on efforts first to strengthen the organizational structure of the LHR so that it
has the capacity, tools and vision to leverage funding and enhance partnerships for marketing, education,
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interpretation, and development. At the core of the organization is its board, and this plan recommends
an overhaul of the board structure, with a focus on diversifying its membership away from a heavy
reliance on geographical representation and planning agency participation.
Refining the roles and responsibilities of the board members and staff would naturally align with efforts
to reorganize the structure of the organization. Members of boards often have a fiduciary responsibility
to ensure that the organization is performing according to its mission, meeting key objectives, and
planning to ensure a sustainable future for the organization. If these responsibilities are itemized, it will
become clear that there are certain outputs relating to the role of staff that must align with the
expectations of the board. The ways in which meetings are conducted, as detailed in the
recommendations in this plan, can help staff and board members maximize their time and participation.
Funding Mix
The bylaws may need revision in order to accommodate efforts to enhance private participation on the
board and to require financial participation by board members. As part of its restructuring, the
organization should also define an appropriate funding mix and set fundraising targets (corporate,
various government agencies, individual, membership, annual programming) to diversify and get away
from a reliance solely on one State agency ‐ DNCR ‐ as a source. Building relationships with key partners
in the business and industry realms can help the organization reduce its dependency on wavering State
government grants. The board structure provides a prime opportunity for the LHR to re‐establish these
relationships and improve prospects for funding diversification.
Media Content
In terms of function, the plan update prioritizes a role and need for the LHR in producing media content
that can be used by sister and partner organizations to help in promoting both the region’s heritage
tourism and its lumber industry. The LHR will continue to rely on its network of county tourism agencies
to help convey information to tourists (such as through brochures, web sites, billboards, broadcast
media, or individual visitor information offices), but these agencies must rely on the LHR to supply the
lumber heritage information. Similarly, the state’s various lumber industry promotional organizations
need input and content from the LHR on lumber heritage and on how lumber production has evolved
into the sustainable industry that it is today. Working closely with both tourism agencies and lumber
industry organizations is essential to “getting the word out” about the LHR while also promoting the
state’s heritage and lumber industry. The LHR should start with its own web site. By enhancing the
availability of high‐quality content, the LHR will raise its own visibility, which is currently lacking.
Wayfinding
The LHR also has the key role to play in establishing the interpretation and
wayfinding linkages necessary to guide visitors through the region’s lumber
heritage story. Those linkages are made most concretely through the
establishment of tour routes that are tied to the region’s key interpretive
themes that are easy for visitors to follow. Visitors must be able to access
maps with tour routes to help guide them, whether in hard copy (a dying
format) or, more appropriately today, through web and mobile apps.
Wayfinding signage helps synthesize tour routes with the visitor’s map and
guide them along their way. Because of the geographic size and disparities
of this particular region, having well‐documented, visible, accessible maps
and wayfinding signage is essential to telling the story of lumber heritage.
Providing this interpretive information is a primary role for the LHR.
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Standards
The LHR and its partners should also help define what is “tourist ready” and prioritize those sites that
need assistance to bring them up to the appropriate level of tourism readiness. The LHR would help raise
the funds necessary for planning, development, management, interpretation, research and other
components for raising the standards of “emerging” heritage tourism sites.

Summary of Priorities
To sum, the MAP Update prioritizes the following key steps as the way forward for
strengthening the organization and encouraging its long‐term sustainability.
1. Restructure the Organization, focusing on the board composition and the roles and
responsibilities of board members and staff.
2. Diversify the Funding Mix away from a reliance on DCNR, to include other government
agencies, corporate sponsors, individual donors, memberships, and annual campaigns.
3. Produce Interpretive Content for various media used by the region’s tourism agencies and
lumber industry for marketing and promotion.
4. Establish Linkages through thematic maps and wayfinding to help guide visitors and tell the
lumber heritage story.
5. Focus Project Priorities on gaining funding for planning, development, management,
interpretation and research for upgrading “emerging” heritage sites that are not quite tourist
ready.

Phasing
The highest priorities should translate into actionable steps to be undertaken in the near‐term, preferably
within one year from the date of this plan. Such actions include work on the LHR’s organizational
structure, delineation of board member and staff roles and responsibilities, and diversification of its
funding sources. A 3‐Year Fundraising Plan should be developed within the first year to include policies
and steps to be undertaken to solicit individual donations and corporate sponsorships, memberships, and
volunteers. All of these steps will help add capacity and clarify roles and responsibilities to ensure that the
organization can move forward in a sustainable fashion.
During the mid‐term phase (years 2‐3), the LHR should develop an annual Action Plan for moving forward
with specific projects and programs. Such projects and programs should focus on inventorying sites
(utilizing the inventory from the original MAP) and developing standards for “tourist ready” sites,
establishing the theme‐based driving tours per this plan, seeking funding for wayfinding signage, and
creating brochures and content for distribution to tourism agencies and lumber industry promotional
organizations. The LHR should also focus on strengthening its website and creating web‐based tour
applications for the region. It is directly through these efforts that the LHR can strengthen partnerships
with tourism and lumber industry organizations, all of whom should see benefits from the content and
other output delivered by the LHR.
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Over a lo
onger‐term period
p
(yearss 4‐5), the LHR
L
should beegin a proce
ess of regularly prioritizzing
tourism sittes for proje
ect funding and
a applying for
grants and
d private funding to support planning,
developmeent, manage
ement, interrpretation, and
a
research for
f upgradingg heritage sittes and even
nts.
The LHR should
s
engagge closely wiith its partneers,
including tourism age
encies and lumber indusstry
ons, to develop a systemaatic approach
h to
organizatio
prioritizatio
on. The LHR
R should also
o explore more
refined an
nd proactive
e education, outreach and
a
marketing initiatives, including deesign of various
mobile app
plications, an
n annual susttainable build
ders
showcase, and workingg with local communitiess to
encourage the protectio
on of heritagee resources.

Stand
dards of qua
ality will be important to
o help
mainttain the high level of existting “tourist ready”
r
sites and events, while also helping
h
to ellevate
“emeerging” sites and
a events.

Key Metriccs
The measu
ures for succe
ess should reelate directly to the goals established for
f the Lumbeer Heritage Region.
R
The follow
wing describess several key metrics for tracking,
t
mon
nitoring and measuring
m
su
uccess. It sho
ould be
noted thatt the goals ha
ave been esttablished as ongoing
o
taskss rather than
n as final targ
gets. For exaample,
preservatio
on itself is an
n ongoing task; it does not “end” oncce the physiccal assets of a heritage site are
preserved,, but is rather an ongoing process of ensuring
e
that the region’s historical sittes will be avvailable
for interpretation, educcation, and en
njoyment of future
f
generaations.
1. Capacity. Enhancin
ng the capacitty of the LHR organization
n to implement the MAP iss a critical go
oal as a
prereq
quisite to insu
ure that all oth
her goals can be achieved. Key metricss include the following:
a. Boaard memberss representin
ng various heritage,
h
tourism, lumber industry and other bu
usiness
facttions in the re
egion (illustraating the diversity and com
mmitment of the
t board).
b. Num
mber of fund
ding sourcess, illustrating the diversitty of fundingg sources an
nd sustainabiility of
opeerations (with
h a lack of dep
pendency on any one typee of funding so
ource).
c. Stab
ble or generaally increasingg operating fu
unding levels over time.
d. Amount of fundiing leveraged
d from non‐go
overnmental sources.
s
e. Amount of earned income generated (through technical assistancee programs, rentals, fundraising
eveents, and othe
er activities outside of gran
nts or approp
priations).
f. Professional and
d technical capacity of staff.
g. Num
mber and diversity of parttner organizattions providin
ng direct support, illustratting a broad base
b
of
parttnerships, but with a partiicular focus on partners in the tourism and lumber sectors.
s
h. “Reepeat” contrib
butors and su
upporters, illustrating sustainable and ongoing sup
pport from a strong
stab
ble of partnerrs and supporrters.
i. Programs in placce that are targeted to meeting key LHR
R goals and objectives.
mber of volun
nteers and value of volunteer hours.
j. Num
k. Valu
ue of externaal in‐kind supp
port, such as technical assistance.
2. Marketing & Develo
opment. Thee role of the LHR
L in heritagge tourism an
nd lumber ind
dustry development
should
d be measure
ed and trackeed over time to ensure maaximum success. Metricss for measuring this
success include the following:
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a. Reformulation of (and number of hits on) the LHR website and on Twitter, Facebook and other
social networking media.
b. Development and use of apps and hand‐held tour technologies associated with the LHR.
c. Development of heritage tourism content for (and requests for information received by) sister
tourism agencies relating to lumber heritage and the lumber industry.
d. Development of lumber heritage content for use by Pennsylvania lumber industry promotional
organizations.
e. Number of articles written about the LHR in regional and national publications.
f. Number of broadcast media articles about the LHR.
g. Growth in attendance at LHR heritage sites, attractions, tours, and events over time. While such
growth (or decline) cannot be attributed directly to the actions of the LHR, there should be some
general indication of impact. This impact can be assessed, for example, based on regular visitor
surveys and on interviews with operators.
h. Increase in lodging room‐nights, revenues, and tax revenues over time. Again, such growth (or
decline) cannot be attributed directly to the actions of the LHR, but there should be some general
indication of impact. This impact can also be assessed through regular visitor surveys and operator
interviews.
i. Increase in retail sales and tax revenues over time (with attribution based on surveys and
interviews with tourism agencies, Main Street organizations, operators, and others).
j. Increase in sales of Pennsylvania lumber attributed to promotional pieces using lumber heritage as
a “hook.” This information would be generated through lumber industry partners, such as sales
reps and buyer surveys.
k. Increase in visitors to lumber industry sites promoting the industry and its environmental
sustainability.
l. Attendance at lumber industry promotional activities sponsored (in part) by the LHR, such as a
builders showcase.
m. Economic impacts of the LHR, as determined from above, collected through an economic impact
study on a regular basis (once per 3‐5 years).
3. Education & Interpretation. Research, interpretation and education are critical components of the
overall mission of the LHR. Key metrics for tracking success in this arena include the following:
a. Design of themed tours, creation of interpretive content, and dissemination of interpretive
material (maps and tour guides, apps, brochures, etc).
b. Increased awareness of the region’s heritage (determined through surveys and similar means).
c. Number and value of research projects associated with the heritage region and its themes based
on grants secured by the LHR.
d. Number of publications and films generated based on research conducted or facilitated by the LHR.
e. Number and value of assistance projects for interpretation generated through grants secured by
the LHR.
f. Number of students gaining access to area sites and programs, with a particular focus on students
interested in an occupation in the lumber industry.
g. Secured funding and implementation of wayfinding signage.
h. Number of sites assessed and implementation of standards for “visitor ready” sites.
i. Increased number of visitor‐ready sites, attractions, and events.
j. Increased attendance at educational venues, such as lectures, films, presentations, and museums.
4. Preservation & Enhancement. One of the primary issues impacting on the success of the LHR is the
condition and operation of existing heritage sites, attractions and events. There is a need for ensuring
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that local governments establish policies and programs to protect local heritage resources. Below are
metrics for measuring future success:
a. Value of technical assistance provided for preservation and curatorial services through grants
secured by the LHR.
b. Number of technical assistance projects provided for preservation and curatorial services through
grants secured by the LHR.
c. Number of additional heritage sites meeting preservation and conservation standards, and number
of sites protected from destruction, especially those related to lumber heritage.

Implementation Matrix
The matrix below and continued on the following page summarizes this MAP’s key recommendations. It
also provides a page reference for more detail, responsible parties, and a suggested time frame.
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APPENDIX A:
Composite Interview Results
Task 2.0 – LHR MAP Update Project
Revised – 8.20.15

Live interviews were conducted during June 16-19, 2015 by consultants Phil Walker and Randy Gross.
The June 16-17 interviews were conducted in Ridgway, while the June 18-19 interviews were conducted
in Williamsport. A follow-up round of telephone interviews were conducted by the consultants with
others between July 8th and August 7th, 2015. Below is a composite of the interview results organized
around the key interview questions.

Interviewees
Val Shelley - former LHR staff / current LHR Board; Jeremy Morey - McKean County Planner; Wayne
Bender - PA Hardwoods Development Council; Dan Glotz - Warren County Planner; Deborah Pontzer US Representative Glen Thompson’s Office; Holly Komonczi - Clearfield County Tourism; Jodi Foster
- Elk County Planning & Community Economic Development; Matt Quesenberry - Elk County Planner
& LHR Board President; Kim Wheeler - Deputy Director of Planning & Community Development for
Lycoming County; Jason Fink - Director of the Lycoming Visitors Bureau; Mike Piaskowski - State
Heritage Areas Program - DCNR; Wes Fahringer – DCNR Regional Advisor; Alice Trowbridge Susquehanna Greenways Partnership; Bill Poulton - Muncy Historical Society; Jenny Picciano Lycoming County Planning; Cecile Stelter - DCNR Forestry; Matt Marusiak - Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy; Mark Adams - Senator Joe Scarnati’s office; Commissioner Jim Thomas - Cameron
County; Linda Devlin - Executive Director of the Allegheny National Forest Visitors Bureau; Steven
Putt - District Manager of the Elk County Conservation District / Ridgway Heritage Council Board
member / Tri-County Rails to Trails Board member / owner of County Squirrel Outfitters in Ridgway;
Mark Murawski - Transportation Planner with Lycoming County Planning & Community Development;
David Brooks - Executive Director of the Potter County Visitors Association / President of the PA Rt. 6
HR; Allison Brooks - Communications Manager of the Potter County Visitors Association; Bob Imhoff
- former LHR Director / Ex Officio Board Member; Terri Dennison - PA Rt. 6 Heritage Corridor
Director / Ex Officio LHR Board member; Charlie Fox – Bureau of Historic Site & Museums Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission; Joshua Roth - Pennsylvania Lumber Museum Director;
Ken Burkett - Jefferson County History Center; Amy Shields - Controller of Operations for Bingaman
Lumber / Allegheny Hardwood Utilization Group; Tina Johns Solak - Emporia-Cameron County
Chamber of Commerce & Artisan Center;

Introductions
Each interview was initiated with the following opening comments:






Introductions of people (us and them)
Purpose of a Management Action Plan (MAP)
LHR’s MAP was created in 2001
We have been hired to update the MAP
Rather than revisiting every component of the 2001 MAP, we have targeted topics to address
(geographic boundaries, marketing, funding sustainability, etc.)
 Purpose of these meetings/interviews – info., opinions, perceptions, ideas
 Comments will be anonymous
1

1. What is your relationship to the LHR – past involvement?
The answers here varied depending upon the individuals being interviewed, but several were
LHR board members. Most of the others who are not board members were relatively involved with
the LHR.
Just one example of a relationship with the LHR was Bill Poulton with the Muncy Historical Society
in Lycoming County. The Muncy Historical Society (MHS) was started in 1936 and they produced a
journal of local history until the early-20th century. They have been in same historic building since
1936. Bill got to know LHR Director Mike Wennin when they both sat on the board of the Northern
Tier Cultural Alliance – a pass-through for arts funding. The MHS developed an 11-acre historical
park in Muncy, and the LHR has been extremely supportive in helping to fund various phases of the
park’s development. Their current project is to develop signage identifying trees (24 species of trees
are in the park). The LHR has been important in providing 50% matching grants for much of the
work on the park.

2. How visible do you think the LHR is within the region?
How can it be more visible (if needed)?
The consensus is that the LHR lacks visibility. Some indicated that this situation is, at least
partially, because the PA Wilds program overshadows the LHR. “If you’re in the LHR circle
then you’re aware of it, but not the man on the street.” It was estimated by one person that 1 in 20
residents in the region might have heard of it. “We have to get the LHR beyond just being equated
with the lumber museum.” It is believed that the LHR’s greatest visibility is in Potter, Lycoming, and
Cameron Counties. The visibility is a bit greater in the eastern portions of the LHR. One interviewee
said they would give them a grade of “B-“ for visibility, and said “they need to network more with
key organizations around here.” Another person believes visibility is improving, as “the LHR is now
on Facebook and newsletters are going out.” One idea suggested to expand the visibility of the
region’s lumber heritage is to increase the amount of public art (murals and sculptures) tied to the
theme.
Many point to the PA Wilds program as contributing to the LHR’s lack of visibility because it
overshadows the LHR. Some also point to DCNR as controlling or “muffling” the LHR. Instead, the
PA Wilds program is seen as the region’s marketing arm. The Tourism Promotion Agencies (TPAs)
also do a great deal of marketing. Note: the newest name for TPAs is Destination Marketing
Organization (DMOs). Their funding comes from hotel/motel taxes. In fact, the LHR is instructed by
DCNR to use the term “promotion” and to avoid “marketing.” They have been told in the past to not
market the LHR.
Most feel that a strong wayfinding system (guiding visitors to destinations) alone could greatly
improve the LHR’s visibility. Most also think that since the LHR now has Steve to conduct public
outreach, the visibility may start to increase. It was noted that he should be doing presentations for
the lumber industry and organizations such as Kiwanis and Rotary. It was suggested by one person
that if LHR grantees were required to note on their websites that certain projects were funded by the
LHR, that could help increase their visibility. The LHR already requires their logo on LHR-funded
interpretive waysides. Another suggestion was for the LHR to set up booths at special events, such as
at county fairs.
It was also suggested that the LHR getting involved in the ash tree borer issue would be a good way
for increasing their visibility. There is some misunderstanding of what you can and cannot do with
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ash trees. Apparently, the wood can still be harvested. The LHR could convey information and help
to identify scams such as certain chemical injections being sold.

3. How viable do you think the LHR is?
How can it be more viable (if needed)?
Most of those having a strong opinion on the LHR’s viability believe that, if the organization
continues on its current path without any significant changes in its approach, it could easily lose
its funding. To remain viable the LHR must demonstrate its value more than it has in the past.
It was pointed out by many that the annual funding process with the State is always fragile and
unpredictable, so that circumstance obviously threatens the LHR’s long-term viability. It also has the
difficult juxtaposition with the PA Wilds program. However, if some of those issues can somehow be
resolved, people believe that the LHR has strong viability.
It is believed that much of the work and priorities of the LHR are driven more by the staff than the
Board. It was stated by a few people that an annual work plan is needed so the Board can determine
priorities and make the staff accountable for achieving those priorities. In fact, annual work plans are
presented to the Board at the first Board meeting of the year and are reviewed and updated at every
meeting.
A strategic plan is being created by DCNR for all of the heritage areas. Each heritage region must
meet standard certification. They must have an updated Management Action Plan (MAP) - a static
document to be updated, including an addendum of a three-year action plan, and a one-year work plan
to apply for State funding. DCNR staff will be making recommendations based upon a point system.
Funding will be tied to these evaluations. This new system will be important to measuring the
viability of the various heritage areas. According to some non-DCNR sources, some of these
concepts have already been abandoned due to push back from the Heritage Area Managers, especially
the point system and tying funding to evaluations.

4. How effective do you think the LHR has been in achieving the following goals:
 Preservation of the natural environment
Most do not see preservation of the natural environment as a key function for the LHR, and it
is one better left to other groups to lead and for the LHR to support. The LHR is partnering
with other organizations on this issue. For example, the Hardwoods Association is represented on
the LHR Board and the LHR is actively working with them. The LHR helps to schedule visits and
educational programs for the Wood Mobile. Some interviewed believed that this topic is a valid
one for the LHR to be concerned and involved with, but they also acknowledged that there are other
entities that should play a more direct role doing implementation.
 Preservation of historic and cultural resources
The consensus is that the LHR has been effective in partnering with various groups to help
fund a range of successful preservation projects, although much of that assistance is
somewhat “behind the scenes.” The LHR partners with historical societies and similar entities,
and that is a big part of what the LHR does. Grant funding from the LHR goes toward wayside
exhibits, books, events, etc. The LHR previously had $150,000 to $200,000 per year for grants, but
that amount has since been whittled down to $5,000 per grant. Examples of funded projects include
CCC presentations, the “Wood on Glass” exhibit (historic lumbering pictures), promotion of the
CCC reunion, the Jefferson County history museum, various projects related to the Pennsylvania
Lumber Museum, and a statue in Williamsport.
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 Development of outdoor recreational facilities and activities.
Most people believe that the LHR has not been very involved with that facet of the mission, at
least in part, because of the PA Wild’s heavy involvement with outdoor recreation. There was
a relatively strong consensus that outdoor recreation should be taken out of the LHR’s
mission. Nevertheless, there were at least a few interviewees who believe that the LHR should be
directly involved with the development and promotion of outdoor recreation. Some also believe
that the LHR can have a supporting role with partners who might spearhead the development and
promotion of outdoor recreation, such as the PA Wilds program. In fact, the LHR has partnered
with numerous groups who are developing outdoor recreation projects, especially interpretive
signage and public art projects on trails.
 Interpretation – telling the story of the region’s lumber heritage.
Given that the LHR lacks a brochure and useful information for tourists on their website,
most people believe that the LHR can do much more toward interpretation. However, the
LHR has been very involved with the lumber museum, which is a key interpretive tool for the LHR.
LHR has also partnered with numerous local governments and non-profits on interpretive programs,
such as the Muncy historical park (just one example of many). Another example is the River Walk
in Williamsport, where the LHR helped pay for interpretive signage in 2010 (12 kiosks covering
different aspects of history - lumber heritage, Millionaire’s Row, role river played in lumber
history). They were also involved there with public art, such as the statue of the wood hick.
 Increasing tourism within the region
Some feel that economic development – including tourism - is the LHR’s weakest area of
focus per the State’s five key purposes for the Heritage Regions. However, many indicated that
marketing and promotion should not be done by the LHR and, instead, should be left to the PA
Wilds program. Nevertheless, there is currently no unified regional marketing program for the PA
Wilds other than Facebook and a website. As noted previously, the LHR has been instructed to not
even use the word “marketing,” so without a green light to market, their ability to promote tourism
is seriously handicapped. The Tourism Promotion Agencies (TPAs) / Destination Marketing
Organizations (DMOs) are key players in the region for marketing for tourism. One of many
examples is the five-county “The Great Outdoors” TPA. One interviewee emphasized that the
TPAs do not know how to market the LHR, so it is critical that the LHR create some key marketing
materials/tools (brochure, itineraries, improved website, etc.) and explicitly direct the TPAs on how
to use such marketing materials/tools effectively.

5. Should the size and/or boundaries of the LHR be adjusted?
 Should the boundaries contract or expand?
 Should there be a different geographic focus (nodal, corridors, etc.)?
Many people believe that the three most southwesterly counties should be eliminated and the
boundaries for the LHR should be consistent with the PA Wilds boundaries. Most also like the
idea of a more geographically concentrated focus (clusters and corridors for interpretation), as
well as the potential to have an East and West LHR. A lot of time was originally spent on coming
up with the boundaries and most of the rationale related to the history of the lumber industry. The
geography of harvesting and the rivers used to transport lumber were key factors. When creating the
boundaries there was also a delineation of sub-areas based upon watersheds toward the three key
rivers, but it reportedly “never gained traction” in any substantive way. It was suggested that,
regardless of the original boundary process, clear criteria are now needed for consideration of the
boundaries.
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Most of those interviewed feel that the LHR is too large. Of the 15 counties, the three in the
southwest corner are only partially in the LHR. Those three counties are also less active in the
organization. Without those three counties, the LHR would mirror the PA Wilds boundaries. Many
think that Clarion fits with the LHR better than Indiana and Cambria. However, someone noted that
Jack Bartok from Indiana County has been involved for a long time as a very supportive board
member. Some specifically said the boundaries should be the same as the PA Wilds – especially
people who believe that the LHR and Wilds programs should be better coordinated and perhaps even
merged. However, another person stated that they “would hate to see the three counties in the
southwest eliminated simply to be consistent with the PA Wilds boundaries.”
It was originally proposed that the LHR be split into three sub-regions for organizational reasons.
However, one interviewee noted that if sub-boards are needed for each region, “there may not be
enough bodies to fill the spots” because it is a struggle to recruit members having a variety of talents
for the existing full board. One person in Lycoming County suggested splitting “the heritage region
east-west using State College as a dividing line. Our tourists are from Jersey, Harrisburg, Philly,
unless they’re driven specifically by genealogical research.” Another person suggested Potter County
as a good east-west boundary. Since these two counties are relatively aligned along a common northsouth axis, those comments are consistent. Another interviewee likes the idea of splitting the LHR
into east and west halves, but noted that if such a move creates an expanded organizational structure,
it may not be a very good idea.
Another person suggested a “hub and spoke” approach. Others stated that there “needs to be a more
strategic focus.” It was noted that people who visit Williamsport do not travel to Warren. One
interviewee said “Don’t worry about boundaries. Grasp the next opportunity and work through the
whole region, if possible. Connect landscapes together.”

6. Do you believe that the LHR’s existing organizational structure works?
 If not, how should it be restructured?
 Do the current board members bring the skill sets and backgrounds needed?
 Does the current board reflect the constituencies that need representation within the LHR?
 Are new/additional board members needed?
 Do you believe the LHR organization has sufficient resources for the staff to be able to do their jobs
effectively (funding, training, equipment, office space, etc.)?
While the overall organizational structure is believed to work, most people believe that a
greater variety of board members are needed, including fewer people who sit on the board as
part of their job (public sector employees). It is also believed that the board needs to offer
stronger direction for the staff, and that board meetings should be run more efficiently and
productively.
The LHR has a board of directors and they meet every two months. Many of the members are county
planners, which seems to be overkill for that particular board member type, while other disciplines
could add more variety. Some feel that more people with political and/or economic clout should
populate the board, such as bank presidents. One interviewee half-jokingly stated that what the board
really needs are “21 wealthy retirees.” An organization that was noted that might serve as a good
board model is the Susquehanna Greenways Partnership, which has board training, a job description,
etc. Also, the Pennsylvania Association of Non-Profit Organizations (PANOs) has good guidelines
for non-profit board members on their website. It was recommended that the board include an
academic (forestry or R&D) to potentially provide access to research projects. The Penn College of
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Technology has a lumber program. Not surprisingly, those with the lumber industry feel that more
lumber industry representatives should be on the board. A few suggested having both a Board of
Directors and a parallel Advisory Board of experts and representatives of organizations.
Those who addressed the topic seemed to think that the current number of board members is
workable. However, some geographic areas are not well-represented. For example, Tioga and
Indiana Counties currently have no board members. The members from Clinton and Indiana
reportedly do not attend meetings. The LHR initially tried to insure that every county was
represented on the board, but it did not work if the member was appointed by a County
Commissioner, as it was not a high priority. Some Commissioners are concerned that their county
planners spend too much time in LHR meetings even though they only have six meetings per year. It
was mentioned that the LHR bylaws may need to be revised.
Some interviewees were critical of the current operations and felt that the staff is not held to specific
expectations. They indicated that it is difficult to recruit board members. There were complaints of
long board meetings (3+ hours), yet it was also noted that there are typically few (if any) action items
to vote on. It is believed by some that, because so many of the board members are government
employees, they do not want to question the status quo. Suggested improvements for meetings
included the use of Skype for members who cannot physically attend, as well as members receiving
more background information prior to meetings and having action items on the agendas. The PA Rt.
6 Heritage Area was cited as a heritage area that engages partners more actively. They utilize
conference calls for their Board meetings. That approach reportedly works well, but inactive
members do not participate. Also, many times they do not have quorums due to lack of participation
on the phone calls. Another down side is the lack of face-to-face interaction and the missed
opportunity to see various cultural sites where meetings may have otherwise been held. One
interviewee recommended meeting regularly in Emporium because it is relatively central
geographically. Reportedly, a few past meetings were held outside of the DCNR office in Penfield
(near the interstate) and they got better attendance.
The idea of locating the LHR offices at the lumber museum was brought up by one interviewee. It
was noted that there would be educational opportunities for the LHR and there could be a valuable
synergy. However, it was also noted that such a location might isolate them too much.

7. Is it your perception that the existing LHR board has a clear vision for the future of the LHR
and its mission?
 Is that an issue that this MAP update can help with?
Some believe that a clear vision is lacking. They also indicated that it appears that the level of
commitment to the program by board members has decreased over time. One example cited of
not having a clear vision or priorities is that it appears that there are not strong criteria for the projects
the LHR funds with grants. It was indicated that there should be a stronger connection between the
projects funded and the LHR’s priorities and vision for the future. In actuality, roughly one third of
the Board members constitute the Project Committee that selects the grant projects from the
applications based on their relevancy to the mission of the LHR.
Some suggested that there are multiple non-profits with missions similar to that to that of the LHR
that are highly-effective and that might serve as good models for achieving success through a clear
vision. For example, the Susquehanna Greenways Partnership includes 22 counties. Their executive
director is a landscape architect. They have various programs, including the River Towns program
and the Flooding and Recovery program. They get funding from DCNR and other sources, including
the national Chesapeake Bay Commission (which has a very robust budget and staffing). The Oil
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Region Alliance is another good model. They focus on cultural heritage, recreation, and the oil
industry. Relative to the LHR, they have a more business-oriented board that donates financially to
the organization. They built a 522-mile greenway in phases and some funding was from the ARC.
They partner with Main Street programs. They have helped conduct visioning sessions that result in
substantial public engagement. It must also be acknowledged that the Oil Region Alliance is a
National Heritage Area with a $2.6 Million annual budget and seven staff members, so they have
considerably greater resources than the LHR. The Susquehanna Gateway Heritage Area was noted as
another good model. They have been successful with fundraising.

8.

Do you believe that the LHR has sufficient funding at present and for future needs?
 Does the current funding mix work?
 What future funding strategies should be considered for the LHR, particularly for long-term
financial sustainability?
The consensus is that the current amount of funding is barely enough to operate effectively and
that it not reliable because of annual funding uncertainties with the State. Most believe that
greater funding diversity is needed. When the program first started, the LHR received management
grants of $100,000 annually and competed for project funding above that level. The State’s Heritage
Area budget has been “zeroed out” in recent budgeting years, but has always been ultimately saved.
The Conservation Landscapes Initiatives (CLIs) and Heritage Areas compete for environmental
stewardship funding when the line item funding is not there (line item moneys are somewhat more
flexible). That situation has forced HAs to tie their funding to deliverables that are organized around
projects. With the exception of line item funding, the State will not pay for administration costs, only
projects. Project funds can be used for education and other soft programs – convening, education,
studies. Early in the life of the LHR there was consideration of pursuing National Heritage Area
(NHA) status for greater funding, but the state already had five NHAs (soon to have seven) and the
lumber industry was leery of federal designations that may somehow risk the adoption of more
regulations for lumbering.
The budget that the LHR is required to submit to the State has to be reflected by projects. They can
reflect the staff’s time based on an hourly rate, but there is no line item for salaries. The DCNR’s
website has budget guidelines. Grant funding from the LHR goes toward wayside exhibits, books,
events, etc. The LHR previously got $150,000 to $200,000 per year for grants, but that has been
whittled down to $25,000 per grant. In 2009, the State allocated $46 million for tourism. The
tourism budget has since dwindled to $2 million now, none of which is being funneled to the region.
Local Development Districts (LDDs), such as North Central, have training grants for education. The
ARC may also have funds for education, as well as the USDA.
Some feel that part of the LHR’s challenge to have more visibility is the limited funding that they
have. One interviewee stated that the LHR “needs to do a better job of selling themselves to keep
getting money.” The Susquehanna Gateway Heritage Region was cited as a good model for
fundraising. However, it must also be recognized that they have a different situation from the LHR.
Roughly 40% of their funding reportedly comes from Lancaster and York Counties, which are
relatively affluent areas. Also, much of their funding (roughly 20%) comes from support for farm
land acquisition and preservation. With respect to funding potential education programs related to the
lumber industry, it was suggested that the DCED might be the likely source, as well as ARC funding.
There are limited opportunities these days for transportation funding – Transportation Alternatives
Program (TAP) money is allocated through PennDOT. It is the former transportation enhancement
funding money. A lot of previously eligible activities were removed from the federal transportation
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enhancement program (transportation museums, etc.). The LHR needs to look closely at categories
for TAP to find eligible activities to work into the scope of transportation projects (perhaps
wayfinding?). Local governments are eligible for TAP funds, so the LHR could partner with counties
or municipalities. Approximately 90% of the money goes to bike trail projects. Scenic Byway
Program money is another source for projects such as developing scenic overlooks. That program is
also administered through PennDOT. Some of the funding sources for that program are national
(FHA) and some is State money.
One person interviewed indicated that the LHR has built up a reserve fund that could “keep the
organization running for a while in case the State ever defunds the LHR.” That notion prompted the
question as to whether it makes sense to maintain an organization that the State might make a
conscious decision to discontinue. In reality, the LHR has indicated that the intent is to maintain a
cushion in case funding is skipped a year due to funding issues. Most bylaws of organizations such
as the LHR indicate where the assets should go if the organization ceases to exist. By virtue of their
501(c)(3) status, it must go to another non-profit entity.

9. Who do you see as being the current audience for the LHR – either based on evidence or your
perceptions?
 Are you aware of any existing methods used by the LHR or other tourism entities (TPAs, etc.) to
gather data regularly on visitation demographics?
 How does the current audience relate to what you believe the future audience should be?
 What specific market segments (by demographic type and/or geographic location) still need to be
tapped into?
The current LHR audience appears to be relatively diverse, although solid data is insufficient to
provide useful insights. Geographically, different areas of the LHR draw from different
adjacent areas. The PA Wilds program reportedly produces visitor data, but it is difficult to get
information from attraction operators. The State’s website “Visit PA.com” has information for 2012
by county. Proprietary information considered “in-house” is not available. The Allegheny National
Forest reportedly does visitor counts and conducts visitor surveys. DCNR has visitor counts at state
parks. The Elk Country Visitors Center and the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum also have numbers of
visitors.
Those interviewed thought the audience is fairly broad. Some are interested in the CCC, some
lumber, and some rivers. The audience is believed by one interviewee to consist primarily of visiting
family/friends in the region, travelers on I-80, and those traveling to State College. People come to
the LHR for outdoor recreation and wildlife. Other popular activities are Geocaching, geneology, and
veterans visiting war memorials. People thought the market should be broadened.
Geographically, primary markets are believed to be Pittsburgh, the upper Midwest, Philadelphia
(reportedly improving), New York City and Toronto. One person in Lycoming County stated that
“Our tourists are from Jersey, Harrisburg, Philly, unless they’re driven specifically by genealogical
research.” One interviewee noted a “geographical divide” at roughly Potter County (people coming
from east versus west). The eastern part is reportedly marketing to New Jersey, Delaware, and New
York. The western side pulls from Canada (Toronto is a 3-hour drive), Ohio, New York, and
Pittsburgh. It was recommended that the LHR think more in terms of “transportation quadrants.”
One person emphasized that the LHR needs to capture more of the market already residing within the
LHR.
The I-99 corridor has strong potential to get people into the LHR. In 1999, Congress authorized I-99.
This is the 220/15 corridor that links Bedford, Altoona, State College and Corning, NY. Permanent
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signs cannot be installed until existing highways are upgraded to interstate standards. There is a
challenge in Clinton and Lycoming to upgrade 220/15 into a divided highway. It was stated that the
LHR should support permanent designation of I-99 since it would benefit access to the region (get it
into their plan,write a letter to PennDOT, etc.).
Stargazing at Cherry Springs State Park has great growth potential and is getting national exposure. It
has been certified as an International Dark Sky Park and has had 50,000 visitors since 2001.

10. How would you rate the LHR’s current approaches to interpretation and tourist itineraries?
 How might they be improved?
 Can you think of ways to make the area’s lumber industry a more compelling theme as the basis of
the LHR?
 Are there other interpretive themes that should be introduced to the story?
There is a strong consensus that a robust wayfinding system, a good brochure, and a more
tourist-friendly website sorely are needed for the LHR. The 2001 MAP included an interpretive
component. One person pointed out the virtues of the 2005 interpretive plan’s approach by
interpreting the lumber heritage based on the area’s three key watersheds and associated history.
However, some of the TPAs criticized that plan as “not being marketable,” especially since there
were no tangible remains for some of the cultural sites being highlighted. Much of the LHR’s
interpretive efforts have understandably been associated with the lumber museum, but some think that
link between the two should be more visible to the public. It should be noted that the sentence above
considers any support to the museum by the LHR to be part of the LHR’s “interpretive efforts”
because interpretation is the museum’s primary function.
There were mixed opinions on the LHR’s effectiveness with their current interpretation. Some
described it as “decent.” It was noted that, typically, their interpretive efforts are not “randomly
thrown together.” The LHR works with the local historical societies to make sure the message is
accurate. The challenge is reportedly getting people to the sites. Some people believed that
interpretation can be improved upon and that key locations should be the focus, such as the lumber
museum. It was noted that “you can’t go into any center and get a lumber heritage map.” It was also
indicated by some that this situation is not the fault of the PA Wilds program. There was a strong
consensus that a brochure is needed, along with more information on the LHR website. It was
suggested that brochures could be paid for by sell advertising on them. It was also questioned why
the LHR website lacks themed tours or itineraries, unlike the PA Wilds website. One interviewee
indicated that some of the TPAs/DMOs do have the LHR itineraries in their marketing materials.
App-based tours were also recommended as important tools for future interpretation (see more on this
in the last paragraph for this question).
Broadening the LHR audience is seen as a sound objective, including putting a greater focus on the
CCC (they replanted small sections of the depleted forests with straight rows of White Pine).
According to one source, White Pine and Hemlock dominated during the 1700s. When the forests
regenerated, there were many Oaks, Maple and other hardwoods that have resulted in the
internationally recognized hardwood forests of today. There is still a “virgin stand” of pine trees at
the Heart’s Content Recreation Area off of Route 337 towards Sherry Grove. One interpretive
concept suggested was to take people into a forest, watch a professional identify a tree having strong
market value, and then let them see the harvesting process for the tree, as well as the transformation
of the wood into a product. If not done live, it might also be recorded via video and shown on the
LHR website and at the lumber museum.
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One interviewee suggested that a historical bicycle tour should be created. Another itinerary could be
the history of the rail corridor, including ghost towns along the way. The Hickory Creek area still has
narrow gauge railroad beds. One interviewee was adamant that the LHR needs to do a Pine Creek
Valley itinerary (Lycoming & Tioga Counties), where much of the timber was harvested during the
timber boom. “A lot more could be done there using educational programming about the timber
boom. Pine Creek has all the gems of history. Photos could be used to show the deforestation of Pine
Creek, as well as reforestation and sustainable management practices” (but now the Marcellus boom
is creating some of the same issues relating to sustainability). Also, the Pine Creek rail trail is 65
miles long (rails to trails project). It is operated by DCNR, so the LHR could work with them to
develop some more educational kiosks on lumber heritage (such as the one the LHR already has at the
trailhead in Jersey Shore). Thousands of people reportedly use the trail annually. USA Today called
it one of the “top ten trails in world.” Another potential opportunity for tourist rail is the CEDA-COG
(regional planning agency). The Joint Rail Authority (Jeff Stover) owns rail lines in nine counties.
The Northshore Railroad has both a freight line and passenger train excursions. Usually around fall
foliage seasons, they offer tours on freight railroads between Jersey Shore, Williamsport and Muncy.
They advertise in newspapers. It was also recommended that an excursion railroad into the oil region
be considered for the LHR. Reportedly, the Knox Cane rail bed once had an excursion line, but it
was removed.
There are also opportunities for the LHR to coordinate with existing water excursions. The Hiawatha
(Bill Nichols is the contact) provides educational tours on a paddle wheeler on the Susquehanna
River. It is a five miles trip based out of the Susquehanna State Park. It was suggested that the LHR
could provide them with a script interpreting lumber heritage to integrate into their program and
perhaps even add the LHR logo to their materials. Also, at least one person indicated that a trail is
needed for the Allegheny River, as the LHR’s involvement with the trail for the Susquehanna River
was successful. Related outdoor recreation should include canoeing and kayaking. These activities
tie in with the lumber heritage when “timber rafts” or “lumber rafts” (milled first) were sent down the
Allegheny River. They were 51ft. wide and 370 ft. They had a shack on top and sweeps on the each
side. Three would be lashed together and floated from Pittsburgh down the Ohio to the Mississippi
River.
Historically, there were key lumber centers (communities). Some suggested that the LHR could tell
the tale of lumber based on those centers’ role in region. Interpretive centers could be built in the
region. One person emphasized the potential for Williamsport’s Millionaire’s Row, which is a
National Register Historic District, as well as a protected local historic district. The Visitor’s Bureau
does marketing for it. They organize bus tours to Williamsport, and Millionaire’s Row is one of the
options, along with the Taber Museum (packaged together). There are also Victorian Christmas
Tours via trolleys. It was stated that the LHR should have promotional information on the trolleys.
The County will be producing brochures for the historic districts. If the LHR had more information,
it could be promoted as part of that interpretation and marketing. One person indicated that there is
great potential for the LHR to partner with the Taber Museum to tell the story of lumber. Peter
Herdic Transportation Museum (operated by City of Williamsport) is another important interpretive
opportunity for the LHR (Herdic was a local entrepreneur and his home is now a fine dining
restaurant). Ridgway might also be highlighted more as a “lumber baron town.” Their homes could
be interpreted with a focus on architecture.
It was indicated by one person that a new app has been created for various organizations (heritage
groups, trail groups, communities, etc.). It is accessed at “Trailmaker.org.” It was created by the
University of Pittsburgh at Bradford and the LHR may be involved. It started as a trail app focusing
on nature and trails, but has since expanded to include heritage and downtowns. There are now six
layers.
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11. Do you think that current wayfinding within the LHR is effective?
 How might it be improved?
There was a strong consensus that the current level of wayfinding is very insufficient.
Wayfinding was described as “spotty” and project-specific, not regional. There also seems to be
some confusion by people regarding the difference between interpretive wayside exhibits and
wayfinding (directional signage, etc.). Tourism Promotion Agencies (TPAs) / Destination Marketing
Organizations (DMOs) reportedly put signs up, not the LHR. At least some people are under the
impression that DCNR has placed limitations on the LHR from doing signage, but that notion is
inaccurate.

12. What is your perception of the relationship between the lumber industry and the LHR?
 Should the relationship strengthen? If so how?
 What benefits can the industry bring to the LHR?
 What benefits can the LHR bring to the industry?
The consensus is that the relationship between the LHR and lumber industry is not very strong
and should be much stronger. Most believe that either party can benefit the other. In
particular, the LHR can help the lumber industry with educational programs to help recruit
young people in the region to high-tech jobs in the lumber industry.
Although the LHR’s relationship with the industry does not appear to be very strong, the relationship
that currently exists is at least positive. That has reportedly not always been the case. A bit of early
friction between the LHR and the industry, as reported by one interviewee, was the LHR’s
interpretation of clear cutting forests and the negative light that was cast. However, the LHR has
indicated that it has never interpreted clear cutting. Actually, if not for clear cutting, the region would
not have enjoyed the great hard woods that exist today. Regardless, clear cutting is reportedly no
longer done on public lands and sustainable management practices are used instead, although such
practices may not be occurring on privately-owned lands. Approximately 60% of forest lands in the
state are privately owned. Reportedly, the Allegheny Hardwood Utilization Group (AHUG) came to
LHR to put together a directory for architects and building designers to enhance education about
FSC-certified (green-building) products. This item has been on the LHR’s agenda for two years, but
it has not been implemented yet.
Some felt that the LHR needs a stronger emphasis on economic development and revitalization of the
timber industry in various forms. They believe that the LHR never spent much time on that and
gradually moved away from it and now the LHR is not doing enough to help the industry.
Conversely, others have indicated that the LHR has indeed attempted to work with the industry, but
has been rejected in those efforts. Reportedly, DCNR has also discouraged the LHR’s efforts to work
with the industry. It is also believed that the lumber industry could help fund various LHR programs
if wisely leveraged.
It is important to understand that the current industry is focused more in the west part of the LHR.
The east part of the LHR, such as Williamsport, has very strong ties to the industry historically, but
not currently. One or two of the LHR board members represent the industry. Not everyone in the
lumber industry is familiar with the LHR, but those who are have a positive relationship with the
LHR. Many of the individual businesses comprising the industry are relatively small family-owned
businesses, so they do not have a whole lot of money. Collins Pine is the largest. Regardless, it is
still viewed as a missed opportunity for the LHR. Some interviewees indicated that the lumber
industry has to see real value in the LHR before it will get involved in a meaningful way. At least
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one LHR board member questioned the rationale for the LHR to be directly involved with the lumber
industry and does not think it should be an objective of the LHR.
The lumber industry has little trouble filling positions for loggers, truck drivers, and stackers, but
educated young people move out of the region, making it tough to fill the skilled positions.
Many feel that more educational programs are needed for the lumber industry within the region’s
school districts. The education should focus on the industry’s “past, present and future.” Any
outreach would be good “just to put the LHR’s name out there.” One of the goals for the LHR is the
education of young people to go into the lumber industry. At least one County Commissioner
interviewed saw the LHR’s primary role as supporting the current industry, such as educating local
students about job opportunities in the industry. One interviewee said perhaps the LHR “should
become the Chamber of Commerce for the lumber industry.” The industry is not perceived as
glamorous, but there is modern technology used that could make it more appealing if people had a
better understanding of the industry today. Steve is now attending “career day” event to provide
information. To achieve a career link, one person state that the LHR should be talking with high
school guidance counselors and VoTech schools. Local Development Districts (LDDs), such as
North Central, have training grants for education. The ARC may also have funds for education.
There are some great CDs and other promotional materials for the lumber industry, including those
produced by Penn State University. Pennsylvania Technology College has a lumber program that can
also be a good resource for the LHR.
Amy Fields with the Allegheny Hardwoods Utilization Group (AHUG) is “picking up the mantle to
do industry promotion, but a heritage group cannot solve an age-old problem with wood products.”
While some found the recent report by Glen Vernon interesting, it has been pointed out that there is a
“credibility gap” because he is an architect and not an economist. It was emphasized by some that
“lumber heritage is not the same as the wood products industry,” but the industry needs to help the
heritage area. There is potential for sponsorships, but there need to be projects to sponsor. According
to one interviewee, the LHR was originally a partner in the Elk Visitors Center, but “they walked
away and didn’t remain a partner.” In reality, the LHR was never included in any of the planning or
implementation of the Elk Visitors Center, but they are Founding Members and contribute funds to
the center annually.
The lumber industry reached out to the Lycoming County Visitors Bureau so they can build public
awareness of what they are doing. A kiosk at the visitors’ center will talk about what the hardwood
industry is doing today, not history (different types of wood species in PA, how it is harvested, how it
is used, how forests are managed, the interaction between recreation and management, etc.). The
Wood Mobile travels around to promote the industry. One active organization for the industry is the
Keystone Wood Products Association. They take area school superintendents to a working mill in the
county. They do monthly tours for superintendents for workforce needs in the county.

13. Do you see a potential role for the LHR in helping the region to become makers and
manufacturers of wood products again?
 If so, what role could they play?
Most interviewees believe that a substantial opportunity exists in the region for makers and
manufacturers of wood products.
The topic of lumber is not just about “heritage,” it is an existing industry that needs workers.
“Downstream” industries related to lumber are also important to the regional economy. Many think
more support should be given to “makers” who use lumber rather than the industry’s current focus on
exporting lumber. A cabinet making company owned by the Governor was cited by one interviewee.
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It was also pointed out that Ethan Allen (furniture manufacturer) closed down and 400 employees lost
their jobs.
One interviewee said that many people who purchase wooden craft objects do so, in part, for the story
behind it rather than merely the product itself. The LHR needs to look at downstream production and
potential, including examples of downstream program promotion and incentives in other industries.
Another interviewee stated that “the PA Wilds has already taken that mantle [makers and
manufacturers] and run with it. Their concept has a broad range, from artisanal products all the way
to supporting the manufactured housing industry.” The LHR does get actively involved with the
Maple Syrup Festival, although maple syrup may not technically be considered a wood product (it is a
wood bi-product?). See more below (question #14) on this topic. The USDA has funds for the
lumber industry. Indiana University - Pennsylvania (IUP) has a program focused on crafts, including
those made from wood. The PA Wilds program has an artisan trail (including a website solely
dedicated to that program) that some believe should be an LHR program instead of a PA Wilds
program.
The LHR believes that, if the region pursues becoming makers and manufactures again, a program
could be developed that would open up funding by DCED, ARC, and other related resources. It
could result in a new economic development arm of the LHR, significantly increasing their value and
viability in the region. This might enable the LRH to diversify its income and create financial
sustainability.

14. How can the LHR benefit from a shift towards sustainable practices in lumber, natural gas
extraction and other industries?
 What strategies for sustainable development may be appropriate for marketing and promoting the
region's tourism potentials and overall economic health?
The key aspect of sustainability that the LHR can benefit from cited by most people is to
interpret and promote sustainable lumber practices now occurring in the region. Because the
maple syrup industry is centered on trees that are not logged, it is also part of the sustainable
practices equation.
Oil and gas exploration has definitely had a positive impact on the economy is some areas of the
LHR, including Williamsport. “Downtown Williamsport was dead, like so many other places, but
now there are restaurants and so forth.” One person suggested that the LHR can play an important
role in educating state legislators on policies and incentives related to forest conservation. The
Pennsylvania Forestry Association could be a key partner. DCNR has a “Forest Estate Planning”
program for landowners to preserve their forests.
A few interviewees indicated that the LHR should do more toward protecting working forests. Jim
Findley at Penn State was referenced as a good source of information on this issue. Apparently,
larger companies practice sustainable forestry (selective cutting, regeneration, overstory removal),
which is important economically and for the wildlife. However, 50% of the privately-owned forests
are reportedly unsustainable. Best practices in forestry management contribute to the region’s
economic base. Matt Keifer with Forest Estate Planning educates private forest land owners. When
forest lands are passed on, they are passed on in smaller parcels (split up).
One interviewee said that the LHR could use trail development for tourists to see sustainable forestry
practices. Reportedly, there are already companies adjacent to national forests who welcome people
to walk through their woods and understand why their side is well-managed and regenerating relative
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to the park land. The LHR could work with the lumber industry on sustainability to welcome people
into the forest and to educate them.
Maple syrup production can be viewed as one aspect of forest sustainability since the trees tapped for
syrup are obviously not logged. The “Maple Producers Strategic Plan” was prepared recently by
Cherly Hargrove (HTC Partners - consultants). The greatest potential is in Potter and Tioga Counties.
According to one person interviewed, only 10% of all viable maple trees are being tapped for syrup
production. “The region could put Vermont to shame. The timber industry wants to chop the trees
down and maple syrup products producers want to keep them.” An annual maple festival is held in
Coudersport, as well as a maple weekend, and the LHR provides support. The LHR has been
working toward expanding this sustainable industry. The PA Rt. 6 HR is also interested in expanding
it. According to one interviewee, an issue that surfaced previously was that it was discovered that at
least a few of the syrup businesses that the LHR was attempting to help were not actually legitimate
businesses from a legal perspective. That interviewee was concerned that this situation might cast the
LHR in a negative light. However, the LHR is not familiar with this reported situation.

15. From your perspective, what is the current relationship between the LHR and the Pennsylvania
Wilds program?
 Do you see areas of overlap or duplication?
 Do you see gaps that neither entity is fulfilling that need filling?
 Can the two programs co-exist into the future in a manner that benefits the region?
There is a strong consensus that there is not enough coordination and teamwork between the
two programs. There is also a very widespread belief – rightly or wrongly – that there are
areas of overlap in their missions and operations. People believe that much greater cooperation
must occur at a minimum, and that merging the two programs should be strongly considered.
One interviewee indicated that, prior to the PA Wilds’ establishment, DCNR strongly encouraged the
LHR to place more emphasis on outdoor recreation. It was indicated that outdoor recreation was
initially a key component of the LHR, but the PA Wilds program has taken over that role. It is
believed that the Wilds’ establishment was prompted, at least in part, because of the LHR’s failure to
focus more on recreation. The program was part of the Governor’s Conservation Landscape
Initiatives (CLIs) established after the heritage regions program was created.
There is no board for PA Wilds, nor a strategic plan. As one interviewee said – “they don’t exist.”
They do, however, have one DCNR staff person (Meredith Hill). Meredith Hill’s job is as the “PA
Wilds Coordinator.” She is their only staff. The landscape initiatives can be powerful, depending on
how involved DCNR is. Their structure consists of a Planning Team (Wilds Planning Group), a
Chair, and a Co-Chair. The program is completely controlled by DCNR, which has used the LHR for
their accounts.
The PA Wilds Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership was started by Ta Brant and Meredith Hill, and
that is separate from the Wilds Planning Group. She was previously the PA Wilds “Ombudsman.”
Her group receives $160,000 annually from the State DCNR as a non-profit. She has very strong
support by DCED. She is supposed to meet with businesses, conduct outreach, and essentially be
“the face” of the PA Wilds. She also has control of the PA Wilds logo.
Another arm of the Wilds is the PA Wilds Marketing Corporation, which is comprised of six
TPAs/DMOs. Because tourism dollars in the State were eliminated in 2009, the marketing
corporation has had to be financially self-sustaining. Since they have no money, they only prepare
brochures if they can sell advertising in them. It was also explained that TPAs/DMOs are 501(c)6
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organizations (membership based organizations), while the PA Wilds Marketing Corporation is a
501(c)3 organization (charitable organization).
The PA Wilds program focuses on outdoor recreation, artisan and craft trail trails (painting, jewelry,
woodcarving, steel/ironwork), and wineries/breweries. It is noteworthy that these are all topics that
the LHR states it is not involved with, although outdoor recreation is one of the five goals for
Heritage Regions per the DCNR Heritage Area Program. Also, the Wilds had a set of design
guidelines prepared a few years ago to try to retain the unique character of the area and communities.
They are voluntary and not regulatory, although individual communities would have the authority to
adopt the guideline if they chose to. Most indicated that they think that the LHR should focus on
heritage development, while the PA Wilds should focus on outdoor recreation and promotion. One
cited example of how they have partnered in the past are the trails promoted by the PA Wilds
program that have interpretive waysides created by the LHR. Some interviewees believe the LHR
should be folded into the PA Wilds program. One stated that “we need to get away from lumber
heritage – it can be in the background, but there is too much confusion with too many brands.
Lumber heritage didn’t stick.” Some believe that, structurally, the LHR is in a better position, but PA
Wilds has more support from State staff. There are also apparently personality conflicts between the
LHR and Wilds, although the LHR President has chaired the Wilds Planning Team, so there are
clearly people who are working with both groups. Some interviewees indicated that if clear lines are
drawn between PA Wilds and the LHR, it would make cooperation easier. Meanwhile, PA Wilds
should do the marketing for the LHR, but it needs a budget to do that. One person stressed that the
LHR should focus on tourism itineraries and the PA Wilds should focus on blueways and greenways
(trails). At least a few recommended that the two organizations merge with the LHR functioning as a
sub-unit of the broader Wilds program.
Reportedly, Headwaters was willing to take over funding for PA Wilds, but there was a falling out so
that relationship did not materialize. Instead, Ta Brant’s program is going to be the financial pass
through. The Lycoming Visitors Bureau has pulled out of PA Wilds initiative for the same reason
they are not involved with the LHR – the region is too large to explain and market and tell the story.
They stated that they do not find value in either program. The Lycoming County government, on the
other hand, has put time (serving on board) and money into the LHR, particularly through their
planning staff. The LHR has funded several major projects in Lycoming County.
While several people liked the idea of merging the LHR and the Wilds, one person pointed out that
some supporters who are “brand loyal” to either organization might potentially discontinue their
support and involvement if a new entity were created. Among those who have advocated the
exploration of combining the LHR and PA Wilds programs, the consensus is that PA Wilds should
absorb the LHR and the three main themes should be:
1) Lumber (might need to replace this term with “resource extraction” of something similar)
2) Conservation
3) Outdoor recreation
The other suggested approach is to keep the two entities separate, but to better distinguish their roles
for better coordination, including the creation of a joint-board (even though the Wilds currently has
no board). One way to look at it is as if the two were a single entity and figure out how to adjust that
model as if they were a single entity, but then to actually retain them as two separate entities.
Yet another important perspective shared by at least a few is that the PA Wilds program is duplicating
the efforts of several other entities that typically have a narrower geographic scope and focus on
outdoor recreation, such as trails. That viewpoint believes that the future existence of the PA Wilds
program should be questioned.
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16. Do you believe that the LHR’s current approaches to coordinating with local, regional, state
and federal programs are effective?
 If not, how can they be more effective?
 How can the LHR be viewed as more of a valued resource for local, regional and state officials?
 How do you see the current relationship between the LHR and the DCNR?
It is believed that there is not much coordination at the federal level, but they try to as much as
possible at the local and state levels. In particular, the LHR is critical to funding many local
level projects throughout the region. The LHR works with local non-profits to pursue funding for
specific projects, such as the funding that Ridgway received for an arts project. Another good
example of many has been the LHR’s assistance to the Muncy Historical Society with their efforts for
their historical park. The LHR has provided matching grant assistance with many of the projects
associated with the park, and the LHR staff was described as being “very receptive to helping with
good projects. They have a straightforward grant application process and they are easy to work
with.” They have also reportedly been effective in identifying State funding to help with local level
projects. Yet another example of local projects – also in Lycoming County – was the LHR’s critical
role in the creation of interpretive waysides as part of the River Walk project in Williamsport.
One person suggested that the LHR develop a “laundry list of priority projects (e.g., trails) from
counties, from municipal comprehensive plans and other studies to identify priorities and find
concurrence. “If some of those projects are near lumber sites, there’s the potential for tie-ins. A list
should be requested from each county on priorities with potential tie-ins that could be prioritized as
opportunities for LHR project involvement.” Another interviewee emphasized the need for the LHR
to be proactive with projects rather than simply reacting to what surfaces. That person suggested that
the LHR should be reviewing lists of projects on Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
websites to identify transportation projects that also fit the LHR mission (trails, etc.). It was also
recommended that the LHR develop a database of organizations working with trails, parks, etc. and
start introducing themselves to those organizations. “They should be telling organizations what they
do, convey their grant cycles, and solicit grant proposals.” One of the stated “best opportunities for
the LHR to partner at the local level” is to be involved with Lycoming County’s current heritage plan
that it is working on.
One of the very last interviewees mentioned the PA Great Outdoors, a five-county TPA.
Surprisingly, this TPA was not discussed much during the previous numerous interviews, although
TPAs in general were discussed frequently. Regardless, their website and downloadable brochure are
very impressive and effective in promoting the outdoor assets of that region, all of which is also
within the LHR boundaries.

17. Should the LHR utilize volunteers for various activities?
 They presently do not have a volunteer program.
 If so, what do you think it would take to recruit volunteers to be engaged in the LHR?
There is a strong consensus that the LHR should utilize volunteers.
From the LHR’s perspective, there has not been a need for volunteers because they have historically
utilized funded partners to do the work in the region. Another consideration is that it requires LHR
staff time to both recruit and then oversee volunteers. However, everyone interviewed believed that
the time spent on those activities would likely be worthwhile. It was recommended by one
interviewee that the LHR could use AmeriCorps VISTA volunteers.
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18. Should the LHR accept financial donations?
 They presently do not accept donations.
 If so, what do you think it would take to attract donations to the LHR?
There was an extremely strong consensus that the LHR should be accepting financial donations.
The first step is for the LHR to complete the necessary paperwork.
One person close to the LHR program thought that the LHR is “not set up for accepting donations.”
They indicated that “without a license to accept donations from the State, they can be fined $25 per
day.” It was their understanding that the LHR can accept “sponsorships,” but not donations.
However, the DCNR staff has indicated that there is no reason – at least that they are aware of - why
the LHR cannot accept donations. One interviewee who seemed to really understand the situation
clarified that any 501(c)3 can simply fill out the paperwork to gain “charitable organization” status
and “it takes about 10 minutes.” It also requires some paperwork to be filed annually with the
organization’s 990 forms.
According to the LHR, they do file 990 forms with the IRS every year as mandated by their not-forprofit status. They technically have not had to file with the Pennsylvania Charitable Trust because
they have never met the threshold of contributions that required registration. However, DCNR now
requires registration even though their grant program is not considered donations. The LHR did file
two years ago when the PA Wilds Planning team funds were co-mingled with LHR’s and it caused a
problem with registration over semantics concerning county support of the PA Wilds. Consequently,
the LHR was advised to wait until a 990 was posted that did not include PA Wilds funds. That will
be this year’s 990 for 2014.
It appears that other organizations having a similar mission to the LHR are accepting donations. For
example, the oil and gas industry donated $30,000 to PA Wilds for oil and gas meetings and the
production of a booklet. The Susquehanna Gateway Heritage Region was also cited as a good model
for fundraising. One person suggested that the LHR should approach Georgia-Pacific for funding.

19. Do you have any ideas for specific programs or projects that might further the mission of the
LHR?
 If so, do you also have ideas on funding such programs or projects?
The vast majority of comments by interviewees tied directly to the previous 18 questions.
However, a few other thoughts that may not fit neatly into those topic questions include the
following:
Other opportunities cited for the LHR to pursue included motorcycle tours, waterways, skeet
shooting, and hunting (although this activity is trending down). Another suggestion was that the LHR
develop relationships with nurseries that supply trees, “Tree City USA” communities, and local arbor
societies. One interviewee stated that “There should be a closed loop between development and
marketing.” For the PA Rt. 6 HR, as one example of how to structure a heritage region, there is an
asset development advisory council and a marketing advisory council. One interviewee stated that
the LHR is missing a key opportunity at the Elk Country Visitor Center in Benezette. Approximately
410,000 people come to see the elk herd annually and many inquire about other sites in the region for
a day trip. This interviewee suggested that interpretive trail hikes should be designed so visitors can
experience a managed forest, learn about tree identification, understand the difference between
hardwoods and softwoods, and similar enjoy similar experiences.
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APPENDIX B:
Funding Opportunities and Sources ‐ Websites and Portals
The Center for Rural Pennsylvania ‐ The Center's Board of Directors annually approves topics for
research. All projects must show a clear relationship to one or more of the Center's mandated research
areas, which are rural people and communities, economic development, local government finance and
administration, community services, natural resources and the environment, educational outreach, rural
values and social change, agriculture, and health and welfare
concerns.http://www.rural.palegislature.us/grants_program.html
PA Center for Rural Pennsylvania Resource Center ‐ provides a clearinghouse website for many grants
and funding opportunities for rural communities and organizations in Pennsylvania.
http://www.rural.palegislature.us/resources.html
U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Development ‐ USDA has a number of grant an loan programs
supporting community and business development opportunities in rural communities.
http://www.rd.usda.gov/pa
USDA Grant and Loan Clearinghouse ‐ this website lists all available grants and loans through USDA and
affiliated organizations assisting rural communities in community development, educations, planning,
business development and other activities. http://www.rd.usda.gov/programs‐services/programs‐
services‐communities‐nonprofits
Pennsylvania Association for Sustainable Agriculture – PASA has several grant programs assisting
communities and non‐profits with marketing, education, renewable energy, labor development,
education and research, and conservation. https://www.pasafarming.org/resources/grant‐opportunities
Pennsylvania Rural Arts Alliance – PRAA makes grant funds available to eligible organizations in a seven
county area (Cambria and Clearfield in LHR) through the Pennsylvania Partners in the Arts (PPA).
Pennsylvania Partners in the Arts (PPA) is a partnership between the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
(PCA), a state agency, and local arts organizations. Through this partnership grant funds are distributed
to arts organizations across the state.http://praa.net/grant‐programs
Pennsylvania State Association of Boroughs – this website is a clearinghouse for many state and federal
grant programs to which rural communities and rural‐based organizations may apply.
http://boroughs.org/subpage.php?link=Federal%20Grant%20Opportunities
PA Grows ‐ Grant programs are available on private, local, state and federal levels. Grants are typically
available for only short periods of time and often for very specific activities.
http://pagrows.com/grants.aspx
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance ‐ CFDA contains detailed program descriptions for 2,292 Federal
assistance programs. The following chart shows the program distribution for the top five issuing
agencies.https://www.cfda.gov/
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Rural Assistance Center – Provides a website clearinghouse of state and federal grants sources, as well
as private foundations, which support rural communities and organizations.
https://www.raconline.org/states/pennsylvania/funding
Pennsylvania Recreation & Parks Society – provides a web page listing recreation, conservation and
community development grant programs for all Pennsylvania communities.
http://www.prps.org/resources/resources‐grants‐funding.html
The Grantsmanship Center – publishes a website which contains a listing of all foundations that provide
funding to communities and organizations in Pennsylvania. https://www.tgci.com/funding‐
sources/PA/community
Pennsylvania Arts Council – this statewide, and state‐funded organization provides annual grant
opportunities for organizations working with artists and other humanity and arts programs in
Pennsylvania. http://www.arts.pa.gov/Pages/default.aspx#.VhLCSE3H8iQ
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